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elements, essential workers, and urban civil defense forces regardless of

the availability of shelters in the cities. Soviet civil defense has well
developed, comprehensive plans for implementing a rapid relocation of the
urban population to exurban areas in a highly organized and strictly con-
trolled manneE, Because of a requirement to maintain essential industries,
utilities and services in continuous operation, Soviet plans distinguish
between "dispersing" essential workers, who will commute to work from
nearby host areas, and the "evacuation" of the rest of the residents who
will remain in the host areas. The relocation will be carried out through
work places for working persons and places of residence for non-working
adults who are not members of families of workers, and will be managed by
Evacuation Assembly Points in accordance with planned departure schedules,
allocated transportation and routes, and dedicated host areas. The reloca-
tion can be selective or general. Movement will be by all available means
of transportation as well as in organized groups on foot, with priority in
the use of transportation given to essential workers, civil defense personnel,
and persons unfit to leave on foot. Although a major portion of the urban
population could probably leave the cities in two to three days, the com-
pletion of the relocation-including moving the evacuees who marched to
intermediate evacuation points and then to their assigned host areas-is
likely to take significantly longer. The host areas plan and organize the
reception, housing, supply, medical services, and anti-fallout sheltering
of the evacuees assigned to them. )While small-scale evacuation exercises
are conducted throughout the USSR, it is uncertain how well Soviet plans,
organization, and procedures will perform in an actual large-scale relocation.
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DETACHABLE SUMMARY

Crisis relocation- -i.e., the pre-attack evacuation of the inhabitants
of high risk cities and of workers of potentially targeted economic
installations- - is an important, long-standing and integral element of Soviet civil
defense plans and programs. Soviet civil defense leaders have and continue to
believe that under appropriate conditions and with adequate organization,
preparation and control, crisis relocation can be a highly effective method of
protecting the mass of the urban population and essential workers from enemy
nuclear strikes. Soviet crisis relocation concepts and plans, therefore, are well
developed and quite comprehensive, and Soviet civil defense appears to be
generally ready and able to implement the evacuation rapidly and with short
warning. These concepts and plans ref lect Soviet views on possible war ini L iation

U and for a sustained war effort and recovery, and post-strike civil defense rescue,
damage-limiting and repair operations. They naturally also reflect the Soviet
political-administrative, economic, population control, and value systems as well
as the existing technical capabilities for implementing crisis relocation.

While prior to the late 1960s, crisis relocation was considered to be
* the "main" method of protecting the Soviet urban population, growing Soviet

concern over the possibility of war initiation with little or insufficient strategic
warning has resulted in official priority being given to the development of
capabilities for sheltering the population in-place. However, while sheltering in-
place is seen as an insurance against a worst-case or initiation scenario, crisis
relocation continues to be regarded not only as a desirable option in other war
initiation scenarios, but as preferable and even necessary regardless of existing
shelters in the high risk areas. This stems from the Soviet view that the
relocation of leadership and elite elements, essential workers and urban civil
defense forces is critical for ensuring effective and continuous political,
administrative and economic command and control, the ongoing operations of
important industries, utilities and services in urban areas and the preservation of
large civil defense capabilities for conducting post-strike rescue, damage-,
limiting and repair activities in areas of nuclear damage. In addition, at present
and at least in the near term existing shelter capacities in urban areas are
insufficient to protect all of their inhabitants. Soviet civil defense leaders,
therefore do not question the utility and practicality of crisis relocation under
all but the most unfavorable circumstances. Their primary concern is with

6 finding ways and means of accelerating the rate of relocation so as to
accomplish it in a "maximally compressed" time.

Crisis relocation will be ordered by the Soviet government when it
decides that a threat of a possible attack on the Soviet Union exists. The
ordered relocation can be selective, i.e., applying only to certain elements of the

a urban population or it can be general. Precisely what indicators would cause this
decision to be taken are not known. Crisis relocation will apply to those cities
and economic installations which are believed to be likely targets of enemy
strikes. This appears to include the largest cities of the USSR. The relocation
must be carefully planned, organized and prepared at all levels already in

* peacetime with the active involvement of all administrative-territorial,
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economic, transportation, public service and civil defense organizations. The
Soviet approach to crisis relocation is largely shaped by a value system which
assigns priority to the protection of organizations and persons needed for system

* survival and preservation of control, sustained economic-logistic support of the
* armed forces and post-strike reconstitution and recovery. Consequently, there is

a priority requirement to "disperse" essential workers of urban enterprises,
utilities and services which will remain in continuous operation in such a manner
as to allow workshifts to commute to work. Urban civil defense formations will
also be "dispersed" so that they can rapidly reach the cities. The non-essential
elements of the population will be "evacuated" to hosting areas which do not
meet the "dispersal" requirements. As a result, the relocation must be tightly
controlled and carried out through work places for employed persons and
residential administrations for non-working people. The value system will also
have a strong bearing on the allocation and priority use of transportation.

Primary responsibility for crisis relocation planning rests with the
civil defense chiefs, their deputies for evacuation and staffs, and urban
evacuation commissions and rural evacuation reception commissions at all levels.
Identification and assignment of hosting areas and localities and elaboration of

* relocation plans is carried out downward from higher to lower organs and staffs
while the coordination of plans is an upward process in the hierarchical civil
defense structure. Planning is greatly facilitated by the system of centralized
political and state authority, the state ownership of and control over the
economy, the existence of a national, centrally-directed directed civil defense
organization, the dependence of the population on non-private means of
transportation and so on. The authorities have the ability, therefore, to prohibit
and prevent all independent evacuation by the urban population, to determine
who will be authorized to use transportation and who will leave the cities on
foot, to assign travel routes and destinations to vehicles and marching groups,
and to require residents in hosting areas to house all evacuees allotted to them in
their homes. The hosting areas- -knowing in advance which urban organization is
assigned to them, how many evacuees will arrive, approximately when they will
arrive and by what means- -can prepare plans for their reception, housing, anti-
radiation protection, supplying and servicing. The urban organizations in turn,
being informed about the infrastructure in their assigned hosting areas, can
assist in improving it.

* The relocation of the population is carried out through Evacuation
Assembly Points (SEPs) established at places of work and in residential areas.
Essentially every urban resident (or family) will be assigned a specific SEP and
given a time for reporting to it. Each SEP will register, organize for departure
and supervise the boarding of transport or the formation of marching columns of
up to 2,000 to 3,000 persons. Prior to 1975, control and registration was based

* on a system of evacuation passes issued to the population. At present, places of
work and housing authorities maintain lists of employees (and members of their
families) and residents who are assigned to each SEP. The latter will process the
evacuees and organize their departure on the basis of these lists, which will also
be used by rural evacuation reception points to register the arriving evacuees
and determine that they are authorized to use a given hosting area. Problems

* may arise, however, because of the large number of SEPs, the populations'
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confusion about which to go to and when to report, possible failures to keep
evacuation lists fully current, the need to maintain urban transportaton systems
in operation during thi phase of the relocation and the heavy crossflow of the
residents reporting to the SEPs or to departure points of transportation and foot
columns.

To move the population, use will be made of all available means of
transportation, i.e., railroads, motor vehicles- -including trucks, and river and
sea-going vessels. There are, however, limitations on relocation transportation
capabilities due to shortages of transport, and of all-weather roads, climatic
restrictions on the use of rivers and roads, and priorities assigned to military rail
and road movements. In order to accelerate the rate of evacuation, the concept
of relocation by a "combined method" was introdu.ced in the early 1870s which
provides for a portion of the population, primarily younger, physically fit
elements, to leave the cities in organized groups on foot. All movement will be
along designated routes and preplanned schedules. Motor vehicles will travel
only in convoys to designated destinations, usually located at such distances as to
permit one or more round trips in a 12-hour period. Foot columns will usually
move only one day's march from the cities to assigned Intermediate Evacuation
Points (PPEs) from which the evacuees will be subsequently transported to their
final destinations. Vehicle traffic will be controlled by dispatcher and traffic
control posts and assisted by fixed and mobile fueling and repair units. Priority
in the use of transport appears to be given to elite elements, essential workers,
personnel of significant organizations which will relocate their operations to the
exurban areas, civil defense formations and the elderly, invalids, pregnant

* women and women with young children. Primarily subject to relocation on foot
will be students of higher and middle-level boarding institutions and physically
fit workers and employees (and their family members) of enterprises, institutions
and organizations which will cease operations.

Soviet planned rates of relocation, the size of the population to be
relocated and the number of persons to be "dispersed" vs. those who will be
"evacuated" are not known. It is not unlikely, however, that the Soviets plan to
relocate some 100 to 120 million urban residents. The number of essential
workers subject to being "dispersed" may be as large as 20 to 25 million. Also to
be moved to the dispersal areas will be civil defense formations and where
conditions permit, the families of the workers and civil defense personnel. At
least in theory, therefore, some 50 to 70 million persons may be considered for

* relocation to "dispersal" hosting areas. Soviet plans, however anticipate that
where conditions in the exurban areas do not permit this, the families will be
sent to other hosting localities. Despite the limitations of the Soviet
transportation system, it appears that the majority of the urban population could
be evacuated in two to three days, although the rates will vary from city to city,
and certainly all the "valuable" elements of the population could be relocated in

* such a period of time.

As far as possible, each city's hosting areas will be within the
boundaries of the blast (province) or republic (in the case of small ones) where
the city is located. "Dispersal" hosting areas must be located on or in close
proximity of major transportation routes. In well developed exurban areas,
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hosting rations will be on the average of two evacuees per local resident. In
other areas, hosting ratios could be greater (the minimum floorspace per resident
and evacuee being 2 m2 or 21.5 ft.2), or where there are no developed hosting
areas, the evacuees would live in hastily built huts, dugouts, etc. The hosting
areas' civil defense staffs and evacuation reception commissions will prepare to
receive, house, protect, supply and support the evacuees. Included in these
measures would be the building up of stocks of food, goods of basic necessity,
medical supplies and building materials for the construction of anti-radiation
shelters, the improvement of water supplies, food processing, preparation and
catering capacities, the expansion of medical facilities and services. In the
event of a crisis relocation, these hosting areas' capacities will also be expanded
by relocated urban public feeding, trade, medical and various service
organizations and the deployment where needed of mobile field kitchens. While

* preparation of basements and other existing underground structures in ruralareas for use as anti-radiation shelters is carried out to varying degrees as a part
of the peacetime civil defense program, it appears that generally the
construction of supplemental simple anti-radiation shelters, which may be
needed to protect all evacuees in the hosting areas, will not be initiated until a
time of crisis and/or the start of crisis relocation. The time required for such

* construction must be added to the total duration of the crisis relocation before
the evacuees can be considered to effectively be protected.

The precise role of Soviet armed forces, especially of the military
civil defense troops, in assisting crisis relocation is not known. It may depend on
whether the relocation coincides with the mobilization and deployment of the
armed forces or takes place following their completion and also on the military
leadership's perception of the immediacy of a threat of enemy nuclear strikes.
There are indications, however, that under favorable circumstances the military
may assist crisis relocation in various ways, such as: maintenance of order and
traffic control, road maintenance and construction, contruction of shelters,
water reservoirs, and protected facilities for stocks of food, fuel, medical
supplies and other essential goods in hosting areas, assistance in communications,
providing temporary power to hospitals, bakeries, communication centers, etc.,
giving medical aid and hospital care to civilian casualties, and flying food and
other emergency supplies to localities temporarily isolated as a result of enemy
strikes.

40 To ensure the population's orderly behavior and disciplined execution
of orders in the course of crisis relocation, instruction in relocation procedures
are included in the compulsory civil defense training program for the population.

* - However, only one hour of instruction on this topic is included in the yearly
course and its content is relatively simple, given that there is little requirement
for the population to show initiative or take any independent actions in the

* relocation process. The instruction program is supplemented by various types of
exercises. Most of these are command-staff exercises held by civil defense to
examine and test plans and assumptions, but do not usually involve the
population. Integrated exercises which are periodically held at smaller towns,
urban and rural rayons and at industrial enterprises, educational institutions,
collective and state farms, etc., do include an evacuation phase, which mnay

* involve the movement of off-duty workers and members of their families to
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exurban areas or a one-day march from the cities by students and young workers.
k There is no evidence, however, of large-scale exercises having been held which

introduces some uncertainty into the question of the realism and effectiveness of
Soviet relocation plans and schedules. There again, essential workers are more
likely to be better trained and exercised than other elements of the population.

While careful account must be taken QiL the many differences
between the Soviet Union and the United States, the Soviet crisis relocation
program may suggest some useful concepts and methods for any similar program
in the U.S. Most noteworthy is the Soviet requirements for the relocation of
significant elements of the urban population regardless of the availability of
blast shelters in the cities, the preparation of hosting areas, the system of
allocation of hosting areas and distribution of evacuees among them, the
"dispersal" concept for essential workers, the organized use of public transporta-
tion, the control and support system for vehicle traffic, the concept of
evacuation passes, and the content of public instruction. Finally, the U.S. cannot
ignore the existence of a well-developed, planned and organized Soviet capability
to carry out a rapid relocation of a large part of its urban population and to
remain in this posture for protracted periods of time while maintaining essential
economic activities.

Key Findings

o Despite the increased importance attributed by Soviet civil defense since
the early 1970s to blast shelter construction in key urban areas and at
significant economic installations as a measure to protect the population
against an enemy surprise attack, crisis relocation of residents of high-risk
cities continues to be an important element of the Soviet civil defense
program.

0 In itr. approach to crisis relocation--as in the case of its program in
general--Soviet civil defense assigns priority not only to the protection of
residents of high-risk areas and workers of important economic installa-

.4 tions, but especially to the protection of those elements of the population
which are believed to be of particular value to the continuity of the Soviet
system and its control, the logistic support of the armed forces' operations,
the sustainment of the war effort, and post-attack reconstitution and
recovery.

o The Soviet authorities see a requirement for the pre-attack evacuation
from risk areas of leadership elements, essential workers, and civil defense
forces regardless of the availability of shelters in the cities.

o Because of the requirement to maintain essential industrial enterprises,
utilities, and services in continuous operation--even in wartime, Soviet
crisis relocation plans distinguish between the "dispersal" of essential
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workers who will be required to commute to work from exurban host areas
to the high-risk areas, and the "evacuation" of other residents who will
remain in the host areas.

0 Crisis relocation planning is carried out at all levels of the Soviet civil
defense organization, with the civil defense chiefs and staffs being assisted
by special Evacuation Commissions in the urban areas and at large
economic installations and by Evacuation Reception Commissions in the
rural host areas and small towns.

o Soviet crisis relocation plans provide for a highly organized and controlled
evacuation, which precludes independent actions by the population and
includes alternate procedures for warning the population, precise schedul-
ing of departures, the allocation of transportation and movement routes,
and the assignment of dedicated host areas in accordance with require-
ments for dispersal of essential workers, and the resettlement of other
urban residents.

o The Soviet crisis relocation system allows for a selective as well as a
general evacuation of the urban population and, depending on circum-
stances, for beginning the relocation either with the evacuation of
essential workers, or the non-essential elements of the population, or the
simultaneous evacuation of both groups.

0 Relocation is planned and organized on the "territorial-production"
principle--i.e., according to places of employment or residence, with
working persons being evacuated by their places of employment, families
going with the heads of households, and non-working adults being evacuated
by their housing administrations.

0 The relocation is managed by Evacuation Assembly Points (SEPs) which are
established at work places and in residential areas, each having from 1,500
to 3,000 workers or residents assigned to it for control and processing.

o The workers and their families and non-working residents are required to
report to their assigned SEPs at designated times, where they will be
registered and checked against personnel lists prepared by the work places
and housing administrations, organized into groups, and--according to
plans--either taken to transportation boarding points or to points of
departure of marching columns.

0 Warning of the population of the start of relocation allows for selective
and concealed notification, especially of leadership elements, essential
workers and civil defense forces, or it can be general with the use of radio,
television and other mass communication means.

o In order to accelerate the rate of departure of residents of high-risk areas,
the relocation will be conducted by the "combined" method, i.e., the
simultaneous use of all available means of transportation as well as the
departure from the cities of a portion of the population in organized groups
on f oot.
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o Priority in the use of transportation is given to essential workers and civil
defense personnel, as well as pregnant women, women with children up to
10 years of age, the handicapped, sick and elderly.

o The primary means of transportation is considered to be the railroads;
however, rail movement of evacuees will have to be coordinated with
military rail traf fic which will have priority.

o Transportation by motor vehicles--which will use all available vehicles,
including privately owned cars--will operate according to p~e-planned
schedules alon~g designated routes, and vehicles will only trave' convoys
under strict control to assigned destinations.

o Along the routes, the flow of motor vehicle traffic will be c( -olled by
dispatcher and traffic control posts and supported by mobil ),4 f ixed
fueling, towing and repair units and facilities.

0 To increase the frequency of round trips by motor vehicles, they will be
primarily used to carry essential workers and civil defense personnel to
dispersal areas close to the cities, or, in the case of evacuees destined to
distant host areas, they will first be taken to intermediate evacuation
points from which they will subsequently be transported to their final
destinations.

o For transportation of evacuees, use will also be made, where appropriate,
of river boats, barges, and sea-going vessels if climatic conditions permit.

0 Evacuation on foot by able-bodied residents will be in organized and
supervised columns of 500-1,000 persons, traveling along designated routes
to intermediate evacuation points one day's march (12-25 miles) from the
cities, where they will wait for transportation to their assigned host areas
if these are at a significnt distance from these points.

0 Although transportation capabilities vary from city to city and are
constrained by climatic conditions and a relative shortage of motor
vehicles and all-weather roads, it is estimated that a major portion of some
100-120 million urban residents, including all essential workers and civil
defense personnel, could be moved from the cities by the "combined"
method in two or three days.

o Although a relatively high rate of departure of residents of high-risk cities
may be maintained, the completion of the relocation will require signifi-
cantly more than two-three days in the case of the largest cities and those
with poorly developed transportation routes and exurban areas, and in order
to move evacuees from the intermediate evacuation points to their
assigned host areas.

0 Host areas will be assigned to the cities by oblast or republic civil defense
staffs and, insofar as it is practical, will be within the boundaries of the
oblasts in which the cities are located.
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o Selection of localities for hosting dispersed essential workers is made on
IM the basis of the following criteria: (1) they should be within 30 to 75 miles

from the cities in order that not more than 4-5 hours is spent by the
workshifts on round trips to their work places; (2) they should be within 3
miles of major highways or rail lines leading to the cities; and (3) they
should mnake it possible for the enterprises to which they are allocated to
keep their workforce together so as to facilitate control over the workers.

o Host areas for non-essential evacuees and relocated institutions, adminis-
trations, and organizations can be located at greater distances from major
transportation routes or cities than dispersal areas.

0 The civil defense staffs, Evacuation Reception Commissions, and local
soviets (councils) of each host area plan, already in peacetime, the
reception, housing, supply and sheltering of evacuees on the basis of
information on the number of evacuees, their mode of travel, and approxi-
mate time of arrival, which is provided by the appropriate urban or
industry civil defense staffs.

o Arriving evacuees will be received, registered, assigned housing, and moved
to their places of residence by Evacuation Reception Points established by
the rural civil defense staffs and Evacuation Reception Commissions at
points of disembarkation of evacuees.

0 Priority is given to housing evacuees in the homes of local residents--who
must receive them on a compulsory basis and supply them- with bedding,
dishes, and other necessities which the evacuees could not bring with them
(baggage for evacuees traveling by transport is limited to 50 kg per person,
and for those who leave on foot, what they can carry on the march).

0 Where practical, the preferred hosting ratio is one or two evacuees fo~
every I Ycal resident, but in any case there should not be less than 2m
(21.5 ftL) of housing floorspace for every evacuee and resident.

o Additional housing for evacuees will be in public and communal buildings,
storage facilities, pioneer camps and tourist facilities, summer cottages of
urban residents, rest homes, etc.

o In the case of cities with sparsely inhabited exurban areas (primarily the
northern regions and Eastern Siberia), the evacuees will live in dugouts and
hastily erected cabins built by the civil defense forces and the evacuees
themselves.

0 The evacuees will use existing fallout shelters in the basements and cellars
of their assigned housing, or, if these are insufficient, they will use simple
shelters (dugouts, covered trenches, etc.) which will be built either by local
residents in advance of the relocation or by the evacuees themnselves using
available mechanized earth-moving equipment and building materials
already pre-stocked in peacetime in the host areas.



0 Current Soviet practice indicates that the host areas do not maintain in
readiness sufficient fallout shelters to protect all evacuees. Consequently,
the time required for the construction of additional shelters may have to
be added to the total time needed to complete the process of protecting
the urban population by means of crisis relocation.

o Preparation of host areas to receive urban evacuees includes the stocking
in protected facilities of f cod reserves and medical supplies and, where
necessary, the expansion of water supply, food preparation and catering
capacities, medical and hygiene facilities, etc.

o The infrastructure of the host areas may be improved in peacetime with
the assistance of the urban organizations to whom they are dedicated, and
it will be augmented in time of relocation by evacuated urban medical
organizations, civil defense mobile field kitchens, Mobile Food Supply
Stations, Clothing Supply Service units, and Engineering Service units, as
well as by evacuated food, medical, and other supplies.

0 In principle, the food reserves in the host areas and other state reserves
should suffice to sustain the population during the period following an
attack, although disruption of the transportation system may interfere with
the distribution of the state reserves and other supplies located outside the
host areas.

o The role of Soviet military civil defense and other uni'ts in crisis relocation
is unclear and apparently will depend on circumstances. Military units may
be used in maintaining communications, public order and traffic control;
assisting in the construction of shelters, protected storage facilities, water
reservoirs, and other essential structures in host areas; maintaining roads;
operating mobile power equipment; and providing medical aid to evacuees.

o Instruction of the population in evacuation procedures is provided primarily
by the compulsory civil defense instruction course for the general
population which devotes one hour annually to this topic. Given that the
Soviet urban population is required to show little initiative beyond report-
ing at designated times to assigned SEPs, this instruction may suffice to
teach the public what to expect and how to act in a crisis relocation.

0 While various types of evacuation exercises are held throughout the USSR,
these are usually on a small scale and, therefore, may not provide an
adequate test of the realism and effectiveness of Soviet plans and
procedures in the event of a large-scale crisis relocation.
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PREFACE

The following report was prepared for the Fediral Emorgencv

>ianagement Agency under Contract No. EMI,.-C-0571 as a part of an ongoing

research program of Soviet Civil Defense undertaken by Science Applica-

tions, Inc.

The objective of this study is to describe, analyze and asse.ss,

on the basis of Soviet open-source materials, Soviet civil defense

*rationale, concepts, plans, organization, methods and capabilities for

tihe crisis evacuation of residents of high risk cities and workers of

industrial installations.

In 1972, the author conducted a brief study of Soviet urban

evacuation concepts and organization which was reported in Soviet Civil

Defense-Urban Evacuation and Dispersal [Center for Advanced International

Studies, University of Miami, Final Report, May 1972, (44 pp.), prepared

for the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency under Contract No. DAHC-20-70-C-

0309]. The present report provides an updated and much more expanded and

detailed description and analysis of crisis evacuation in Soviet civil

defense plans and programs. Other relevant studies to the subject of this

report prepared by the author include Soviet Civil Defense Conce ts, Pro-

grams and Measures for the Protection of Industry in Nuclear War Conditions

[Advanced International Studies Institute, Final Report, June 1981,

prepared for the Federal Emergency Management Agency uioder Contract No.

EMW'-C-0384] and Soviet Post-Strike Civil Defense Rescue, Damae-himti_,

'4 J~Rair and Restoration Operations [Science Applications, Inc., Final Rport

u.\nunt 1982, undertaken for the Federal Emergency Management .*\tn' nndt

(,,t ract No. EMW-C-05711.
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Section 1

INTRODUCTION

October 4, 1982, marked the official 50th anniversary of USSR

Civil Defense. Although during this half-century its organization,

scope, character and even name have undergone a number of changes, a

primary aim of the program has been and remains the wartime protection

of the population and the mitigation of losses among it. One method

of such protection is the evacuation of the population from high risk

areas.

Historically, evacuation from areas of military operations has

been a long-standing method for protecting non-combatants. More often

than not such evacuation was largely spontaneous and unplanned. The

deliberate planning and organization of large-scale evacuation in times

of a threat of war by local, regional or national authorities is pri-

marily a modern phenomenon. It is the consequence of a combination of

factors. Among these factors are the rapid urbanization of societies

and the growth of cities; the increasing fire power and range of arma-

ments; the growing role of the economy and population in sustaining

the war effort and consequently becoming significant strategic targets

for attack; and a markedly greater sense of responsibility by govern-

ments for the fate of their citizens.

No doubt fire power and range of armaments have been a critical

factor. Until World War II, evacuation was limited to tile zones of

actual ground combat operations and to cities threatened by siege. The

Second World War, however, saw the appearance of massive bombardment

by opposing air forces of cities far behind tile front lines. Expecta-

tion of such attacks and their subsequent implementation in the course

4 of the war led to the organized partial evacuation of such large cities

as London and Berlin. Total evacuation of the civilian population from

cities, however, was rare and was mosttv associated with intense, pro-

longed ground combat, as in the case of Stalingrad, for example. On
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the whole, strategic bombardment capabilities in World War II were still

quite limited in their effectiveness. While the evacuation of children

and other non-working urban residents from high risk cities was considered

desirable, basements and other underground structures (subways, for

example) as well as trenches were generally believed to provide adequate

protection against conventional bombs and shells.

The appearance of nuclear weapons and intercontinental missile

delivery systems now poses a qualitatively different and far greater

threat to the population in general and urban residents in particular.

Potential losses among the population now may be so high as to place the

survival of a country subjected to nuclear strikes in jeopardy. In par-

ticular, large urban and industrial centers become potential targets for

sudden, devastating nuclear attack. Consequently, the protection of the

population in general-and of the residents of large urban areas in

particular-from the effects of sucl! attacks becomes a matter not only

of humanitarian but of strategic importance.

In the nuclear age, the basic passive methods of protecting the

population against enemny attack have not changed from those employed

during World War I. They still consist of sheltering and/or evacuation.

Sheltering against all the prompt and secondary effects of nuclear deto-

nations, however, requires far more elaborate, effective and consequently

also more expensive protective facilities than those used during World

War II. The high cost of modern shelters and the long lead times needed

to build large numbers of them have made the alternative of pre-attack

4 evacuation of the population from high risk areas appear particularly

attractive. This is so because evacuation reduces the problem of protec-

tion of the population to that needed only against radioactive fallout

and because peacetime planning of and preparation for evacuation are,

4 relatively low cost and less time consuming when compared with large-

sleblast sholter construction.

For all of its attractiveness, evacuation of high risk urban

areas poses large and complex problems. This is so because of a number
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of factors. First, there is the enormous scope of the evacuation

which, in the case of the U.S. and USSR, may exceed 100 million persons.

Second, there is the requirement to accomplish the evacuation as rapidly

and in as orderly a manner as possible. Third, there is the problem of

not only ensuring the smooth movement of evacuees to hosting areas, but

also of achieving an appropriate distribution of evacuees among hosting

areas. Finally, there is the requirement for the preparation of the

necessary infrastructure in the hosting areas and for effective protec-

tion of evacuees and local residents against fallout. Thus, evacuation

requires not only careful planning and organization, as well as coordi-

nated actions among authorities at various levels, but also effective

instruction of the population and the maintenance of discipline among it.

At present few countries have extensive, well-advanced evacuation

(or crisis relocation) ptcograms. Most of those that do are communist

countries. Among the latter, the Soviet Union in particular appears to

have well-developed plans and organization for large-scale pre-attack

urban evacuation as an element of its long-standing, large and comprehen-

sive civil defense program.

It must be pointed out that information on the Soviet civil

defense program is uneven. Information on the general principles guiding

the program, basic plans, organization and measures as well as technical

requirements for implementing them are described in considerable detail

in Soviet publications. The Soviet Union, however, maintains secrecy on

specific civil defense capabilities and the present state of readiness of

various elements of the program. Thus, in the matter of crisis relocation,

Soviet open sources provide no information on the number of ciLies and

urban residents which wiil be subject to evacuation or the number of

essent ial workers who willI be dispersed thle planned rate ofevuai,

the location of hosting areas, the expected length of time reqiired to

prepare the hosting areas to receive and protect the evacuees, the amlount.

of supplies to be stored in losting areas to sustain the evacues aind

)local residents, and so on. There is also no data on the degree of Coll-

fidence the Soviet leatcrsliip aad civil defensu officials have in the
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ability of the system to implement the relocation plans in a limited

period of time. Finally, there is relatively little information on

the role of the military in Soviet crisis relocation plans or on the

lessons learned from evacuation exercises.

The present study is based entirely on open source materials,

primarily those published in the Soviet Union. As was noted, there

* exists a large body of Soviet civil defense publications consisting of

* manuals, books and pamphlets, as well as numerous journal and newspaper

articles and radio and television broadcasts. A significant portion of

these materials include discussions of Soviet views on and plans and

preparations for crisis relocation. Of course, given Soviet secrecy,

it will not be possible to treat all aspects of the Soviet evacuation

program with equal thoroughness and specificity. Insofar as available

open sources permit, however, attempts will be made to provide some

gross estimates of Soviet capabilities.

Analysis of Soviet crisis relocation plans raises useful issues

and has potentially significant implications for U.S. security interests

and specifically for U.S. civil defense planning. First, it offers in-

sights into Soviet views on war initiation, the possible length of

strategic warning and on likely enemy targeting priorities. Second, it

provides indications of Soviet views on the importance of crisis reloca-

tion as a necessary measure for the protection of select elements of the

Soviet society as well as the general population. Third, the likelihood

that the Soviets would initiate urban evacuation in the event of a threat

of war and estimates of the probable length of time required for its

implementation are highly relevant for possible U.S. initiation of

similar evacuation and for planning its rate. Finally, while allowing

for all the differences between the U.S. and the Soviet Union, U.S.

crisis relocation planners nonetheless may draw useful ideas and lessons

from Soviet planning, organization and practical measures for urban

evacuation.
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Section 2

THE EVOLUTION OF SOVIET VIEWS ON THE ROLE
AND UTIL ITY OF CRISIS RELOCATION

During the past fifty years Soviet views on the role and utility

of crisis relocation as an element of the Soviet civil defense program

have undergone considerable changes. These views appear to have been

influenced by contradictory considerations and factors. Thus, on the

one hand it was recognized that crisis relocation is a complex measure,

difficult to organize and implement and, more importantly, that it

greatly disrupts economic and urgent military activities. On the other

hand, however, the Soviet leadership has had to progressively face up to

the growing threat to the survival of the civilian population and to

changing assessments of the feasibility of providing the population with

alternate methods of protection, such as shelters.

Prior to World War II, even though bombing raids on cities had

been anticipated, no country had planned for large-scale crisis reloca-

tion of the civilian population. In the Soviet Union, civil defense-or

as it was then called 'Local Anti-Air Defense' (MPVO)-was focused pri-

marily on the cities near the Soviet Union's borders. Prior to the

German invasion, the Soviet Union had acquired new buffer areas between

its Western cities and the potential German enemy as a result of the

acquision of the Baltic States, parts of Poland, and Finland. Further-

more, the Stalinist regime viewed any discussion of a possible German

penetration of Soviet territory or of a real German air threat to cities

in European Russia as defeatist. Consequently, even though evacuation

of children and other non-working urban residents from cities was briefly

discussed in Soviet publications,-L this concept was not adopted by

Soviet civil defense officials as a general program prior to the German

attack on the USSR. A small number of children were actually evacuated

from Leningrad and Moscow at the beginning of the attack, huit otherwise

the population was expected to find adequate protection in simple shelters,

i.e., basements, slit trenches, etc.
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The advances or the German armies into the Sovict UnIon resulted

in a massive civilian evacuation which was partly spontaneous and partvy

organized by tle government The latter appears to have been orimarilv

concernai with the organized relocation of vital industrial enterprises

and essential workers, as well as elements of the party and elite, to safe

areas.- Much of the organized relocation, therefore, involved movements

over great distances in order to place the evacuated enterprises and

personnel far beyond possible German ground advances or the rangce of

Germai aircraft. In all, the Soviets claim to have evacuated elements

cf 1,523 significant industrial enterprises to the eastern regions of
2/

the country.- Along with this, a total of about 25 million Soviet

citizens were evacuated in the course of the war, 17 million of them

during the first six months.3/ There was considerable uncontrolled

evacuation in the rural areas and small towns threatened by the advancing

German forces and combat operations. Many of these evacuees were overrun

by the German advance and found themselves in German occupied areas. In

the case of many of the large cities such as Moscow and Leningrad, evacua-

tion was organized and controlled by the authorities, and self-evacuation
4/

was largely prohibited.-

Despite its war experience, following World War I1 Soviet civil

defense initially persisted with its disinterest in crisis relocation.

Primary emphasis in measures to protect the population was on shelters.

Indeed, nuclear war was ignored in Soviet civil defense manuals until

1954-that is, until after Stalin's death.

in 1956 a review of the role and mission of Soviet civil defense

was carried out which resulted in a new interest in crisis relocation.

Speaking at the 20th CPSU Congress in 1956, the USSR Minister of Defense,

Mrshal of the Soviet Union G. K. Zhukov, noted the 1rowing threat to thie
5/

* population posed by nuclear weapons and modcern delivery systems.5 In

accordance with this view, the miss ion of civil defen.ife was expanded to

include among others "the development of plions for the eva cuation of

children and the unfit-for-work po11 ulation, ./ iv-n so, civil dclense
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manuals for instruction of the population published in 1957 made no

mention of pre-attack crisis relocation.
7 /

In 1958, however, crisis relocation began to be mentioned in

Soviet civil defense manuals. The creation of a Civil Defense Trans-

portation Service was announced that year, whose mission was to trans-8/
port evacuees from the cities to safe areas.-- Soviet manuals stated

explicitly that "the timely evacuation of people, especially from large

cities, will significantly reduce the number of casualties. 9/ It was

also said that in the event of a threat of war, the rural areas would

organize the reception, housing and employment of the evacuated urban
10/

population. Nevertheless, Soviet publications made clear that crisis

relocation applied only or primarily to childrens' institutions,. i.e.,

nurseries, childrens' homes and orphanages, kindergartens and schools,

and elements of the urban population unfit for work. Furthermore, until

1960 no specific discussion of evacuation was included in the civil

defense instruction program for the general population./

By 1960 it became apparent that crisis relocation was going to

be a major civil defense measure. There appears to have been two reasons

for this. The first was the recognition that it was impractical to

rapidly build a sufficient number of blast shelters to protect the entire

population of high risk cities. 2 / Another reason appears to have been

a debate about the utility of shelters given the possibility that the

enemy may deploy nuclear weapons with yields of 20 to 100 megatons.-

Although the controversy did not end Soviet interest in the construction

of additional blast shelters, it underscored the importance of alternative

methods of protecting the population.

A new civil defense instruction program for the adult popukation

was introduced in 1960. For the first time, the program included a dis-

cussion of evacuation, albeit only fifteen minutes. - / Nevertheless,

crisis relocation was characterized as "one of the most important measures"

for the protection of the population. Priority continued to be given,

however, to the evacuation of children, the elderly and invalids. 15/ In
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addition, it was specified that "citizens have the right to inde'pendent

self-evacuation to any area they choose," but presumably only if they
16/

were released from work or other duties.- It was also made clear

that a large part or even the majority of the urbln poJpJlwat ion would

remain in the cities.

The 1960 publications indicate that the basic organizational

elements of crisis relocation had been defined. One intcrestin,, feature

of the relocation plan, which undoubtedly was dictated by shortages of

transportation means, was the concept of transporting the evacuees first

to intermediary-i.e., temporary-evacuation areas beyond the zones of

possible destruction. Later, as transportation became available, they

were to be moved to their final resettlement locations.-,/ It was also

assumed that in the event of an enemy attack on the Soviet Union the

evacuation would continue from those cities which were not struck. Of

course, at that time the number of nuclear weapons in the U.S. as well

as the Soviet arsenals was small, and neither side was expected to engage

in a protracted nuclear exchange.

In 1961 major changes were made in Soviet civil defense. Its

name was changed from Local Anti-Air Defense (MPVO) to Civil Defense

(Grazhdanskaya Oborona), and control over it was shifted from the Ministry

of Internal Affairs (MVD) to the Ministry of Defense, thus placing it

under military leadership. Furthermore, the scope of the civil defense

program was expanded to cover the entire USSR, and the implementation of

and investments in the various elements of the program were stepped up.

Even so, it took some time before concepts and plans for crisis reloca)-

tion became fully developed and publicized.

According to a review of the history of Soviet civil defeinist

published in 1975, it is asserted that in 1961 the "most effectiv(

*methods of protection [of the population] were considered to be the

dispersal of workers and employees of installations i f the nati(onal

economy and tile evacuation of the population from large citit- and the

more important industrial centers to zones outside the cit ic s, anod tle
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protection of people in she l tcr:-;. ile pri arv method of protection wasV

considered to he the eVa Cowltion ,ind ,i ,ner-aI of the population of large

cities."-- Similari ,' Soviot , ivi I Icfkn L, mainuals published in 1962

also mentioned thc Ore-attlick -i 'orker and implovees and the

evacuation of residents oft lar.:ot, iti,- ,I .,1 "a'nfLoctive" measure for

significantly reducing v pulAt i,' ,- , lilt' L oncept ot "dispersal

ot workers and emploecs" rtr,,'t or" iin I- sX ll- i (n1 o: tle scope of

crisis relocation which prti id Kon lair,_'Cl 1 imitod to the nonl-

working element of the urb,in populiition. FV 'n sO . the manuals still

specified that children and poor ic unf-it for work would have priority in

the evacuation and thait the evacuees wool d first he moved to intermediate

areas outside the cities before proceedin, to their assigned resettlement

locations. 
-

The manuals also gave little specific information on the organiza-

tion and management of crisis relocation. Indeed, a new 19-hour civil

defense instruction program for the general population introduced in 1963

did not discuss evacuation and dispersal in the section devoted to methods

of protection of the population and only mentioned it in passing as a

possible option in a section dealing with "The Duties of the Population

in the Event of a Threat of Attack" and "In Response to Civil Defense

Signals.

In succeeding > ears, however. Soviet public at ions ref Ic ted an

increasing focus of civil defense on the results of more careful planning

of crisis relocation. In 1964, the new chief of USSR Civil Defense,

LA Marshal of the Soviet Union V. [. Chuvkov, characterized crisis reloca-

tion of residents of large cities "which are the probable targets of

enemy missile-nuclear strikes" as the "main method" of assuring their
22/

protection.- He also specified that dispersal would include thc ) If-

dutv shifts of indus trial, transportation, power aInd commun i cations

workers. ['he ciharacterization of dispersal i and evaciiation as thc "mi"

or 'most effective" method of protectin, the population of high risk

cities persisted in Soviet civil de-ense publications through the 1960's.

i
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By 1965 plans to disperse essential workers separately from

their families appear to have been scrapped in favor of evacuating the

families together with the workers and employees.-3 Thle manuals con-

tinued to mention, however, that first priority woulJ be :2vato the

evacuation of essential workers, childrens' institutions and people

unfit for work, and that intermediate evacuation areas would be used

where transportation means were insufficient to move thle evacuees at

once to their assigned resettlement locations. 24 For the first time,

some Soviet publications also mentioned thle possibility that in the

event of a shortage of transportation and given the need to expedite

the relocation, a portion of the urban population may be evacuated on

foot.-5

The focus on crisis relocation as the "main method of protecting

'1 the population" became clearly evident with the introduction in 1967 of

a new 21-hour civil defense instruction program for the general popula-

tion.-6 In this program, two hours of instruction were devoted to the

subject of crisis relocation. The manuals outlining the contents of

the instruction program provided considerable details on the organiza-

tion and plans for the dispersal and evacuation, the use of means of

transportation, control methods, and the organization of thle reception,

quartering, supplying and protection of the evacuees in the hosting

areas. It was noted that dispersal and evacuation applied not cmlv to

residents of high risk cities but also to the residents in their suburbs

to a radius of 8-10 km from the city limits, as well as workers and
27/

employees of large installations located outside cities.- It is

noteworthy that the instruction program made no mention of possible

evacuation on foot, nor of use of intermediate evacuation areals.

Furthermore, no mention was made of the earlier priority assig-ned to thle

evacuation of childrens ' institutions and of people unf it for work. I t

continued to be emphasized, however, that while the eut ire pp timof

high risk cities would be subject to crisis relocat ion, one work sh i t

would he present at all times ait essential induist rial , power, ut i i ties,

communication and other important installIat ions which will re'IMainl in
* 28/

operat inn in thle (-!t ies.--

I (
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The focus on crisis rel ocation was uist if Led in Soy icet ivi I

defense publications on the ground t :i t it wa not possible for economic

F reasons to provide the entiro ppullatLion of 11ii risk areas k'ith hiat
29/

shelters.29 It was claimed, thereI-t re , tiaut

Clculations show Lt?,:2th, t -:iss:,-

nuclear strike, Iosses arno th, ' ,717C- A
large unprotected cit m, 1q r, ,t IO ; ',con t
of its total, while c:ar c<' :tI ,n t,: ira'':/

and fulI executi is on ht,,cs, b ,, s.
and evacuation of th. a uC,' .t' 1 .Ll , ; is 10.S ma:
be reduced to a few par_;,' t f ,h ta " . nh iC-
tants.30/

Yet, even while crisis relocation appeared to have become the center-

piece of the Soviet civil defense program for protection of the popu]a-

tion, and even while it was explained that there was no alternative to

it, it became once again a subject of debate and review by the leader-

ship. Not surprisingly, Soviet civil defense literature lagged behind

decisions which introduced new directions in the program. The apparent

issue was tie question of the possibility of an enemy surprise atta-k

coupled with concern over the implications for civil defense of the

growing number of warheads in the U.S. strategic forces. Furthermore.

crisis relocation was not compatible withl the requirements of the Soviet

pre-emptive counterforce strike st rate\' becaiii.ic. execution of crisis

relocation was likely to provide the enemy with strategic warning of a

Soviet attack. Finallv, there was the possi i tv that the enemy would

strike while the crisis relocation wa:s in progress.

'4 Already in 1969, the chief of USSR Civil Defense appeared to

ref I ect some of these misgivings when he wrote:

Thus, a onq w ith disno rsaii I a 4n"i i, jr , ai

grent: sif? iticIfnca, in tl,' protOCt " t 1)1,' :, -
', ti~~~~~n w;2, ". W, i;o.i < t -h I], t '>s ,n

t' I' p." /at h, t ia t2r t, 1b i

I j / .I ; t :, I? , .",N ' ' '

. b' " ' t " ,' ;' 7 - 1th ' :' i'ie S th' t.

I?



The following year, a prominant military theoretician and commentator

wrote:

The organization and implementation of large-
scale evacuation measures are quite complex and
require considerable time. It is difficult to
expect that there will be sufficient time [to

carry them out] before the war.31/

The author noted, however that "serious attention" was being given to

ways to reduce the time required to implement the evacuation.

Following the appointment in 1972 of a new chief of USSR Civil

Defense, Colonel General A. T. Altunin who rel laced the aging Chuvkov,

it became evident that the review of the civil defense program resulted

in a shift in emphasis. Thus, Altunin wrote in 1973 that:

Decisive changes have taken place with regard
to making maximum use of all available shelters
in the interest of protecting the population.
At the same time, the search continues for the
best and most efficient methods for evacuating
and dispersing the population. 3 /

In 1974, Altunin called for USSR Civil Defense "to be

constantly prepared to shelter the entire population in protective

structures, '34 / and specifically the residents of high risk cities,

and characterized this as being the "main task" of civil defense.
3-/

He asserted that:

Under present conditions, when the accuracy of
delivery of nuclear warheads to their targets
has sharply increased while their yields have
enormously grown, Civil Defense will seek to
provide the entire population of cities and
installations which will be the more likely
targets of nuclear weapons with such shel-

ters.36

4 The new focus on shelters was explained by other Soviet writers on

civil defense as a response to the growing threat of an enemy surpri se or

pre-emptive attack, which would leave insufficient time to carry out the

crisis relocation of the urban population. For example, it was ,aid that:

:4
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Now, when there has been further development- and
improvement of nuclear missiles and strategi:
aviation, in the event that a war breaks out the
aggressor may attempt to deliver a pre-emptive
nuclear attack .... Under these conditions, the
time for perforring protective civil defense
measures may be extremely limited, especially
those for carrying out dispersal and evacuation.
Consequently, today a plan for sheltering the
population in protective structures has been
brought to the fore as the most reliable one for
saving the lives of people from nuclear missiles.-

Subsequently, Altunin explained that the earlier primary

reliance on crisis relocation was necessitated by a shortage of blast

shelters. He implied that over the year, a sufficient number of

shelters have been built to make it practical to pursue the goal of

providing shelters for the entire population of high risk cities.
3 8 /

One should note that in 1982 Altunin reported that the creation of the
. 39/necessary inventory of shelters" was still ongoing.-

Although as a result of this shift in emphasis in the Soviet

civil defense program crisis relocation ceased to be characterized as

the "main" method for protecting the urban population, it remains an

"important" element in the program. As Altunin pointed out in 1974.

despite the new objective of providing all residents of high risk

cities with shelters, "evacuation and dispersal measures will remain

as hitherto among the important measures for the protection of the

population." 4  Given that it is "essential" at the start of military

operations to decongest the cities to a "maximum extent," Altunin

asserted that evacuation and dispersal "will always remain an integral

part of the complex of tasks for the protection of the population. ---

However, the diminished status of crisis relocation in the Soviet civil

defense program was reflected in the fact that the new 20-hour training

program for the general population introduced in 1973 and st i II in

effect today allocates on]%v one hour of instruction time to di [PLrsa l
n 42/and evac'uti t( .--
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As Altunin had indicated in 1973, Soviet civil defense leaders

I have been greatly concerned with finding ways to expedite crisis reloc-a-

tion, or as thev put it, to be able to carry it out in a "maximallv com-

pressed time period." One change, announced b% Altunin in 1973, to

L expedite the rate of crisis relocation was the adoption of a decision to

move people by a "combined method" which provided for a simultaneous use
d4 3 /

of all means of transportation as well as marches on foot. -- This

method remains in effect to the present day. Undoubtedly, the potential

speed of the evacuation of urban residents has also increased as a result

of the growth of the Soviet transportation capabilities and the construc-

tion of new rail lines and roads.

It is evident that, in the Soviet view, crisis relocation remains

an important and valuable method of protecting the population of high risk

cities and industrial centers. At the same time, the Soviets are dissatis-

fied with crisis relocation as the sole or main civil defense option for

this purpose because its implementation depends on a relatively optimistic

war initiation scenario. According to Altunin, however, the mission of

civil defense is to "raise to a maximum the reliability of the protection

of the population from the first hours of a war and tinder any conditions

of its initiation. "-- It is not surprising therefore that the Soviets,

when considering various possible war scenarios, look to alternate methods

of protecting the population in high risk areas, such as sheltering it in

place. Crisis relocation thus remains an important option in Soviet civil

defense measures and, given the long lead time needed for the construction

of sufficient shelters, it appears to be at present still the main Soviet

S option for the protection of the mass of the urban population. This is

reflected in recent Soviet civil defense manuals. For example, according

to a 1980 manual edited by Altunin and reissued in 1981, the population

continues to be told that:

Dispersal and evacuation will reduce many fold
the density of the population in the cities and,
consequently, the losses among the population can
a)Zso be, reduced man o. -
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Section 3

SOVIET STRATEGIC RATIONALE FOR CRISIS RELOCATION

Soviet spokesmen, including Brezhnev, ".ave and continue to

insist that the aims of Soviet civil defense are entirely humanitarian

in the sense that its primary mission is to protect the population

against an enemy attack with "weapons of mass destruction."-1 Undoubtedly

reduction of losses among the population is a fundamental mission of

Soviet civil defense. Even so, Soviet views on the role and utility of

crisis relocation are said to be of a strategic character and include

Soviet perceptions of the more probable war initiation scenarios, the

likely enemy targeting strategy, the importance attributed to the wartime

operations of critical elements of the economy in support of a sustained

Soviet war effort, and the requirements for post-strike civil defense

rescue, damage-limiting, repair and restoration operations.

3.1 SOVIET VIEWS ON WAR INITIATION

According to Soviet public discussions of possible war initiation

scenarios, a war which would result in enemy nuclear strikes against tar-

gets on the territory of the Soviet Union could come about in several

ways. It could be the consequence of an escalating conventional or

limited nuclear war initially fought on the territory of third countries.

It could be initiated by limited nuclear strikes against the Soviet Union

from the territory of U.S. allies. Finally, such a war may be initiated

by the U.S. and begin with a first nuclear strike against the Soviet Union.

For obvious reasons, Soviet spokesmen do not discuss the case of Soviet

initiation of a nuclear war against the U.S., hut they do discuss a Soviet

pre-emptive attack on the U.S. Indeed, the execution of a first surprise

counterforce strike is a fundamental principle of Soviet strategY. InI

principle, all of the above war in itiit ion scenarios allow for the poss i-

bilitv of such a Soviet strike.
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From the viewpoint of civil defense-and especially crisis

relocation, sufficient warning time prior to an attack is needed to

i-nip lement all the necessary measures. Prosumablv such warning coul d

be available in the case of a slowly-escalating limited war o- Soviet

initiation of an attack on the U.S. or NATO. In the case of a Soviet

initiation of war, crisis relocation prior to the launching of the

attack may interfere with Soviet requirements for achieving surprise.

However, this need not necessarily be the case because Soviet deception

and concealment and interference with U.S. surveillance and warning

capabilities may mislead the U.S. about Soviet intentions.2 At present,

the Soviets publicly complain that the deployment of new U.S. inter-

mediate range nuclear weapons (Pershing II and Ground-Launched Cruise

Missiles) to Western Europe would pose a threat of a limited U.S. sur-

prise strike against Soviet military targets. They allege that this

represents an attempt by the U.S. to avoid Soviet retaliatory nuclear

strikes against U.S. territory. Such a hypothetical attack, however,

would be likely to provide the Soviet Union with strategic warning of

the threat of a larger nuclear exchange. Indeed, if the U.S. objective

was to keep such a conflict limited, it would be up to Moscow to decide

whether and, if so, how and when to escalate the war.

The worst scenario for Soviet civil defense-and specifically

for crisis relocation-would be the initiation of a massive nuclear

sirprise attack against the Soviet Union. Concern about this probability

has been a persistent theme in Soviet military and civil defense publica-

tions for many years. The Soviets mention several reasons for this.

First, modern nuclear .rmed missiles are especially suitable for a sur-

pri se strike. Second, damage-l imitation to one's own count ry depends- in

a large measure on the maximum destruction of enemY" ntclc car str;taugi c

,weapons before they' are launched. Third, such ; striki, can achi eve

o decisive" strategic results by illlowing tLhe, ittacker to gain superiorit'

and possi hly even cause the collapse of the pponent. iven tha t a1 sLr-

pri Se first strike is optimal strategv; for waiging nuclea'r wair, tho, Soviets
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do not discount the possibility that the U.S. may adopt such a strategy

or resort to such an attack.-!

Discussion of the alleged adoption by the U.S. of a "first strike"

strategy has become noticeably pronounced in Soviet public statements

following U.S. adoption of the "countervailing strategy" and especially

in view of its plans to deploy a counterforce capability (priimarily MX

missiles and Trident II or D-5 missiles).-

As was noted in Section 2, Soviet civil defense planners have

come to believe that Soviet civil defense must be capable of providing

protection in the event of a surprise attack or an attack which is pre-

ceded by relatively short strategic warning. It is said that,

Wars with the use of nuclear weapons may begin
with a surprise nuclear strike. It is precisely

for this scenario of initiation of aggression
against the Soviet state that civil defense must

prepare especially carefully, actively, and pur-
posefully because this scenario is the most

dangerous one and poses a threat of large losses
among the peaceful population.5!

Along with this, it is observed that,

Under conditions of an enemy surprise attack,
the time necessary to carry out evacuation and

dispersal may be insufficient. In this case,
the protection of the population can be ensured
only by means of it taking cover in shelters.6--

Hence, the already-noted shift in emphasis in the Soviet civil defense

program to providing shelters for the "entire" population of high risk

cities.

Despite this shift in emphasis, it is uncertain whether the

Soviet leadership rates the probability of a U.S. surprise attack

particularly high. In their public declarations the Soviets insist

that a "disarming" first strike cannot succeed and that the aggressor

is certain to suffer retaliatory strikes on a massive scale. Given the

vUlnerability of the U.S. to Soviet retaliatory strikes, the U.S. is

21
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probably seen as having little incentive to initiate such an attack. It

is also unlikely that Soviet leaders believe that the U.S. would launch

an attack "out of the blue," with no prior crisis, indications of sharply

intensifying hostility to the Soviet Union, evidence of a great deal of

military, economic and political preparation, and so on. In other words,

the U.S. is likely to provide a great deal of early indications of a

growing threat to the Soviet Union. The Soviets speak, therefore, of

the need to seek "timely revelations of the aggressive plans of probable

enemies," and "to watch especially carefully the military preparations

of the enemy to ascertain his intentions in time. J/ It is up to the

Soviet political leadership to determine on the basis of all indicators

the existence of a threat of attack on the Soviet Union and to order

appropriate actions.

4Therefore, it appears most likely that when the Soviets speak

of the possibilitl of a U.S. surprise attack, they actually envisage not

so much a situation in which the Soviet Union would be caught unawares

by the enemy attack, than of a situation in which strategic warning of

the attack will be relatively short. Soviet military leaders speak of

the necessity for the Soviet Union to carry out its military and economic

mobilization as well as civil defense preparations--inc]udinr crisis

relocation--in a "short" or "extremely short time. --

In summary, Soviet military and civil defense planners are

undoubtedly concerned about a possible "worst case" scenario in which thA

warning time prior to the initiation of a large nuclear strike on the

Soviet Union may be too short to permit the implementation oF crisi,;

relocation or, what is more likely, its completion. Soviet war initiation

scenarios, however, also allow for the possibility that there will be suf-

ficient strategic warning to carry out the crisis relocation of residents

of high risk cities as well as other civil defense measures. In order to

improve the prospects for successful implementation of crisis relocration,

Soviet civil defense planners seek ways and means of shortening the t i me

reqi red o carry it through to completion.
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3.2 SOVIET VIES ON THE CLARACTER OF THE THREAT AND LIKELY ENEMY

TARGETING

The Soviets believe that in principle modern strategic forces

provide both superpowers with the capability of rapidly achieving

"decisive" results, including the possible defeat of the opponent. They

point out that,

Today's weapons make it possible to achieve
strategic, objectives very quickly. The very

first nuclear strike on the enemy may inflict
such immense casualties and produce such vast

destruction that his economic, morale-political

and military capabilities will collapse, making
it impossible for him to continue the strugle

and presenting him with the fact of defeat.-

Consequently, damage-limitation and reduction of population losses

is essential if the country is to avoid defeat at the start of a nuclear

war. As one Soviet military writer put it, "it is a ,uestion of the

sUrvival of the state during war, without which even successful combat

actions [by the Soviet Union] may lose their importance."- Given, there-

fore, that the "fate of states" will be decided not only on the battle

fields but also "in the depth of their territory," it follows that the

"protection of the homeland" against enemy strikes "is becoming one of the

main tasks in a war."

Soviet leaders and analysts have been well aware of the U.S.

"assured destruction" deterrence threat. They have also mentioned at

various times U.S. declarations threatening the possible destruction of

some 200 of the Soviet Union's largest cities along with a major part of
12/

the Soviet economy.- There is no evidence, however, that the Soviets

believed or now expect the U.S. to engage in a "city-busting" retaliatory

strategy per se. Instead, Soviet military and civil defense writers

* suggest that they have all along expected the U.S. to adopt a targeting

strategy whose aim would be to achieve meaningful military or warfighting

objectives. Indeed, it can be argued that Soviet descriptions of the U.S.

targeting strategy have tended to mirror the Soviet Union's own.
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As was noted, the Soviets argue that "in a missile-nuclear war,

of greatest significance will be the destruction of means of retaliation

[i.e., the enemy's strategic forces], the undermining of the military-

economic potential of the state, and depressing the morale of its popula-

tion. '"- 3/ Consequently, a primary mission of U.S. strategic forces is

expected to be counterforce, which would pursue the twin aims of destroying

Soviet military-especially strategic-capabilities and the weakening of

Soviet strikes against U.S. territory. Beyond this, the U.S. is expected

to target Soviet economic war support capabilities-that is, defense

* related industries and transportation and also administrative and political

control centers. The Commander-in-Chief of the Soviet Navy, Admiral of the

Fleet S. G. Gorshkov, noted in 1975 that,

Only experimental tests made it possible to draw

the conclusion that strategic missiles would have
a decisive role in modern warfare and that the
primary object of military action in a nuclear
war would not just be the enemy's armed forces,

but also his economy, power systems, defense
industries and administrative center.L4/

Soviet civil defense manuals usually list similar likely targets.
15/

Some add communication centers to the list.- The announcement in 1979

of the adoption by the U.S. of the countervailing strategy which provides

for the possibility of city-avoidance or at least the withholding of strikes

on cities and escalation controls has not significantly altered Soviet

public descriptions of the U.S. targeting strategy. Thus, Soviet publica-

tions assert that U.S. targets for strategic nuclear strikes include the

Soviet "military potential, organs of pol;tical, state and military leader-

ship, the most important installations of ke\ sectors of industry',

transportation and communications, and also large adminisMtrative centers of

the USSR. 1
-

/ The Soviets are undoubtedly aware, howev,,r, that former

Sec retarv of Defense Dr. Harold Brown envisaged tOhe pol it i-a ll, >;virnmenti l

and militarv command and control targets as bein , le -cd primarily in

command shelters outs ide the cities.
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Soviet discussions of the U.S. countervailing strategy claim that

its aim is to inflict a pre-emptive disarming first strike on the Soviet

Union and to hold Soviet cities hostage in order to deter Soviet retalia-

tory strikes. Even so, Soviet discussions do not directly address the

city-avoidance aspect of the countervailing strategy. The targeting

strategy which the Soviets attribute to the U.S. does not in itself suggest

city-avoidance because it lists key economic installations, transportation

and communication centers, and large administrative centers. Large cities

tend to contain all such types of targets. From the viewpoint of Soviet

civil defense leaders and planners, therefore, enemy strikes on targets in

large cities cannot be ruled out. Possibly the Soviet view is best reflected

in a major manual published in 1977 which lists not only "administrative-

political centers" but specifically also "large cities" as potential targets

and asserts that "the larger the city, the greater the probability that the

enemy will select it as a target for nuclear strikes."-1 7/ According to the

authors of the manual,

Analysis of the character of a future war leads to

the conclusion that from the first minutes, areas

with high population density may bocome targets of

missile-nuclear strikes. These strikes will result
in the destruction of cities, industrial installa-

tions and transportation, and also in enormous

losses among the population. Consequently, the

problem of protecting the entire population and the

material resources of the country, its industrial

and political, as well as strategic centers, against
the effects of nuclear weapons has become one of the

most important ones.h-L8/

'6g At issue is not only the question of reducing losses and limiting

damage per se, but, more important from the Soviet viewpoint, the pre-

servation of the Soviet Union's ability to wage war, if need be a pro-

tracted one, and to win it. As former USSR Minister of Defense Marshal

* of the Soviet Union Grechko has insisted, it is "impo.ss iihl" to wage war,
19/

let alone a successful one, ''without a woll-ftinctioning homelind.
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Consequently,

The side which can preserve to the greatest extent its
production forces and their base-the people-ensure

the stable work of administrative organs and important
industrial facilities and transportation, as well as
protect the bases for supplying food and raw materials

can be victorious in such a war.21!

There is also the fact that the largest cities, which are the

most likely to be targeted, tend to contain the highest concentration

of precisely those elements of the population which the leadership

values most for system survival, the sustaining of the war effort and

for postwar recovery. The leadership, therefore, has a considerable

stake in ensuring the survival of those cities' residents. Even though

these cities may have priority in shelter construction, their number may

not suffice to protect all residents; furthermore, Soviet civil defense

planners are well aware that shelters may not be able to prevent signifi-

cant losses among their occupants. Crisis relocation, however, offers

several important advantages. First, Soviet civil defense planners do

not expect the enemy to target a relocated and dispersed population.

Second, it is much simpler and cheaper to protect the population, includ-

ing the urban evacuees, against radioactive fallout than to protect the

latter against all the effects of nuclear detonation in the cities. Third,

a relocated population would not require massive rescue efforts following

an attack on the cities. Finally, a relocated population would be more

likely to retain its ability to function and to support the war effort.

Consequently, even while seeking to increase the inventory of readv blast

6 shelters in high risk cities to protect their residents against a surprise

attack, Soviet civil defense planners still wish to have the option of

relocating them if time permits.

Aside from the general utility of crisis relocation as a measure

for protecting the urban population, Soviet civil defense identifies

various elements of the urban population which should be relocated if at

all possible regardless of the availability of shelters in the citijes.
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One obvious category is the leadership element which must maintain

continuous command and control and, consequently, should be relocated

to command post shelters outside the potential target cities. Another

category consists of essential workers of enterprises, installations,

and services which will remain in operation during the war. Finally,

there is the urban civil defense force, whose mission is to conduct

post-strike rescue, damage-limiting, emergency repair and restoration

operations in cities and at enterprises subjected to nuclear strikes.

3.3 RELOCATION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ESSENTIAL WORK FORCE

Soviet military doctrine anticipates a wartime requirement for

continuing economic-logistic support of the armed forces, the population

and civil defense activities. It is believed that in the event of a war,

"the Soviet people and their Armed Forces need to be prepared for the

most severe and protracted trial;" in other words, that a war-even one

fought with nuclear weapons-may be protracted.-1 Such a war cannot

be fought only with the weapons and equipmrent in being at its start.

Given the intensity of military operations and the destructiveness of

modern weapons, there will be a high rate of loss of and damage to

weapons, equipment and supplies which will have to be replaced in the

course of the war.-2 It is asserted, therefore, that "it is impossible

to conduct a war without the continuing supply of the armed forces with

everything they ne.- Consequently, the war will necessitate thle

mobilization of the economy for defense and other essential production,

and also the continuing operations of transportation, gas, electric

power and water systems, municipal services and so on.-24 It is pointed

out, therefore, that,

The supplying of the armed forces and the popu-
lation with everything necessary and the equipping

4 of the civil deilense forces with technical supplies
for the successful conduct of rescue and emerqencq
repair work in the zones of devastation arc, only;
possible under conditions of sustained operation
of the installations of the national economy in
wartime.?

2 ]
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Indeed, victory or defeat in war may depend on the "correlation of

economic capabilities," and one objective of the war is to alter this

capability in one's favor by inflicting losses on the enemy's defense
~26/

economy while protecting one's own.-

Civil defense measures to ensure essential wartime production

include various methods of making economic installations more resistant

to damage and the protection of the essential work force. Soviet plans

call for providing sufficient spaces in blast shelters at essential

enterprises and installations to protect one entire warti:,ie workshift.

It is considered inadvisible, however, to keep the resting workshifts

in the high risk areas. There appear to be a number of reasons for

this.

First, the personnel of the resting workshifts would be scattered

throughout the cities. Consequently, the authorities would have inade-

quate control over them and could not ensure well-regulated changeovers

of shifts or prevent absenteeism. Furthermore, under such conditions,

it would be impractical to provide the off-duty workers with the same

quality and hardnesses of shelters as those built for the working shift

at the enterprises and installations. Consequently, as a Soviet civil

defense manual published in 1977 observes, crisis relocation would

not only "sharply reduce losses" but it would also create "favorable

conditions for accomplishing the task of protecting the [working] shift

in shelters in the event of nuclear strikes on the city.,--

Second, Soviet civil defense publications admit that shelters

will reduce but not necessarily prevent fatalities and casualties in

the event of an enemy nuclear strike. Shelters at and near ground zero

of nuclear detonations will be destroyed or damaged, while others even

further away may have their ventilation systems and doors blocked by

debris or damaged by the blast. Additional los, s may occur from the

seepage of carbon monoxide or other toxic gases generated by fir(s and

damaged industrial installations into the shelters. Thus, Soviet civil

def-nse manuals note that even in the event of crisis re lonation of the
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urban population and the sheltering of the working shifts in the cities,

losses from nuclear strikes may be on the order of 5 to 8 percent of the

total pre-relocation population of the cities. 2-8 / Presumably these losses

will be primarily among the sheltered workers present in the cities. Of

course, the actual number of potential losses will depend on many factors,

including the size of the working shifts, so that projected losses will

vary from city to city. In any event, the Soviet civil defense planners

recognize that the workers who will be present in the cities at the time

of an enemy strike-even if they are in shelters-will be at greater risk

than those who have been relocated to the exurban area. From the Soviet

viewpoint, it would be undesirable, therefore, to place more essential

workers at risk than are needed at a given time for maintaining critical

production. Consequently, the best solution would be to keep the resting

workshifts outside the high risk areas.

Third, there is the psychological or morale factor. Anxiety about

the safety of relatives and family members would be likely to adversely

affect the behavior of essential workers. Furthermore, the workers would

not like to be separated from their families. The relocation of the

families while all essential workers were to remain in the cities would

cause morale problems among the latter as well as their family members.

If the families were to remain in the cities with the workers, this may

require the construction of additional shelters, and would probably not

allay the workers' anxieties. If the families are relocated together

with the workers, the latter-presumably having seen to their families'

safety and wellbeing-would be more willing to commute to work in the

cities with their workshifts. It is also likely that the off-duty workers

will rest better in the exurban areas than if they remain in the high risk

cities, and it will also be easier to supply them with food and essential

goods.

Soviet civil defense also sees a requirement for the management

of enterprises, organizations and services which will remain in oper;tion

in the cities in wartime to establish command posts in exurban areas
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and shift a part of the administrative anpnratus there. Usually this

will involve the relocation of the directors, department and service

chiefs, some of the management staffs--espe( iall female employees, and

some or all of the scientific-research personnel, senior engineers, as

well as communications workers. Second-line management and technical

personnel will remain in the cities or commute there with the workshifts.

This is done not only to improve the survivability and effectiveness of

management under nuclear war conditions, but also because the top managers

and technicians will lead their enterprises' and organizations' civil

defense forces.

In addition, there are urban organizations, institutions and

production lines which the authorities believe should be relocated from

the cities in order to allow them to remain in continuous operation in

relative safety. Among them will. be scientific-research institutions,

design and construction organizations, various party and governmental
29/

agencies, educational institutions and so on.29 Not only would it be

undesirable to risk the loss of the valuable personnel. working in such

organizations, but their activities are considered to be too useful to

risk their being paralyzed in the event of nemv strikes on the cities.

The number of essential workers and other personnel whom the

Soviet authorities wish to relocate from the cities in the event of a

threat of war Is unknown. The number is likely to be large because, in

the event of a threat of war, the S,'-,iets pl n to shift ai significant

po ct ion of the industry producing civilian golods to defense production,

4 thereby making them essential enterprises and their employees essential

workers. Consequentlyv, the category of "essential workers" will include

wart ime employees of all defense-related enterprises and organizations,

as we 1 1 as those employed in municipal oervices, gas and cIOCtric powr

4 sste.ms and transportation, and in cri tical indnstries for stista in -

the population. Depending on the citV, the numllber of sucich k ssn t in I

per -onel may range from 10) to more than 20 pecrcent of their res idcnts.
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3.4 RELOCATION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE URBAN CIVIL DEFENSE FORCES

One of the basic missions of Soviet civil defense is to conduct

post-strike rescue, damage-limiting, emergency repair and restoration

operations in the cities and at industrial installations subjected to

30/
nuclear strikes.- It is claimed that "the more rapidly the damage

resulting from the enemy's first strike is liquidated, the greater will
r,31/,

be the possibility of attaining victory in the war. M "The requirement

for post-strike rescue operations logically follows from the planned

presence in high risk cities of significant numbers of essential workers.

In order to be able to rapidly initiate rescue, damage-limiting

and repair operations following nuclear strikes, it is essential that

the civil defense forces assigned to this mission not be pinned down

in the cities by enemy strikes. They must be stationed outside the

cities at the time of the strikes, and consequently, must be relocated

together with their equipment to the exurban areas prior to the attack.

This must be done regardless of the availability of shelters in the

cities. Indeed, Soviet civil defense manuals note that the failure to

relocate these forces prior to an attack could critically weaken the

capabilities of civil defense to carry out its post-strike mission. In

addition, in order to ensure effective civil defense activities, it is

also considered necessary to relocate civil defense leadership and staffs

to exurban areas. Included would be the civil defense leadership and

staff of the republics, oblasts, cities, and urban districts (rayons), as

well as those of essential enterprises, organizations and services which

will remain in operation in the cities.

Soviet civil defense planners recognize that the effective condutct

of post-strike rescue, damage-limiting, repair and restoration operaitions

will require very large forces. Indeed, nearly all of the Soviet urbana
civil defense organizations and forces are involved in these oper;ti ons.

They may be assisted by military civil defense units and elements ,I

rural civil defense forces, but the primary force is expected to comic

from the urban civil defense organizat ions. These latter forccs %iIll h
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made up of industrial workers; workers of municipal gas, water and

sewage services, the power industry, transportation and communications;

personnel of construction and engineering organizations; police, public

health and firefighting services, as well as food and trade organizations,

and so on. It is estimate d that some 115,000 persons work full time in

civil defense and that over 20 million are members of civilian civil

defense formations. Of the latter, probably some two-thirds are urban

residents. Included in the force will be a significant number of essen-

tial workers in each workshift.-2

Crisis relocation, therefore, remains an important measure in

Soviet civil defense planning-all the more so as the number of available

shelters in high risk cities is still well short of that required to

protect all of their residents.-3 Regardless of the availability of

shelters in the cities, however, the Soviets see a specific requirement

for crisis relocation of select but quite numerous elements of the urban

population. What concerns the Soviet authorities is not the desirability

of crisis relocation but, as was noted, the possibility that there may

be insufficient warning time prior to an attack to implement it.
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Section 4

BASIC SOVIET CRISIS RELOCATION CONCEPTS AND REQUIREMENTS

As the historv of Soviet civil defense concepts shows (s-ee

Section 2), crisis relocation has been a long-tm fetr 0mogSve

measures for the protection of residents and workers of high risk cities

and installations. Over the years, Soviet civil defense leaders have

elaborated their crisis relocation concepts and plans so that at the

present time the Soviet approach to it appears to be well developed,

quite comprebensive and essentially devoid of major conceptual gaps.

Naturally Soviet concepts are shaped by Soviet views on war initiation,

the likely duration of a nuclear war, and by perceived needs for wartime

defense production, damage-limitation and restoration. They are also

influenced by the Soviet value system and priorities, as well as by the

Soviet advantages in and constraints on the practical implementation of

crisis relocation.

4.1 BASIC SOVIET CRISIS RELOCATION CONCEPTS

The basic Soviet crisis relocation concepts are quite straight-

forward. Crisis relocation is simply the pre-attack maximum decongestion

in an organized manner of the population of cities and industrial centers

which are believed to be likely targets of enemy nuclear strikes, while

also ensuring the continued operations of essential industrial enterprises,

utilities and services.-I The objective is to thereby reduce the number

of Soviet citizens at risk from all effects of nuclear weapons and, con-
'4 2/sequently, significantly lessen likely losses among the population.-- The

former Chief of USSR Civil Defense, Marshal of the Soviet Union V.1.

Chuykov, offered the following illustration:

4For example, let us take city "A". If today the
average population density in that city is 7,000
persons per square kilometer, then following the
completion of dispersal and evacuation, it will
decline to an average of 700 to 800 persons per
square kilometer. in other words, it will decline
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by a factor of 8 to 10. This reanc that !-liWYwinrI

the dispersal and evacuation, a Juca letonti )r

of the same yield will cause 8 t(, U) lres !ow0,

losses than would be the cise beforc the fmr,'on-

tation of such measures.3/

According to Chuykov and other Soviet civil defense spokesmln, 1 sses

among the population remaining in the cities after the completion of

crisis relocation would be reduced by providing it with strong blast

shelters which would effectively protect them even in the zones of

f"severe damage. 114/

Crisis relocation will be ordered by the Soviet leadership when

it believes a threat of a possible enemy attack on the Soviet Union to

exist. This period is given the official name of "threatening situation"

or is sometimes also referred to as "special period," which, when declared,

will be used to carry out a variety of military and civil defense measures,

including crisis relocation. The ordering of crisis relocation must be
%.1

"timely." Soviet publications do not specify, however, exactly what threat

indicators would cause the Soviet leadership to announce a "threatening

situation" alert or how much time in advance of a possible attack

the leadership would want to make such an announcement. Obviously, this

will be dictated by specific circumstances and a variety of military and

political considerations. The ultimate determination of the existence of

a threat of war and of a "threatening situation" rests with the political
5/. leadership.- The Soviets are sensitive to the failure of Stalin and his

associates to correctly anticipate German intentions in 1941, and obviously

are determined not to repeat this error.- It is said that Soviet military

doctrine has developed "recommendations on how to forestall an aggressor's

surprise attack, ' -' and as former USSR Minister of Defense, Marshal of the

Soviet Union A. Grechko wrote:

* Under conditions of a threat of agqression, it is
essential to watch especially carefulilu the mili-
tary preparations of the enemy, to ?sc-rtain his
intentions in time, and to taket the necessary
measures to rebuff the enemy attack. The sliqhtost

oversight in this gives the aggressor the possibility
- of capturing the initiative, which will be veru

difficult to recapture subsequent 7,1.8/
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As was noted, a pre-emptive counterforce strike strategy and the seizing

and retention by Soviet armed forces of the initiative are basic tenets

of Soviet military doctrine.

In the Soviet view, crisis relocation applies only to residents

of those cities, industrial centers and workers of installations which,

in Soviet assessments, are likely targets for enemy nuclear strikes. Pre-

sumably such high risk areas would include the largest Soviet cities.--

Subject to relocation may also be the residents of the suburbs of high

risk cities in a radius of 8 to 10 kilometers or more from the cities'

limits.-0 Presumably this zone would represent the radius of blast

effects and thermal radiation from nuclear detonations in various parts

of a high risk city. In practice, the area of the endangered suburban

zone will vary from city to city depending on the specific location of

likely targets for enemy strikes not only at the edges of the cities but

also in the suburban zones themselves.

It is evident that many millions of urban residents will be subject

to crisis relocation. Soviet civil defense planners insist, therefore,

that the successful relocation in a short time of such a large number of

persons will be a very complex operation which will require careful plan-

ning, organization and preparation and a variety of measures which must be

carried out in peacetime. Included will be not only the organization of

the departure and movement of the urban evacuees, but also the preparation

of designated hosting areas to receive them, along with measures to sustain

the evacuees in the hosting areas for prolonged periods of time. In

addition, as is pointed out, the successful implementation of crisis

relocation will depend on the psychological preparation of the populaition,

which includes instilling in it an understanding of crisis relocation

procedures, a sense of discipline, and faith in the effectiveness of

* civil defense measures. Finally, there is a perceived need for Strict

control over all aspects of the execution of crisis relocation as-, vell

as over the evacuees.
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Given the difficulties of carrying out rapid crisis relocation of

inhabitants of large cities, Soviet civil defense leaders and planners

have proposed a number of long-term urban planning concepts intended,

among other benefits, to facilitate crisis relocation. One such concept
11/is to restrict the population growth of the largest cities.- Such

restrictions were to be achieved by prohibiting thle construction of signi-

ficant new industries as well as various institutions in such cities and

prohibiting the moving of people from other areas to them. Over the years,

several joint resolutions of the CPSU Central Committee and thle USSR

Council of Ministers have been adopted to this effect.-2 The "policy

of restricting the growth of large cities," was also incorporated into
13/several Five Year Plans.- Other suggested measures included the construc-

tion of satellite towns around large cities to which some of the industries

in the latter could be relocated; dispersal of new industries to areas with

low industrial development; city development planning to facilitate traffic
14 /

and access to suburbs; and so on.- Some of these long-term measures

appear to have been implemented to varying degrees. The restriction on the

growth of large cities, however, and on the expansion of industrial capa-

cities in them have not been effective. In general, since World War II,

the Soviet Union has undergone rapid urbanization-one characteristic of

which has been the rapid growth of the population of the larger cities.

A substantial number of satellite towns have been built around the large

cities. According to Soviet sources, however, many of their residents

work in the nearby cities, while a substantial portion of the work force

employed in the industries located in the satellite towns actually continues

to reside in the cities. Both of these conditions may complicate thle

implementation of crisis relocation because of the Soviet concept of

relocating workers and employees through their places of employment.

44.2 SOME SOVIET VIEWS ON BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR CRISIS RELOCATION

In general, all crisis relocation programs have similar basic

7 ~ requirements. Details, however, may vary considerably depending onl

specific local conditions, capabilities for effecting thle relocationi, thie
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nature of the exurban zones, the character of the social, economic and

administrative systems and the cultural traits of the population and so

on. In the matter of crisis relocation, Soviet spokesmen like to claim

an advantage for the Soviet Union, which they allege to be the result of

the size of Soviet territory and the superiority of the Soviet system.

For example, a First Deputy Chief of the USSR Civil Defense Staff has

asserted that:

Our country has everything it needs to successfully
take steps to disperse and evacuate the population:
a planned national economy, a large territory and a
smoothly operating transportation system. All this
makes it possible to carry out evacuation measures
in a short time.l5/

or, again it is said that:

The enormous territory of our country and also the
socialist system of economic planning, as well as
the public ownership of land, housing, enterprises
and municipal services and trade organizations
make possible the timely preparation of the exurban
zone [to receive urban evacuees] *l6/

The territorial size of the Soviet Union and its large rural

areas undoubtedly confer an advantage in crisis relocation when compared,

for example, with Western Europe. Even so, in the Soviet Union as in

other countries local conditions will tend to vary a great deal. For

example, in the Soviet Union the actual ratio of urban to rural popula-

tion varies greatly from oblast (province) to oblast and in the republics.

Indeed, in many oblasts and a number of republics, the number of urban

residents significantly exceeds those in the rural areas.-7 A large

* territory also does not mean that all of it would be readily accessible

* to evacuees or would be sufficiently developed for hosting purposes. For

example, in some areas of the USSR-notably in the northern regions,

* eastern Siberia and in the desert areas of Central Asia, the cities

have little or no nearby developed rural zones which could serve to hiost

the evacuees. Of course, Soviet civil defense leaders only plan to

relocate the residents of high risk cities and industrial centers and
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not all urban residents in a given oblast or republic. Even so, as a

practical matter, the hosting areas for each high risk city will pose

their own particular problems.

There is no doubt that Soviet planning and implementation of

crisis relocation benefits from the Soviet administrative system, state

ownership of the economy, transportation, housing and other resources,

and from the Soviet system of control over the population. This permits

a high degree of detailed crisis relocation planning, tight control over

the execution of the relocation and effective allocation of resources.

Given that crisis relocation is a complex and multi-faceted operation, a

basic requirement is the effective cooperation of a wide range of organi-

zations and the coordination of plans, measures and activities which must

be carried out by them on various levels. In this respect Soviet civil

defense benefits from the fact that participation in crisis relocation

organization, planning and implementation at all levels is compulsory

for all elected councils (Soviets), administrative departments, organiza-

tions, agencies, institutions, economic units, housing administrations,

and so on, down to individual citizens. No aspect of it, be it at the

urban and industrial level or the hosting area level, is voluntary or

* permits independent actions.

The Soviets believe that there are a number of other basic require-

* ments for crisis relocation. Policy decisions have to be made to determine

who is subject to crisis relocation and in what order of priority. There

must be a warning system to announce the start of the relocation which

allows for partial or general relocation. Transportation is of particular

importance. The execution of crisis relocation and the rates of movement

of evacuees to the exurban areas will be very sensitive to the akvailalhi Iitv

and capacities of the transportation system and of travel routes. This

poses particular problems in the Soviet Union which has relativ'ely little

automotive transportation in private hands. The number of vehicles in

the urban transportation system is limited, there is a shortage of al

weather roads, and many rail lines are not double-tracked. Viirt hermore,
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there is a requirement to coordinate the movement of evacuees and the

use of travel routes with the military authorities in order to avoid

interference with priority military movements. Identification and

assignment of hosting areas is another basic requirement, as well as

preparations to sustain the evacuees there for a protracted time.

Finally, there has to be strict control over the behavior of the

population and enforcement of its obedience to orders in the course of

the relocation. Soviet manuals insist that the population's self-

discipline and obedience are a basic prerequisite for the effective

implementation of crisis relocation. It is said that:

It is the duty of the population to unconditionally
obey all orders concerning evacuation and dispersal,
to strictly maintain public order, to prevent the
spread of panic, to demonstrate a high degree of
vigilance and readiness to do everything that is
required.-8

As was noted, such discipline and obedience does not come by itself, but

is believed to have to be instilled in the population by means of civil

defense instruction and training, propaganda and general "military-

patriotic" and communist education. Furthermore, it must be reinforced

by close supervision, police and security enforcement, and the organized

actions of every aspect of crisis relocation.

Soviet planners also see a requirement for the long-term prepara-

tion of the exurban zones and hosting areas in order to facilitate the

relocation and improve the capabilities of the hosting areas to absorb

and sustain the evacuees. It is recommended, therefore, that attention

be paid to the development of roads leading from the high risk cities,

the construction of road by-passes around these cities, the duplication

of key bridges, and the development of rural roads leading to rural

settlements.-9 It is also recommended that improvements be made to

the infrastructure of the host areas. This includes the expansion of

water and electric power capacities and communication nets, the building

of summer camps and resort facilities, schools and hospital,,, thie
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development of a network of stores and restaurants, the improvement

of food processing facilities, and the stockpiling of food and other

essential supplies.

4.3 THE SOVIET CONCEPT OF "DISPERSAL" AND "EVACUATION"

One factor influencing Soviet crisis relocation planning and

requirements is the Soviet insistence on the need to maintain critical

industries, utilities and services in continuous operation in high risk

areas. As a result, the population subject to relocation is divided into

two basic categories: essential workers who will commute to work in the

high risk areas, and the rest of the population which will remain in their

assigned hosting areas for as long as the authorities consider necessary.

The Soviets call the relocation of the first category "dispersal," and the

second category "evacuation." What primarily distinguishes the two is

the distance of their hosting areas from high risk areas and the respec-

tive activities of the evacuees following their relocation.

"Dispersal" is the organized removal by transport or on foot of

workers and employees of enterprises, utilities and services which will
21/remain in operation in high risk areas during wartime.- The essential

workers will be organized into two 12-hour workshifts, each shift commuting

to work from its hosting area. The basic requirement is that not more than

4-5 hours be spent by the workers on the round-trip to and from work.-2

This requirement determines the selection of hosting areas assigned to

these workers, both in terms of their distances from the work places and

of their distances from main roads and rail lines.

A similar requirement also exists for the relocation of a large

part of the urban civil defense formations whose mission is to engage in

post-strike rescue, damage-limiting, repair and restoration operations.

These formations must be deployed in the exurhan zone in SuIch a manner

that they could reach the high risk areas in a1 few hours of travel b",

motor vehicles. Furthermore, as was noted, a significant portion of the

essential workers in each workshift will also he members of their instal-

lations' civil defense formations. In practice, therefore, the relocated
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civil defense formations will largely share the dispersal areas with the

essential workers.

"Evacuation" refers to the organized removal by transportation

or on foot of the non-essential element of the urban population; i.e.,

persons unfit for work as well as those whose places of employment will

close down for the duration of the war.2-/ Because there will be no

urgent wartime requirement for these persons to return to the cities, and

because they will be largely employed in the local economy in their

assigned hosting areas, the latter will be locaL -d at a greater distance

from the high risk areas or further away from main routes of transporta-

tion than the hosting areas designated for "dispersal." This in turn

will affect the distances the majority of the urban population will have

to travel, the utilization of transportation means and the length of time

each round-Lrip will take, and may pose problems in the accessibility of

hosting areas during some seasons of the year.

In addition to essential workers and the non-working population,

there will be a third category of evacuees. This group will be made up

of personnel of enterprises, institutions, organizations and agencies which

wili relocate their operations to the exurban zone. Because these persons

will not be required to commute to work over any considerable distances,

they, together with their organizations, can be relocated to localities

further away from high risk cities than those designated for "dispersal"

purposes. From the viewpoint of the selection of hosting areas, there-

fore, this group will also be subject to what the Soviets call 'evacuation."~

4.4 SOVIET VIEWS ON THE POSSIBLE DURATION OF A CRISIS RELOCATION
POSTURE

Soviet planners recognize that it is impossible to predict the

length of time it may be necessary to maintain a crisis relocation postture'

i.e., keep the relocated population in hosting areas. There are maw\,

possible scenarios depending on the character, duration, and otalconks of

crises and possible wars. Soviet spokesmen do not specifically discuss

the case of a crisis which leads to the implementation of crisis relocation
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but is resolved without a nuclear attack against Soviet territory. The

Soviets, however, do not insist that a "threatening situation" is neces-

sarily followed by such an attack. At the same time, it is obJviously

undesirable for domestic as well as military and foreign policy reasons

to publicly discuss the possible use of crisis relocation for demonstra-

tion or coercion purposes. For the same reasons there is no mention of

a situation in which the Soviet Union initiates the war, although Soviet

military spokesmen indicate that the Soviet Union expects to pre-empt

an enemy attack. For discussion and planning purposes, therefore, Soviet

civil defense manuals deal with crisis relocation as a measure carried

out when, in the perception of the leadership, there arises a real and

urgent threat of an enemy nuclear attack on the Soviet Union. It appears

to be assumed that the "threatening situation" period, whose duration

cannot be predicted, will be likely but not necessarily followed by

such an attack. As was noted, a major Soviet concern is that the

'threatening situation"1 period may be very short.

The length of time the relocated population may have to remain

in the exurban zone will largely be a function of the duration of the

threat of nuclear strikes on Soviet cities. Soviet military leaders do

not exclude the possibility that a war between the Eastern and Western

coalitions may be protracted, even though the initial nuclear strikes may

in a large measure determine its course and outcome.-4 Soviet spokesmen

also claim that the U.S. is preparing to wage a protracted nuclear war.25

The Soviets do not predict the possible duration of such a war, but

they appear to believe that it could be a matter of many months rather

than days or weeks. This is confirmed by the Soviet insistence on war-

time defense production to replace expended and lost military supplies

and equipment and also by the Soviet requirement for rapid repair and

restoration of damaged essential production facilities in the course of

4the conflict. 6 It does not follow, however, that the Soviets expect

the main nuclear exchange phase, during which the Soviet Union ma\ be

exposed to the mass of nuclear strikes, to be protracted, eveni though

both sides are likely to keep a portion of their strategic forces in
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reserve. In the Soviet view, the initial phase of a nuclear war is

likely to be characterized by massive nuclear strikes, each side

attempting to create favorable conditions for the attainment of its

war objectives in the subsequent phase. The latter phase may see eonly

a limited use of strategic nuclear weapons, while the conflict is waged

in various land and naval theaters of operations.-7 Indeed, it is

during this phase that wartime defense production and the repair and

restoration of damaged installations may have a significant impact on
28/

the conduct of the war and its possible outcome.- Consequently,

during this phase the threat to surviving Soviet cities and industrial

installations would diminish and some or all of their population and

workers may be able to return to them. It may be necessary also to

bring back a significant portion of the relocated population to carry

out repair and restoration work in damaged cities and economic instal-

lations. As one Soviet military writer put it, "large masses of the

population will be employed in the liquidation of the consequences of

nuclear strikes."' In short, the Soviet authorities would not neces-

sarily keep the entire relocated population in their hosting areas for

the duration of the war. Of course a great deal will depend on the

character of the war, the extent of damage to cities and the economy,

and generally the post-nuclear strike environment.

One consideration which may affect the length of time a crisis

relocation posture can be maintained is its economic cost to the state.

The disruption of economic activities caused by crisis relocation and

the cost of sustaining a large unproductive body of urban evacuees may

make it very difficult for a state to maintain such a posture for a

considerable length of time, especially in the absence of an enemy

nuclear attack on the country. The Soviet system of "dispersal" and

"evacuation"~ is designed to ease this problem. It permits the continu-

ation of essential production and of operations of utilities and basic

services. At the same time, Soviet plans call for the employment of

the non-essential evacuees in agriculture, in industrial enterprises,
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located in the exurban zone or relocated there from the cities, and in
various services to the rural and relocated population. Thus, while

the Soviet national economy would suffer a significant decline as a

consequence of crisis relocation, it would not be paralyzed. From an

economic standpoint, therefore, the Soviet Union may anticipate anl

ability to maintain a crisis relocation posture for a protracted period

of time without suffering intolerable costs.

Another limitation on the length of time a crisis relocation

posture can be maintained is the ability of the state to sustain the

evacuees in their hosting areas. Soviet civil defense recognizes the

need for maintaining stocks or reserves of food, medicine, and basic

goods for this purpose in the exurban areas.-0 Soviet sources do not

indicate, however, how large these stocks may be and for what length

of time of consumption by the population they are planned for. One

Soviet manual mentions that stocks of agricultural produce should

suffice for the duration of the war, but the assumed duration is not
31/

specified.-' In the case of food stocks to feed workshifts at enter-

prises in the high risk areas, a civil defense manual suggests that

they should suffice for one month.A~ Of course additional supplies

could be brought in later from the exurban areas. Presumably, the

stocks of food and goods in the exurban areas should suffice until

agricultural work can resume and the population can be sustained from

current production. If this were to be the case, the crisis relocation

posture could be maintained for a protracted time.

4.5 SOVIET VIEWS ON PRIORITIES IN AND ROLES OF CRISIS RELOCATION

As a general principle, the Soviets apply their civil defense

measures in a selective or discriminatory manner. They do so on the

basis of two basic criteria. The first is the importance of a given

city, economic center or installation and the likelihood that it may

be targeted by the enemy for nuclear strikes. The importance of a city,

appears to depend on its size, location, its significance as a political,
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administrative, economic, transportation and communications center, and

1the number of high value targets contained in it.-3 Installations appear

* to be rated according to their significance for defense, the economic

power of the state and for post-war recovery. The second is the value to

system survival, command and control, the war effort and recovery of

specific organizations and individuals. This is reflected in the quality

of the shelters built for one type of organization or individuals as com-

pared to others, and also in the Soviet concepts of "dispersal" and

"ievacuation" in crisis relocation plans.

Of course, there must be a criterion for determining the cities

or installations whose residents or workers should be subject to reloca-

tion. In all probability there is some ranking in priority even among

them, the residents of some high risk cities being considered of greater

value than others. Furthermore, not all cities which contain potential

targets for nuclear strikes may be necessarily considered as requiring

the relocation of all of their inhabitants. For example, in the case of

a city with a high value plant or installation located in its outskirts

or in its suburbs, there may be only a requirement to relocate some of the

the leadership elements and the workers of that high value plant or

installation, but not of all residents. Thus, the greater the number of

high value installations, organizations and personnel in a given city,

the higher its priority is likely to be in crisis relocation plans.

The second criterion allows the Soviet authorities to set

priorities for crisis relocation in accordance with the Soviet value

system. Even though the objective of Soviet civil defense is said to be

the protection of the "entire population", especially in high risk areas,

it is clear that the authorities believe some elements of the population

to be more valuable than others. Soviet spokesmen are fond of citing

Lenin's "directive" to the effect that:

The first production force of entire mankind is
the worker, the toiler. if he survives, we will
save and restore everthinq .. .but we will perish
if we fail to save h-M

3 4
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But even among the toilers, there is a gradation of their value to the

state.

Given that the Soviet system of crisis relocation of all working

people is through their places of employment, it is relativelv easv for

the authorities to establish priorities in the order of departure of the

evacuees and in the use of means of transportation. As was noted, aside

from the leadership element, particular value is assigned to essential

workers, civil defense forces and no doubt also to those organizations,

institutions and agencies which are expected to continue their activities

in the exurban areas, especially if their activities are related to

defense support, economic, political, governmental or scientific-research

functions. Soviet civil defense manuals make no mention of the relocation

of the leadership element, but it is more likely to be the first to leave.

The manuals do note, however, that the authorities will have the options

of ordering first the dispersal of essential workers and civil defense

for:es to be followed by the evacuation of the rest of the urban residents,

or they can order the evacuation ahead of dispersal or again initiate the
35 /

simultaneous dispersal and evacuation of the population.- It is said

that the choice will be determined by "a special decision of the govern-

ment" in the light of the degree of tension in the international situa-

tion, i.e., the urgency of the perceived threat. It seems likely that

in a situation in which the Soviet leadership expects an imminant initia-

tion of nuclear war, first priority will be assigned to the relocation

of the more valuable elements of the urban population. In a slowly

escalating crisis or for demonstration purposes, the leadership could

begin crisis relocation with the progressive evacuation of the non-essen-

tial urban population. It is also said that the order in which the

relocation will be conducted will depend on the character of each cit v,

the number and condition of evacuation routes avaf blhie to it, transp r-

tation capabilities, the season of the yea and weather condition.-

It is also noted that in speciai. cases a "partial" eva cuati on a he

carried out for the purpose of removing from the cities a "Spc il ik'

category of the population." 
3 7 /
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In general, as was noted, the Soviets have become increasingly

concerned with accelerating the rate of crisis relocation so as to com-

plete it in the shortest possible time. Among other measures, this has

* led to the concept of relocation by the "combined method," that is the

* simultaneous use of all available means of transportation and tie depar-

ture of some elements of the population on foot. To what extent this

approach is expected to shorten the time required for completing the

relocation is not known. There are indications, however, that the Soviets

* expect to be able to relocate a majority of the residents of cities

slated for relocation in a matter of a few days.-8 Presumably, the

relocation of the smaller number of the more valuable elements of the

population on a priority basis would require less time.
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Section 5

SOVIET CRISIS RELOCATION PLANNING

In the Soviet view, crisis relocation must be well planned,

organized and prepared, and tightly controlled. Because of its complexity

and the need to implement it in a short period of time, crisis relocation

must already be prepared in peacetime. Key elements of such preparation

are the development of detailed, comprehensive plans; careful coordination

of plans; preparation of essential information, orders and instructions;

and the drawing up of various schedules.

Soviet crisis relocation planning benefits from several factors.

One is the hierarchical structure of the Soviet governmental system and

the degree of control each level exercises over lower ones. There is

also a centrally directed national civil defense organization. Another

factor is that participation in civil defense planning, including planning

of crisis relocation, is compulsory for all relevant governmental, admini-

strative, economic, municipal, technical and service organizations as well

as civil defense staffs at all levels. This includes not only the urban

areas, but also the exurban areas which find themselves designated by

higher authorities to serve as hosting areas for urban evacuees. Other

advantages derive from the dependence of the population on public means of

transportation, state ownership of the economy and all essential resources,

and the ability of the authorities to requisition private property at will.

5.1 ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN CRISIS RELOCATION PLANNING

Crisis relocation planning in the Soviet Union largely reflects

the organization of USSR Civil Defense. This organization is said to be

based on the "territorial-production" principle-that is, along both ter-

ritorial-administrative and functional-economic lines. Below the Chief

of USSR Civil Defense and his staff in the USSR Ministry of Defense-which

sets general policies and programs including crisis relocation-responsi-

bility for civil defense rests first of all with the executive, administrative,
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* and managerial chiefs at all levels who are by law designated as civil

defense chiefs for the area, personnel and facilities under their con-

trol. These chiefs are assisted by:

* deputies for dispersal and evacuation;

* full time chiefs of staff charged with implementa-
tion of the decisions of the chiefs. The chiefs
of staff are also first deputies of the civil defense
chiefs;

e staffs made up of full or part-time personnel; and,

* service chiefs who organize and lend specialized and
technical support.

* * Along the territorial-administrative line, "dispersal and evacua-

tion is led by the chiefs of civil defense of republics, oblasts or krays

[provinces], cities and urban rayons [districts], and their staffs.""

In this case, the chiefs of civil defense will be the chairmen of the

Councils of Ministers of the republics, and at lower levels the chairmen

of the executive committees of the elected soviets [councils] of peoples'

deputies. This territorial-administrative approach also applies to rural

rayons [counties] and localities when the chiefs of civil defense are the

chairmen of the executive committees of the rural rayons and village

soviets of peoples' deputies. The soviets-as the elected legislative

organs-and their executive committees are required by law to actively

participate in the organization of civil defense and the implementation

of appropriate measures. Thus, the soviets at all levels are required to

deal with problems relating to the wartime protection of the population

in general, including legislative measures associated with "the organiza-

tion and implementation of the dispersal of the people and the evacuationl
2 /

of the population from the cities and large inhabited localities.'- As

a practical matter, the soviets will act on the requests and recommenda-

* tions of the chairmen of the executive committees of the soviets-i.e.,

the chiefs of civil defense.
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-* The lowest level of the territorial-administrative structure is

made up of the Housing Bureaus (ZhEK) and Housing Managements which

administer one or more apartment buildings in the cities. These housing

bureaus and managements are not specifically responsible for crisis

relocation planning, which will be done at the rayon level. They are,

however, involved in crisis relocation because they implement the reloca-

tion of the non-working urban residents, and consequently they participate

in the planning by supplying appropriate data to the urban rayon planners.-

Along the functional line, responsibility for crisis relocation

planning at higher levels rests with the ministers and department chiefs

and their deputies for dispersal and evacuation, and civil defense staffs.

At the lower levels, it rests with the managers (directors) of economic

units and organizations, such as factories, power plants, collective and

state farms, educational institutions and so on, assisted by their

deputies for dispersal and evacuation and their civil defense staffs.

Thus at a plant, the crisis relocation plan is "developed on the basis of

directives on the question of civil defense issued by the appropriate

ministry and the recommendations of the higher level civil defense

staff,"-' i.e., primarily the city or urban rayon civil defense staffs

and less frequently the obiast or republic staffs.

Although the final crisis relocation plans are drawn up in docu-

ments prepared by the civil defense staffs and signed by the chiefs of

civil defense, the deputy chiefs of civil defense for dispersal and

evacuation play an important role in the planning of crisis relocation.

According to a Soviet civil defense manual, they are specifically charged

with "directing the development of plans for the dispersal of workers and
"5/employees and the evacuation of members of their families,"- as well as

for the evacuation of the non-working urban population. In the urban

4 areas, the deputies work primarily through Evacuation Commissions which

have both planning and organizational functions in crisis relocation.

The evacuation commission's function is to assist the civil defense staffs

and chiefs in the planning, organization and implementation of crsis

relocation.
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Evacuation commissions are established at the
council of ministers of republics, ministries
and departments, executive committees of soviets
of workers' deputies of oblasts (krays), cities,

rayons and at large installations of the national
economy. For the organization of the reception
of the dispersed and evacuated population, there

are established evacuation reception commissions
at the executive committees of soviets of workers'
deputies of rural rayons, village (settlement)
soviets, and collective and state farms.

6 /

The evacuation commissions are chaired by the deputy chiefs of

civil defense for dispersal and evacuation. The membership of the

commissions includes representatives of the communist party organization,

planning organizations, civil defense staffs and services, transportation

organizations, educational institutions, social services, health services,

trade and public feeding services, public order and safety services,
7/

military commissariats, communications organizations, and so on.- At

large economic installations, where the evacuation commission is established

by the installations' directors (who are also their chiefs of civil defense)

by order of the higher civil defense staff, the membership of the commissions

include: representatives of the installations' party committees, the enter-

prises' management committees, the trade union committees, Komsomol (Commu-

nist Party Youth) committees, personnel departments, special departments,

chiefs of shops or departments, and of the civil defense staffs and
8/services.-

Soviet civil defense manuals do not detail the responsibilities and

functions of the evacuation commissions above the city and rayon levels, but

presumably the higher level commissions have roughly similar functions. At

the city and urban rayon levels, the evacuation commissions are responsible

for:9/

4 Maintaining a census of the population, departments,
agencies, organizations, enterprises and installations
subject to dispersal and evacuation.

e Determining the capabilities of inhabited localities
in the exurban zone for receiving and housing the
evacuated population, departments, institutions and
organizations;.
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0 Assigning exurban rayons and localities (i.e.,
hosting areas) to the urban rayons, enterprises,
departments, institutions and organizations.

e Developing and maintaining a census of means of
transportation and evacuation routes, assigning
them to installations for the transportation of
dispersed and evacuated personnel, and preparation
of movement schedules.

* Determining the composition of foot columns and
their routes.

& Determining and solving requirements for material,
technical, and other support of, and supply for, the
dispersed and evacuated population.

9 Preparing the necessary documents and schedules
pertaining to crisis relocation, distributing,
and safekeeping them.

o Establishing time spans for the implementation
of dispersal and evacuation.

The evacuation commissions of installations perform similar

functions. Specifically, they"LO/

o Keep count of the number of workers and employees
subject to dispersal and of their family members
who will be evacuated through the installations.

* Determine the best utilization of available means
of transportation and their routes.

e Determine the number of persons to be evacuated
on foot, the composition of foot columns and
their specific routes.

e Identify and prepare intermediate evacuation
points, transportation boarding and debarkation
points.

Evacuation Reception Commissions are established in hosting areas

for the planning, organization and implementation of the receptionl o!

urban evacuees and their resettlement. Membership in these commissions

will be made up of representatives of the executive committees of the

soviets and party committees, chiefs (or their deputies) of public trade
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and feeding organizations, representatives of public health services,

and other public and municipal service organizations. In essence,

therefore, the evacuation reception commissions, like the urban evacua-

tion commission, will be composed of representatives or chiefs of

departments, services, and organizations directly involved in the plan-

ning, preparation, and implementation of crisis relocation. The Soviet

system also requires that there be representatives of the CPSU on all

such commissions. The responsibilities of the evacuation reception

* commissions include the development of plans for meeting the arriving

evacuees, the allocation of housing for them, the preparation of supplies

* - and services needed to sustain the evacuees, the determination of employ-

ment of evacuees, and so on.- The rural soviets and the evacuation

reception commissions appear to have little say in the identification

of hosting areas or who and how many evacuees will be assigned to use

them. This information, along with planned schedules for the arrival

of evacuees, will be provided by the urban or oblast civil defense

staffs and evacuation commissions. The evacuation reception comimissions,

however, will provide information to the urban and oblast evacuation

commissions about the capabilities of the hosting areas to receive,

house, and support the urban evacuees.

At the lowest level of the crisis relocation planning ladder are

the various services which are represented in the evacuation commissions

and are also subordinated to the civil defense chiefs and staffs at the

various levels. These services and the organizations belonging to them

develop plans for carrying out the specialized functions and duties wh71ich

are required in support of crisis relocation. This applies in particular

to transportation organizations which must develop plans and schedules

for moving the evacuees in accordance with the allocation of transporta-

tion means esta1--lished by higher civil defense staffs and evacuation

commissions. Other services include public health which is called upon

to provide medical assistance in the course of the relocation; the p)olice

* which must maintain order and traffic control; clothing kind food whlole-

sale and retail as well as public feeding organizations and so on.
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5.2 THE COORDINATION OF CRISIS RELOCATION PLANS

The coordination of crisis relocation planning is essentially a

vertical process which first moves down from the top and then up from

the bottom (see Figure 5.1). As one would expect, the plans become in-

creasingly detalled and specific as they progress from the higher to the

lower level. The higher staffs provide essential guidelines, directions,

instructions, and necessary information. Each higher staff provides the

next lower staffs under its control with relevant excerpts from its own

crisis relocation plan.L- The lower staffs take these excerpts as guide-

lines and basis of information for the elaboration of their own plans.

For example, while at the oblast and republic levels, hosting rayons for

each city may be designated in a general way; the city and urban rayon

civil defense staffs and evacuation commissions will take these designated

hosting areas and assign specific hosting localities to residential rayons,

factories, institutions and organizations. In principle, each city will

use first of all adjacent rural rayons as hosting areas. In practice,

however, oblasts may contain several major cities whose population would

be relocated or large areas unsuitable for use as hosting areas. Conse-

quently, the cities must be told by the oblast or republic civil defense

staffs and evacuation commissions which hosting areas are dedicated to their

use. Another role of the republic and oblast staffs is to coordinate

relocation plans when, because of its location or local conditions, a city

requires hosting areas beyond the borders of the oblast or republic in
13/

which it is located.-

For coordination purposes, each lower civil defense staff and

evacuation commission submits its civil defense plans, including those for

crisis relocation, to the next higher civil defense staff for approval. -

This results, therefore, in an upward moving coordination process. Most

* of the coordination apparently takes place at the urban rayon and city

levels, and where necessary, at the oblast or republic levels. As was

* noted, there is also a requirement to coordinate transportation plans and

the selection and use of evacuation routes with the military authorities,
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in particular, the military district commands and the armed forces' Rear

Services Command.- Especially significant will be the coordination of

the use of the railroads, where the military will be likely to have priority,

and also of the use of certain highways and roads, where military convoys

will probably have the right of way. This will require, therefore, careful

coordination of the scheduling of military and evacuation traffic. Finally,

one reason for the presence of representatives of the military commissariats

on the evacuation commissions is the requirement for coordination of crisis

relocation plans with military plans for the call-up of military reservists

and draftees and their movement to assembly areas and for the requisitioning
16/

of civilian vehicles and equipment for military use.- In general, the

question of allocation and use of means of transportation and of routes and

the scheduling of evacuation movements by transportation and on foot are

the most complex aspect of Soviet crisis relocation planning, which are

likely to require the most careful and detailed coordination at all levels

of the planning process.

A great deal of coordination is also necessary between the urban

crisis relocation planners at the various levels and the rural soviets and
17/

civil defense staffs in the designated hosting areas.- What is required

is to coordinate plans for the relocation of urban evacuees with the capa-

bilities of the hosting areas to receive, houco and care for them. Conse-

quently, information and coordination flow in both directions: from the

rural staffs and evacuation commissions to the urban installations, civil

defense staffs and evacuation commissions, and from these to the rural
18/

staffs and evacuation reception commissions.- In addition, the urban

I

rayon and installation civil defense staffs and evacuation commnissions are

expected to study their assigned hosting areas and localities on the spot

in order to develop more detailed information for planning purposes and to

4determine , in cooperacion wi th the local staffIs and evacuat ion recul t i o

commissions, what improvements in and additions to facilities and services

would be needed to provide acceptable conditions for the hosting of urban
19/

evacuees.-
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5.3 ELEMENTS OF INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR CRISIS RELOCATION PLANNING

Soviet civil defense manuals do not discuss the elements of

information required by republic and Oblast civil defense staffs for

planning crisis relocation. Presumably, while more general in content,

they will not greatly differ from the requirements of city planners

which are discussed in Soviet publications.

At the city level, the civil defense chiefs, staffs and evacua-

tion commissions are said to require the following basic information.

5.3.1 Guidelines and Instructions from Higher Organs

These directives, orders and instructions apparently will define

among others: the categories of residents to be dispersed and those to

be evacuated; the sequence, timing and character of the elements of the

plan to be prepared; the designation of the hosting rayons and signifi-

cant localities; the persons responsible for the preparation of the plan

and its implementation; and the availability of railroad transport and

uses of main transportation arteries.20

5.3.2 Statistical Information

This will include information on the total number of residents

in the city; the number of enterprises, departments, organizations,

educational institutions, scientific-research institutions and other

significant institutions and organizations; thle number of workers,

employees and civil defense formations to be dispersed and the number

of their family members; the number of residents to be evacuated; and

the number and types of institutions, organizations and agencies to be

relocated. 21/

This sort of census poses a number of problems. One(. is the

4 dcfinition of the geographic area within which the residents ShoUld be

subject to relocation. Generally, as Soviet civil defense manual.-

indicate, the danger zone is defined as thle area hounded by a line Of

1.4 psi. blast overpressure. Persons outside this line would be
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considered safe from blast overpressure, although thermal radiation

from nuclear detonations, especially air bursts, will extend beyond the

1.4 psi blast overpressure radius. The real difficulty faced by Soviet

* . planners is to decide the probable ground zero of the detonation of the

nuclear weapons, their likely yields and whether they would be ground

or air bursts. Since targeted installations may be at the edge of the

* city limits or in the nearby suburbs, it may be necessary to include in

* the compulsory relocation a substantial part of the residents of the

city suburbs. As was noted, one Soviet manual has recommended that

residents of suburbs in a radius of 8 to 10 kilometers from the city
12/

limits be included in the compulsory relocation.- This distance

would slightly exceed the radius of 1.4 psi blast overpressure generated

by the detonation of a 300 kiloton warhead at the city limits (9.1 km

radius for an air burst and 7.3 km for a surface burst).-3 Another

manual asserts, however, that the determination of the danger line

beyond the city limits will depend on the "significance of the city,

its size, the number of its inhabitants, and the probable yield of

nuclear weapons which may be used by the enemy."',,4 What this seems to

* say is that the danger line will be determined by the probable number

* of targets and their location in a given city and probably in the suburbs

as well, the density of inhabitants in the suburbs and the probable

yields of the weapons the enemy is likely to use against the likely

targets in the city. It appears, however, in practice the designated

hosting areas usually will be significantly further away from the city

* limits than the above-mentioned 8 to 10 km.

Another requirement is that the city crisis relocation planners

must be told which enterprises, utilities, services and so on will remain

in operation during wartime in the cities, and therefore the identitY

and size of the workforce which will be considered to be essential and

subject to dispersal. Presumably this determination is made by the

* military authorities and the ministries already in peacetime in accor-

dance with Soviet plans for economic mobilization. Thle city soviets

may also define in this light which urban utilities aind services, will
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be considered as being essential. It is not clear whether the ministries

and higher civil defense staffs will inform the city staffs which enter-

prises are considered to be essential or whether the enterprises so

designated by higher authoriries will inform the city staffs and evacua-

tion commissions of their status. Changes in the status of enterprises,

utilities and services will affect the cities' crisis relocation plans.

The same applies to the identification of institutions, organizations,

and agencies as well as enterprises or production lines slated for

relocation in order to continue their operation in the exurban zone.

Soviet publications also note that maintaining a current exact

count of workers, employees and their family members slated for "dis-

persal" and of other residents slated for "evacuation" poses some diffi-

culties. Thus, one manual notes:

Keeping count of workers and employees does not
pose any particular difficulties, but the counting
of the number of family members to be evacuated
with them is more difficult. Apparently, this
will require a personal questioning because some
of the family members will be dispersed with the
enterprises where they work or evacuated with
educational institutions, childrens' institutions,

etc. If one adds to this that not every worker
and employee is a head of family, it becomes evi-

dent right away what a laborious and intensive
work has to be carried out to determine the number

of people who must be dispersed and evacuated.
2 5/

The population count is facilitated by the fact that all urban

residents are registered with the police (militia) and the housing

managements or bureaus (ZhEKs) and, of course, those who are employed

are also listed in the files of the personnel departments of their places

26/ Consequently, "at every enterprise, department, cduca-of employment.- Coseunty

tional institution and housing administration there are, prepared in

jadvance, evacuation lists of all workers, employees and members of their

families. ' -7 / One problem, however, is that in principle, family mem-

bers-many or all of whom may be working-will be relocated with the head

of the household. If a family member is considered to he an essential
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worker while the head of the family is not, it may be to the advantage

of the family to register for dispersal with the place of employment of

the essential worker. In any event, it means that each place of employ-

ment must keep cur-ent lists not only of employees who will be relocated

through that particular place and know who will not do so, but also

maintain up to date lists of family members of employees who wish to be

relocated together with the latter. The civil defense staffs of places

of employment, rayons and cities will also maintain lists of personnel

of civil defense formations which are slated for deployment in the exurban

zone. Excluded from the relocation lists will be military reservists who

would be called up for active military service in the event of a general

mobilization. The identification of such persons is relatively easy

because each reservist has a military passbook which shows his current

mobilization status, and his military status is also known to the person-

nel department of his place of employment.

One particular problem not addressed by Soviet civil defense

manuals is that of the non-residents who will be present in the cities

at the time crisis relocation is ordered. For the most part, the

authorities-i.e., the police and hotel or housing administrations-will

know who they are and where they are staying because such persons must

register on arrival and show their internal passport which each adult

Soviet citizen is required to have. Persons traveling on business will

also have travel orders issued by their places of employment. What is

unclear is whether such persons will be subject to evacuation throughi

the hotel or housing administrations where they are staying or whiether

those who travel on business will be dispersed with the employees of

those enterprises, departments, organizations, institutions or agencies

which they have come officially to visit. It is also not clear iiow He

families of heads of households who are in the essential worker category"

will be relocated in their absence. lt seems likely, however, thiat

because these families will be registered for relocation with the place

of employment of the head of household, they will be relocated by these

places of employment even in their absence. A last minute switchl in thle

listing of these families would probably introduce too much confusion.
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- 5.3.3 Information on the Hosting Areas

This will include the number of inhabited points or localities

- in the rural area and of buildings in them suitable for housing people

and evacuated departments, organizations and institutions, and the

28/quality of living and support conditions in these populated points.-

Actually, the required information includes all potential housing

in the rural areas assigned to the city for the relocation of its inhabi-

tants, i.e., not only the private homes of rural residents and public

and commercial buildings in the villages, collective and state farms,

or small towns, but also the capacities of tourist centers, pioneer

camps, sanitariums and resorts in the designated hosting rayons. This

information has to be provided by the soviets, civil defense staffs and

29/
evacuation reception commissions of the hosting areas.- It is supposed

to be further refined as a result of visits by representatives of the

urban civil defense staffs and evacuation commissions to the hosting
30/

areas.-

*The planners will also have to know the geographic character of

the assigned hosting areas and the distances from the cities to the

localities which will serve to host dispersed workers and the evacuated

population. The allocation of hosting areas and of assigning the

evacuated population to them will depend on the degree of development of

the exurban zone and the density of the population residing in it. The

The sparcer the population in the exurban area and the greater the dis-

tances from the cities to hosting localities, the more difficult and

*time-consuming will be the relocation of the urban population.

5.3.4 Information on Transportation

This will includelinformation on the availabilitv of rail, road

* and waterway transportation routes and their potential traffic capacity;

the number, types and capacities of available means of transportation;

the number and location of railroad stations and passenger platforms,

boat docks, and points for boarding and off-loading vehicles; the state
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of the bridges on the evacuation routes, the possibilities of increasing

the volume of traffic on roads and waterways and of eliminating bottle-

necks.3l/

The city civil defense staff will be informed by the railway

administration about the availability of trains, their capacity and

scheduling. In the case of vehicles, the staff may determine how many

will be under its control in the event of crisis relocation, although

some uncertainty is bound to exist in the case of vehicles used in inter-

city traffic and long-distance passenger and freight haulage. It appears

that privately-owned vehicles will be included in the count. 3 2 /

One particular problem will be the need of the planners to anti-

cipate the effects of weather on road and river traffickability. In major

parts of the USSR roads and waterway traffic is severely curtailed or

altogether halted in winter. In the absence of heavy snow, however, cross-

country travel and crossings over frozen rivers bypassing bridges are

possible. Traffic on non-hard surface roads is also greatly curtailed in

spring and fall.

As was noted above, crisis relocation planners will have to know

which rail lines and roads will be reserved for the use of the military

or on which of them military traffic will have priority. They will also

require to be informed by the military commissariats how many vehicles

and of what type present in the city and in the hosting areas will be

requisitioned by the military in the event of a mobilization.

Precise information on the availability and capacities of means

of transportation, routes and distances to hosting areas will make it

possible for the planners to determine the allocation of means of trans-

portation, the rates of evacuation by transport, and also how manv resi-

dents of a given city will have to leave on foot. This in turn will

allow the planners to estimate the length of time which will he required

for the execution and completion of the relocation.
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5.3.5 Information on Medical Capabilities

This will include information on the availability in the city

and in the exurban zone of medical institutions, their types and capa-

cities; the number and types of medical personnel; the amounts of stored

medical and prophylactic supplies; and the capabilities for providing

medical service to the population Lt evacuation assembly points, along

evacuation routes and in the hosting areas.-3

For all practical purposes, the public health service is a part

of the civil defense medical service.-4 The urban medical organizations,

their personnel and medical supplies will be relocated to the exurban

14 zone. The relocated medical organizations as well as those normally

present in the exurban areas will have two functions. One will be to

participate in post-strike rescue operations in the areas of nuclear

destruction and in the evacuation and treatment of rescued casualties.

The other will be to provide medical services to the residents and evacu-

ated population in the exurban areas.-/ The crisis relocation planners

will have to know which medical organization and personnc' will be re-

quisitioned for military use, which organizations and personnel will be

reserved for the treatment of casualties from enemy strikes, and which

will be available for servicing the population. They will also need to

anticipate the probable number of sick persons in urban hospitals who

will need to be evacuated by appropriate transport, the adequacy of

existing medical facilities and services in the rural areas for the

residents and evacuated population and the extent to which they would

have to be expanded by evacuated urban medical organizations, the amounts

of medical supplies to be relocated from the city and also presert- in

the hosting areas, and the needs for the further stockpiling of such

supplies.

4 Presumably, in the matter of allocation of medical personnel and

medical aid posts to the evacuation assembly points in the cities and

along the evacuation routes-especially the march routes of columns

traveling on foot-this will he primarily a task for the civil defense
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medical service. What it and the planners will need to know will be

the number of planned assembly points, medical posts and convoys or

foot columns which will have to be staffed by medical personnel.

Medical posts at intermediate evacuation points on the foot evacuation

routes will be manned by medical personnel of rural health services.

5.3.6 Information on Food Stocks and Food Processing and Catering
Capabilities in Hosting Areas

This will include information on the availability, amounts, and

location of stocks of food and supplies of first necessity; the number

and service capacities of public feeding facilities in the hosting areas;

the availability and production capacities of baking plants and bakeries;

and the feasibility of organizing mobile public feeding points, the order

of delivery of food and objects of first necessity in short supply. -6/

This information will have to be provided by various state and

local organizations in the cities, as well as in the exurban areas,

dealing with food and essential goods production, storage, processing,

distribution and sales. Stocks of supplies in the cities not held back

for the use of workshifts at essential installations will be relocated

to the exurban zones and the urban public feeding and trade organizations

w ill help to expand the existing capacities in the hosting areas. The

planners will need to know whether the combined stocks of food and other

essential goods in the hosting areas will suffice to sustain the local

residents and evacuees for a designated period of time, what additional

supplies may be needed and where these could be obtained.- The ques-

tion of the adequacy of food processing capacities, especially bakeries,

in the hosting areas is an important one. If they are insufficient, the

planners may have to undertake steps in peacetime to expand them or pro-

vide for mobile field bakeries or seek some other practical solutions.

5.3.7 Information on Shelter Availabfi~ity and Requirements for Con-
struction

This includes information on the availability, capacities and

protective qualities of shelters, primarily at urban assembly points
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and in the hosting areas; the availability of building materials and

prefabricated units for the construction of rapidly-erectable shelters

and anti-radiation covers.-8

In Soviet plans, protection of the relocated population includes

providing it with anti-radiation shelters in the hosting areas. It

also includes providing sufficient spaces in blast shelters at or near

evacuation assembly points in the cities to protect people undergoing

processing for relocation at these points. Surveys of existing shelters

and anti-radiation covers will permit the planners to estimate how many

additional shelters and covers should be built in peacetime or will have

to be built when a "threatening situation" is announced and the crisis

relocation is initiated. Information on shelters and covers built in

the hosting areas will be provided by the rural civil defense staffs

and evacuation reception commissions. This information may have to be

fairly frequently updated because the rural areas build anti-radiation

covers in the course of civil defense exercises. Nevertheless, at

present, hosting areas do not usually have sufficient ready anti-radiation

covers to accommodate the urban evacuees. Such shelters could be built

over time or during a protracted crisis. Otherwise they will have to be

built simultan' -ously W4 th the crisis relocation by the rural residents

as well as the evacuees themselves.

Although not specifically mentioned by the manuals, one can

assume that the planners will also need information on the availability

and types of mechanized and motorized construction equipment, i.e.,

bulldozers, cranes, graders, scoopshovels, etc. -both in the cities and

in the hosting areas-which would be available to assist in the construc-

tion of shelters and covers. As to construction materials, Soviet

designs for rapidly erectable anti-radiation covers allow for the use
39 /

of a wide variety of materials.- Particularly desirable however is

the construction of detached shelters and covers using prefabricated,

reinforced concrete large diameter ducts and pipes and reinforced

concrete blocks and plates. No doubt, the pre-stocking of such materials
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or of cut lumber and boards, especially in hosting areas short of local

building materials, would facilitate the rapid construction of the neces-

sary shelters and covers.

5.3.8 Information on the Availability of Gas Masks

This will include information on their availability, locations

of their storage, and the order and schedules for their distribution to
40/

the dispersed and evacuated urban population.-

Individual means of protection consist of gas masks and may also

include protective coveralls, hoods, gloves and boots. When these are

not available, they may consist of gauze face masks and clothing readily

adaptable to prevent direct skin contact with radioactive dust and toxic

liquids. In principle, the entire population should be equipped in time

of emergency with individual means of protection. Normally such equip-

ment is held by the places of employment for working people, and by the

housing administrations for the non-working residents. Institutions and

organizations which will transfer their operations to the exurban zone

may store their individual means of protection in their designated host-

ing localities. In principle, however, urban workers and residents should

be issued their individual means of protection prior to their relocation.

If this is not possible, they should be issued them in their hosting areas.

*5.3.9 Information on Water Supply

This includes information on the availability of water sources

along evacuation routes and especially in the hosting areas, their capa-

cities and the possibilities and time requirements for the building of

new ones.-1

The adequacy of the water supply is a potential problem for the

hosting areas. The supply must be sufficient not only to meet thie daily

needs of the evacuees in addition to those of the lo al residents and

their livestock, but it must also permit the stocking of shelters and

anti-radiation covers with water for their occupants for the anticipated
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length of the latters' shelter stay time. The available water suppily

in the hosting areas may limit the number of evacuees they can sustain

or require the development of additional water sources already in peace-

time or in conjunction with the crisis relocation. Presumably, informa-

tion on the water supply will be provided by the hosting areas.

5.3.10 Weather Information

This includes information on the prevailing meteorological con-

ditions characteristic for a given region and possibilities of flooding

and other natural disasters. 42

Soviet civil defense manuals show concern for the possibility of

flooding of the exurban areas and specifically of potential hosting areas.

Account is Laken not only of seasonal flooding and of the frequency of

flooding due to severe weather conditions, but also of the possibility

of flooding as a result of the destruction by enemy action of dams and
43/

large reservoirs.- Areas subject to or threatened by potential flood-

ing will not be used for hosting evacuees. Consequently, information

about such arc iill allow the planners to refine their selection of

hosting areas and their allocations.

Information on prevailing meteorological conditions will allow

the planners to anticipate the state of evacuation routes and their

traffickability during various times of the year. Knowledge about pre-

vailing winds may influence the choice of directiotl of relocation of

civil defense formations and other urban organizations so as to avoid

potential radioactive fallout zones.

The information required by enterprises, departments and large

organizations is essentially the same as that required by the city and

urban rayon civil defense staffs and evacuation commissions. Most of

the required information will be passed on to the enterprises, etc. b.%

the rayon staffs and evacuation commissions. The ministry and tlie chiief

of civil defense of the rayon to which a given enterprise is subordin-ited

will inform the chief of civil defense of the enterprise concerning the
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location of the hosting localities assigned to the enterprise, the

means of transportation available to it, the routes to be used by

vehicles and by marching columns of employees and their families, and
A4/

the amount of time allocated to the execution of the relocation.-

In the case of the chief of civil defense, staffs and evaucation

reception commissions in the exurban areas, the required information for

planning purposes will include: the number of evacuees assigned to a

given hosting area or locality; the schedule of arrival of trains, motor

convoys, boats and marching columns; the location of intermediate evacua-

tion points; the amount and types of transportation means available for

moving evacuees from the intermediate evacuation points to their final

destinations; the location of disembarkation points for trains and

boats; the availability of housing space,- swupplies, water and other

support capa..ilities and services in the hosting areas; and what supplies,

equipment and service capabilities will be relocated from the cities to
45/

the hosting areas.-

5.4 CHARACTER AND CONTENT OF CRISIS RELOCATION PLANS

Crisis relocation plans at all levels are a part of the general

plans covering all aspects of civil defense. A crisis relocation plan

consists of writt,,n documents specifying various directives, assignments,

schedules and information, supplemented by lists, diagrams, time tables,
46/

maps, charts, logistic tables, and so on.- Essentially, the plans

indicate who will be dispersed and who will be evacuated; the locations

and assignments of hosting areas; when the relocation should begin after

it is ordered; the use and allocation of means of transportation and

routes; the number of persons to be evacuated on foot, their points of

departure, routes of march; the number and location of evacuation assembly

points, transportation boarding points, and intermediary evacuation points;

the distribution of supplies and location of stocks; services and personnel

who manage and assist in the implementation of crisis relocation; movement
/7/

schedules, and so on.4
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Soviet manuals do provide examples of the content of crisis

relocation plans of large industrial enterprises. As noted above, such

plans specify the number of workers, employees and family members subject

to dispersal or evacuation; the assigned hosting areas and localities;

the transportation means to be used and their scheduled arrival and depar-

ture; the location and number of evacuation assembly points established

bv the enterprise; the travel routes for transportation and foot columns;

" points of boarding means of transportation and debarkation; schedules for

K. relocating workshifts; the provisioning of the workers and their family

members with individual means of protection; the location of the enter-

prise's command post in the exurban area; the communications frequencies,

call names and nets to be used; the deployment of civil defense forces;

and the availability of shelters at the enterprise and in the hosting
48/

areas.-

According to a hypothetical civil defense plan of an industrial

enterprise published in a Soviet civil defense manual, Figure 5.2 shows
49/

the entries dealing with crisis relocation.-

The example of a crisis relocation plan shown in Figure 5.2 is

not necessarily complete. There will be various lists, maps, schedules,

and other attachments-including specific lists of workers and family

members who will be evacuated by transport and on foot; specific assign-

ments of means of transport and movement schedules; allocations of hosting

localities or part. of localities to shops and departments, and so on.

According to one manual, the attachments will include a map of the city

showing the locations of the enterprise, the evacuation assembly points,

and the number of workers assigned to each of them; the location of rail-

road stations and designated places of boarding of vehicle convoys and

boats; the time of arrival of transport and their capacities; the best

routes to the evacuation assembly points; and the transport boarding

points and traffic control points (see Figure 5.3). -- Another set of

attachments will consist of maps or diagrams of evacuation routes-

especiallv routes to be used by foot .olumns-indicating points of assembly
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location of the hosting localities assigned to the enterprise, thle

means of transportation available to it, the routes to be used by

vehicles and by marching columns of employees and their families, and
44/

the amount of time allocated to the execution of the relocation.--

In the case of the chief of civil defense, staffs and evaucatioi

reception commissions in the exurban areas, the required information for

planning purposes will include, the number of evacuees assigned to a

given hosting area or locality; the schedule of arrival of trains, motor

convoys, boats and marching columns; the location of intermediate evacua-

tion points; the amount and types of transportation means available for

moving evacuees from the inter-mediate evacuation points to their final

destinations; the location of disembarkation points for trains and

boats; the availability of housing space, supplies, water and other

support capabilities and services in the hosting areas; and what supplies,

equipment and service capabilities will be relocated from the cities to
45/

the hosting areas.-

5.4 CHARACTER AND CONTENT OF CRISIS RELOCATION PLANS

Crisis relocation plans at all levels are a part of the general

plans covering all aspects of civil defense. A crisis relocation plan

consists of written documents specifying various directives, assignments,

schedules and information, supplemented by lists, diagrams, time tables,

maps, charts, logistic tables, and so on.-6 Essentially, the plans

indicate who will be dispersed and who will be evacuated; the locations

and assignments of hosting areas; when the relocation should begin after

it is ordered; the use and allocation of means of transportation and

routes; the number of persons to be evacuated on foot, their points of

departure, routes of march; the number and location of evacuation issemhlv

d points, transportation boarding points, and intermediary evacu.it ion points,
the distribution of supplies and location of stocks; services and rsnc

who manage and assist in the implementation of crisis relocation; movc'muent
47/

schedules, and so on.
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RESIENTII ALBOARDING STATION
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N.~ 4 45-20 2.200 persons

un /. j 5 630- 5:55-6:30 hours
+-100 qcn 1,400 persons

acP S"CHOOL [ 750 7:50-8:30 hours
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Traffic Control 17,,',r rcynp y er U4:00 -Casting Shop
Point 5,j 98UWCsUs --- ' "R; 400 persons

'~~~ 710 UCO Instruments Shop
Medical Aid Station L±.J ULUUC r '"3 ,1F ~- 500 persons

Fo rging Shop
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SOURCE: N.P. Krechetnikov and N.P. Olovyanishrilkov, Grazlidanskaya Ob -orona naMacht rio-

Strottl'nyk Predpriya 4yakh, (Moscow: MashTnostroveniyc. 1972), p. 48.
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and departure, the number of each column, the number of persons assigned

to each column, departure times, control points, rest stops, medical aid

posts, watering and warming up points, intermediate evacuation points,
(seeFigre 54).51/

etc Other attachments will consist of tables deal-

ing with assigned transport, the organization of convoys and their

schedules, points of disembarkation, schedules for transporting personnel

who marched on foot to intermediate evacuation points to their assigned
52/

hosting areas, etc.- Finally, there may be lists of personnel assigned

to operate evacuation assembly points, lead train and vehicle convoys and

foot columns, man control points, as well as of personnel who will be

dispatched right away to the hosting areas to coordinate the arrival and

resettlement of the evacuees with the local staffs and evacuation recep-

tion commissions.

Essential enterprises may also develop alternate plans which allow

for the staggered evacuation of the workshifts or the simultaneous evacua-

tion of the entire workforce. For example, the plan may allow for dispers-

ing first either the duty shift or the resting shift, or it may establish

a staggered evacuation schedule to keep the requirements for transport to

53/
a minimum.-

A separate section of the plan is prepared by the Material-

Technical Supply Service of the enterprise. It will indicate how and

where the enterprise's vehicle convoys will be provided with fuel, emer-

gency repairs and maintenance; where the evacuees will be issued food;

and what stores or stocks will supply the food and goods of basic neces-

sitv to the evacuees during the relocation process and to the workshi fts
54/at the enterprises.--

The hosting areas in turn will develop, on the basis of in

tion provided by the urban civil defense staffs and evctration commi:-i,,::-,,

appropria te plans for the reception, resettl,.,mIr n t, s1tpp1i ; nd P r t ,cti,:

of the evacuees assigned to them (see Section 8)

The civil defense staffs, evacuation commi ssils ,rnd ; 'ii1rn

reciptionl commissions at 1i , I,vi s ire resp ns i l r ti. prop, r
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"2 NOTATIONS

.- 0 Length of route-26 km.

Assembly and departure point-School No. 37, Peschanaya

28 St., No. 90, Tel. No. 130-90-37.
VISIINfAKI

0 ATelephones along route at collective farm "Rassvet,"
25 Borki Village.

Borki has a food and clothing store and restaurant

24 with 80 seats, a club house with 200 spaces, a Medical

Aid Station (1 doctor, 2 nurses), and an artesian well.

9* Intermediate Evacuation Point is at Vishnyaki. Tele-
phone in House of Culture and space for 300 persons, a

7' secondary school with space for 500 persons; stores:
food-2, clothing-l, household goods-l, restaurant with

-140 150 seats, hospital with 30 beds, artesian well and

water system.

n1 All rest stops: in the summer, in the woods; in winter

+0a BORKI in inhabited points.

BP" 1 20 -14 From the Intermediate Evacuation Point, evacuees will

be transported by state farm "Vishnyaki" in D+2.
12

-RUBLIV LEGEND

. ) Hour of announcement of the start
4 of evacuation

Intermediary Evacuation Point

2
4 Short rest stop

"cM0O. 37 Long rest stop

,, CH \ Q Traffic control point

Point of departure

" Watering point

""i Medical aid point

SHospital

SOURCE: P.T. Egorov, I.A. Shlvakhov, and N.I. Alabin, Grazhdanskaya Oborona,
3rd edition, (Moscow: Vysshaya Shkola, 1977), p. 93.

Figure 5.4 March Route by a Foot Column From the City
to the Intermediate Evacuation Point
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dissemination of planning and instruction documents in peacetime, the

safekeeping of the documents, and their correct distribution at the

start of the crisis relocation. While precise information about Soviet

peacetime practices in the matter of dissemination of relocation plan-

ning documents is lacking, it appears that such documents are usually

fairly closely held and shown only on a need-to-know basis to authorized

personnel. Although in some cases employees and workers of large enter-

prises appear to have been told in the course of civil defense instruc-

tion the location of their assigned hosting areas and the method of

transportation to them, in other cases such information is kept secret

by the managers and civil defense staffs.-5 In general, it appears

that the Soviets tend to consider crisis relocation plans to be an

element of national defense planning and, therefore, treat their con-

tent as a sensitive matter. The same secrecy applies to plans for the

mobilization of the economy for defense production and to the specific

plans of enterprises to convert to such production in time of crisis.

Naturally the Soviet authorities are also secretive about which plants

and installations and specific elements of the workforce will be in the

"fessential" category in wartime.

There is no indication in Soviet publications how frequently

the relocation plans are reviewed, updated or revised at the various

levels, and whether there is a schedule for such reviews and revisions.

No doubt updates and revisions are necessary from time to time forK various reasons, such as urban growth, economic development, demographic

changes in rural areas, changes in transportation capabilities and routes,

etc. Major revisions-especially those affecting the allocation of

hosting areas, transportation and evacuation routes, and the scheduling

of evacuation movements-will impact planning at many levels and require

new coordination efforts. Given the complexity of this process, it isK likely that the civil defense staffs are reluctant to undertake major

plan revisions and, consequently, will wait for orders from hiigher levels,

to do so. Presumably, minor updates and revisions are carried nut in Lhe

ourse of and as a result of command-staff and integrated exercises whilich

are fairly regularly held at various levels.
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Although Soviet manuals do niot discuss this, it appears that, at

least in the case of large cities, the oblast or republic civil defense

staffs will play a direct role in supervising, directing and coordinating

the implementation of crisis relocation. There are indications that each

of these large cities and adjacent hosting areas will be divided into

sectors, and that each sector will be under the control of a sectorial

staff drawn from the oblast (republic) staff. The sectorial staff will

have overall control over the urban and rural rayon staffs, civil defense

forces and all resources in its sector.

On the whole, it appears that Soviet crisis relocation plans are

comprehensive, detailed, and fairly well coordinated. They deal with all

elements of the relocation process. This does not mean, however, that

the plans, especially at the lower levels, are always entirely realistic

or devoid of errors. At least in theory, shortcomings should have become

evident and be corrected in the course of exercises.-6 However, in the

* absence of large-scale relocation exercises, it may not be possible to

adequately test the realism and correctness of the plans (see Section 10).
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Section 5

FOOTNOTES

I. Lieutenant General D.A. Krutskikh, editor, Uchebno-Metodicheskove
Posobiye po Podgotovke Rukovodyashchego i Komandno-Nachal'stvuvushchego
Sostava Grazhdanskoy Oborony (Instruction-Methodological Manual for
the Training of the Chiefs and Command-Leadership Elements of Civil
Defense), (Moscow: Voyenizdat, 1978), p. 23. See also Army General
A.T. Altunin, editor, Grazhdanskaya Oborona (Civil Defense), (Moscow:
Voyenizdat, 1980), p. 43; N.I. Akimov and V.G. Il'in, Grazhdanskaya
Oborona na Obektakh Sel'skokhozyaystvennogo Proizvodstva (Civil Defense
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Section 6

ORGANIZATION OF URBAN CRISIS RELOCATION

It was noted in the preceding section that the planning,

coordination and supervision of crisis relocation rests primarily with

the civil defense staffs and evacuation commissions, along with the

various services most directly involved in its implementation. As was

described earlier, the basic Soviet concept for the organization of

crisis relocation is according to the "territorial-production principle.Il

This means that the relocation of workers, employees and their families

is organized and carried out by their places of employment, while non-

working persons who are not immediate family members of workers and

emplovees are relocated in accordance with their places of residence

through the housing administrations and managements. This approach to

the organization of crisis relocation offers a number of advantages.

First, it facilitates the planning for the allocation of transportation

means and hosting areas. Second, it permits better control over the

population, its movements and the planned use of routes to the exurban

areas. Third, it allows the authorities to keep the work force of

essential enterprises, services, departments, institutions and organi-

zations together in their dedicated hosting locations.

While applying the "territorial-production principle" to crisis

relocation, the actual relocation of the urban population is implemented

through what the Soviets call "Evacuation Assembly Points."K'46.1 EVACUATION ASSEMBLY POINTS (Russian Acronym: SEP)

The SEPs are established by the city Evacuation Commissions and

by the Evacuation Commission of large enterprises, installation.,K 2/
institutions and organizations,- upon the recommendation of the civil
de fense chiefs. The function of the SEPs is to assemble, reg4ister and

o -rgainize the departure of evacuees, including their boarding of trans-

port or the formation of foot columns.-3 The SEPs must also organize
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*" the sheltering of their personnel and evacuees assembled there in the

event of an enemy attack.- ! Until le early 1970s, the mission of the

SEPs also included warning the population of the start of the evacua-
5/

tion.- Presumably this mission was abolished because it required an

excessive number of personnel for its implementation. The procedure

was too slow and there arc other means of warning the population about

the order to start the evacuation (for example, radio, television, etc.).

The SEPs are organized in peacetime. Each is given an identi-

fication number. They have a staff and are assigned specific quarter-i

where they will set up operations in the event of crisis relocation.

Depending on whether they will process workers, employees and their

families or the non-working element of the population, the SEPs will he

attached to enterprises, installations, departments, institutions and

organizations or to housing administrations in residential areas. Each

will be assigned a specific number of workers and employees or non-working

residents to process. Workers and employees of small enterprises, instal-

lations or institutions will be assigned to the SEPs of larger nearby

enterprises, installations, etc. The number of persons assigned to each

SEP for processing appears to be relatively small--on the order of 2,000
6/

to 3,000, although it may be somewhat larger in some cases.- Presumably

this will expedite the processing of evacuees and facilitate control over

them, as well as reduce the number of persons who may be concentrated at

each SEP in the event of an attack. It also means that it will he neces-

sary to establish a large number of SEPs.

Each SEP has a chief whose appointment is recommended by the

chairman of the Evacuation Commission which establishes the SEP and is

confirmed by the city or rayon Executive Committee of the Soviet of
7/

Peples' Deputies.- The chief is selected from among the leadership-

management element of the organization on the basis of which the SEi'

i- established. 8-I The SEP's chief is assisted by a deputy and a sipp l',

officer. The rest of the personnel are also recruited from the ornmii-

tion served by the SEP or, if necessar', from various public scrvits.
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In addition to the chief, deputy chief and supply officer, the

SEP will have (as shown in Figure 6.1):

* A Registration Group which will register the arriving evacuees,

issue them appropriate documents and instructions, and keep a tally of the
9/

number of processed and dispatched evacuees.- The size of this group

will vary depending on the number of persons assigned to be processed by a

particular SEP. According to Soviet civil defense manuals, the size of

10/
this group will range from six to twelve persons.-

e A Medical Team of two to five persons, drawn from the enter-

prises', institutions', etc. own medical services or from the public health

11/
department.- This team will assist evacuees who are ill or become ill

while at the SEP.

e A Public Order and Safety Group of two to six persons, drawn

from the enterprises', institutions', etc. own security personnel or from

the police, will maintain order at the SEP and direct traffic around

121
it.-

* An Information Desk manned by one or two persons to assist the
13/

evacuees.-

e A Mother and Child Room where mothers with infants and very

young children can wait, nurse or feed their children and so on, manned

by two or three assistants.l1
4 /

e Leaders of railway and vehicle convoys and foot columns, and

personnel to guide the evacuees to the boarding points after they have

completed processing at the SEP. The number of such persons will vary

depending on the number of evacuees to be processed by a specific SEP,

the type of transportation they will use, the distances from the SEPs

to transportation boarding points, etc. 
15/

e The SEP may have other personnel such as assistants to supply

offitos, telephone or radio operators, representatives of thu ewvcuation

9etc.
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In all, the personnel of a SEP will consist of some 25 to 40

.a persons. As was noted, it previously included a Warning Group of some

15 to 20 persons, which was responsible for warning the population assigned

to each SEP about the start of the relocation and informing them where and
- 161/

at what time they were to report to the SEPs.-

When the order for crisis relocation is given, the SEPs will be

deployed in public buildings such as schools, club houses, movie theaters,

or even in large shelters, dining halls and other appropriate spaces at
17/

enterprises, installations, institutions, etc.- Wherever possible, they

should be located near the transportation boarding points or near points

18/
of departure of foot columns.- If there are nearby boarding points for

rail, motor vehicle or water transport, the SEPs will be set up at the

enterprises, installations, etc. themselves. In summer, SEPs may also be

set up in the open air.19/

SEPs, therefore, will be set up near railroad stations or rail-

branch lines and sidings at enterprises, at vehicle loading docks or in

open areas where vehicle convoys have room to form, or docks, piers and

landings of river and sea-going ships. In the case of persons to be

evacuated on foot, the SEPs may be set up close to the edge of town, near

the designated points of departure of the columns and terminal points of
B 20/

the urban transportation system.- They may also be set up at the enter-

prises, institutions, etc. regardless of their location, from which the

evacuees will be marched or transported in organized groups to the start-

ing points of their march.

Preferably, therefore, the evacuees assigned to and processed by

a given SEP should be moved by a single mode of transportation, i.e.,

railroad, motor vehicle, boat or on foot. This means that the evacuees

will be assigned to SEPs in accordance with the planned methods of moving

4 them prepared by the Evacuation Commissions. This need not alwa\"' be the

case. However, use of mixed methods of moving evacuees of a given SEP

kwill complicate the processing and organization of the evacuees ond coin-

trol over them. Therefore, a large enterprise, installation, institution,

9
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department or organization will have a number of SEPs, sufficient not

only to process all the workers, employees and family members, but also

in accordance with the different modes of moving them to the exurban

area. The assignment of workers, employees and their family memhers

and non-working residents to specific SEPs and their modes of tronspor-

tation or movement is planned in advance by the enterprises', installa-

tions', institutions', organizations', or rayons' civil defense staffs

and evacuation commissions, who will know on the basis of information

provided by transportation agencies how many persons can be transported

and how many will have to walk.211 The times at which the evacuees will

be required to report to the SEPs will depend on the scheduled arrival

and departure of transportation, and they may' be staggered to reduce the

number of persons concentrated at a SEP at one time.

Each SEP is provided with a number of instructions and documents.

These include operating instructions for SEP personnel, an organization

. - chart of the SEP, and cspecially important lists of persons assigned to

- - the SEP for processing; also included are schedules for reporting to the

SEP and schedules of arrival and departure of means of transportation,

the identification numbers of assigned trains and railroad cars, vehicle

convoys or foot columns, lists of leaders of rail and vehicle convoys

and foot columns, and maps or schematic sketches of routes of foot columns.

There will also be lists of persons in the evacuation commissions and

civil defense staffs to be contacted to report progress in the processing
" 22/

and departure of evacuees or in case of difficulties, etc.-

One purpose of registration of evacuees is to keep a precise

count of who is being evacuated and how evacuees are allocated to means

of transportation or foot columns. Given that the SEPs are provided

with a list of persons specifically assigned to them for processing,

this also makes it possible for them to identify any unauthorized persons

seeking to leave via a particular SEP or attempting to use transportation
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without permission. It also allows the SEPs to ascertain the progress

made in the processing and departure of the evacuees and to determine

who has failed to report to his assigned SEP.

During the registration, the evacuees will be informed by what

means they will leave the city, the identification number of the rail-

road cars, motor vehicle convoys or foot columns they are assigned, and

their destination. Once registration is completed, the evacuees will

be organized into groups at the SEPs and will be marched at the appro-

priate time to boarding points or foot column assembly points under the

supervision of SEP personnel and appointed leaders. In most cases, the

boarding points for motor vehicles will be at or very near the SEPs.

At the transportation boarding points SEP workers, personnel of the

railroad administration and so on will direct the arriving evacuees to

their assigned railroad cars, vehicles or ship compartments, and assist
23/them in boarding and handling their baggage.- The chief of a SEP is

also responsible for arrangements for picking up and the evacuation of

persons on his list who are too ill or incapacitated to report personally

to the SEP.

6.2 CONTROL

As it is planned, Soviet crisis relocation requires strict

control over the population, its movements, destination, and the use

of means of transportation. Unauthorized departures, use of transpor-

tation and routes and settlement in hosting areas are strictly prohibited.

Prior to 1975, control was exercised by means of an evacuation

pass or certificate issued to each head of household. The evacuation pass

or certificate was prepared in advance by the enterprises, institutions,

organizations or housing managements and their evacuation commissions,
24 /4 and issued to the evacuees before they reported to their assigned SEP.-

7 In an emergency, they could be filled out during registration at the

SEPs. The pass gave the bearer permission to leave thie citv through a

designated SEP, free use of transportation to a designated hosting area,
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S..and the right to be housed there and to receive food and other basic

supplies and services. 
25/

* As shown in Figure 6.2, the pass consisted of three detachable

sections. Each section listed the name of the person; his date and

place of birth; his permanent address; the names, relationship and

years of birth of family members accompanying him or her; and his

destination in the hosting area. One section listed the number of the

SEP and address, and another the time for reporting to the SEP after
26/

the start of the evacuation is announced.- The pass also included

a list of instructions about what the individual should take along and

the weight limit on his baggage, how to provide young children with

identification, what to do before leaving one's residence and so on.

One section of the pass was to be retained by the Evacuation

Commission; another was to be given to the SEP at the time of the

individual's registration. This was called a Control Coupon and was

used by the SEP to keep a count of processed and dispatched evacuees.

The third section was to be kept by the individual for purposes of

identification during the relocation process and for registration upon

arrival in the hosting area. In effect, this section served as proof

that the individual was in the right hosting location and, consequently,

was entitled to housing, food and other supplies and services. These

passes were to be distributed either in advance to heads of families

by their place of employment or housing managements or by the Warning

Group at the time of the start of the relocation. The pass was only

valid when signed by the recipient.

The system of evacuation passes prepared in advance apparently

was abolished in 1974. 2 7/ The reason appears to be that the filling

out of the passes at the start of the relocation took too much time,

* while filling them out in advance required frequnit revisions and

re issuance of tie passes. Furthermore, the abol it ion of the Warn ing

Groups of the SEPs eliminated one method of distri bution of the pases

9
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CONTRUL COUPON

Full Name FOR USE BY EVACUATION ASSEMBLY POINT NO.

--. ~Year and Place of Birth ae.

Time for Reportingy

Permanent Residence 
Full Name __ _ _ _ _

____________________________________Year and Place of Birth__________
(City. Inhabited Point, Street. House Mo.) Y

Departing to

___Permanent Address

(Ob ast, Rayon, Inhabited Point, Street, House No.)

Accompanied by: Ycity. Rayon, Inhabited Point. Street. House No.)

Rla tionship ear of Piace of Work Destination
M. Intias e irth or Study

(Ob st, Rayon. Inhabited Point. Street, House No.)

Accompanied by:

i I Date of
Signature of Recipient NO. nitiel ationehip Birth pruSe

IItr 
h Fro m SEP

Assigned to SEP No.

Removed from List DateI

Signature 
Date

• "iDate/Sigat,.re

-- -- - -- -- -- - --- - -- -- -- --- ----- -----
FOR PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Identifies 1. When the start of the evacuation (disper-

(Full Nam) sal) is announced, it is essential to:

Take along passports, military service
Year and Place of Birth book, education and specialization dip-

lomas, workbook, childrens' birth certi-
ficates, food (for 2-3 days), water,
underclothing, shoes. sleeping clothes,Permanent Address warm clothing and other essential thlmngs,

for a total weight of up to 50 kg per
person.

Evacuated Through SEP _______________2. All pre-school children must have sewn on
(No., Address) Itheir clothing and underclothes identifi-

TO cations with their family nam,, first and
- " middle name, date of birth and permanent

(Oblast, Rayon. Inhabited Point. Street. Mouse Mo.) address.

I 3. Report to the assembly point at the time
Accompanied by: indicated on the control coupon.

reallyr of Place of work Before leaving the apartment, turn off
.nd Initials Relationship girth or Study all lights and heating utensils, gas and

" water lines, windows and ventilatcer, and

turn over keys to representativee: Ihu,-
ing management (Zhek).

5. The evacuation pass givts the ':ght t,4 evacuation (dispersal) throui. h , . I"" i

evacuation point, free transport.itIre t
Date/Slpsture hosting location, assignment of I 'u.,

work, and all tvpes of supp.li.

SOURCE: N.I. Akimov and V.G. II'in, Grazhdanskaya Oborona na Obktakh SJ'skk .,Itw'

* Proizvodstva, (Moscow: Kolos, 1973), pp. 144-145.

F.i re 9 .2 on P,. -
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The present system still requires that the urban residents know

in advance or are informed at the time of the start of the relocation to

which specific SEP they are assigned, its location and the time when

they should report to it. This information will be provided in the

course of peacetime civil defense instruction of the population and also

at the time of the start of the relocation. Presumablv, th. poptiation

will know in any event that the SEPs will, in mo.st CI-;,-,, I. at or ntar

places of employment or residence. The information de.k-i it thi' SIl-,

will assist individuals seeking information aboat thc ir e- - i coed Sli's

and the time they should report to them.

The present control system consist., of matchin-: thI idhi i, it ion

of individual evacuees against the list of p1rn a"; ;1 I

SEP, which is prepared by the places of emphlovmeInt ,F' ' l, ii-

strations and provided to the SEP by the Evacuatien (CoWrj-i.

noted, each SEP will also be provided with Iist., ot i v 11 ,i11ial- -,1 -i,.d

to travel by various types of transport or to be movkd fit, i t.on

foot. The identification of the individual evacuee, durin r.-ijst ,rtion

will be made upon his presentation of his internal passport md ithir

identification documents (for example, marriage certiticates, cldi fren's

2 8/birth certificates, military services books, workbooks, etc.) Soviet

citizens are required to have internal passports, military service books,

workbooks, etc. for identification and other purposes.

ThiK system makes it necessary for the evacuation commissions to

keep their personnel lists of evacuees up to date and to frequently up-

date the allocation of evacuees to transportation. According to Soviet

manuals, when the order to begin the relocation is given, the evacuation

commissions will "refine" their lists of evacuees and transportation
29/

schedules.- Precisely how this would be accomplished is not stated.

* However, representatives of the work places' personnel departments,

housing administrations and evacuation commissions at the SEPs may help

.- update the lists and assist the SEP's registration groups in decidin :

what to do about individuals not on their lists.
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Once the evacuees are registered, they will be issued a coupon

Ushowing the number of the railroad car or the motor vehicle convoy they

are authorized to board or the number of the foot column they are assigned

to.- O Presumably they will not be allowed to leave the SEP without per-

mission, but will be formed into groups and marched together to the

boarding points or foot column assembly points.

The present control method appears to be somewhat less rigorous

than the earlier one. The pass system told the individual not only the

number of the SEP he was assigned to and the time he was to report to it,

but also his destination in the hosting area. It also provided proof of

his right to be in a given hosting location. Under the present system,

there may be greater likelihood of confusion, of residents reporting to

the wrong SEP or at the wrong time, as well as becoming lost at the

boarding points or during foot marches and not knowing their destination

or having written proof of the right to be traveling to a given destina-

tion.

It is no-, clear to what extent the present system expedites the

processing of the evacuees. The earlier pass system, especially if the

passes were issued to the individuals in advance of the relocation, should

have allowed for a more orderly and rapid processing of the evacuees at

the SEPs. Of course the present system is probably more expeditious than

the case when places of employment, institutions, housing administrations

or the SEPs were to begin filling out the evacuation passes and distribute

them only after the start of the relocation.

Not all elements of the relocated population will necessarily be

processed through the SEPs. The exceptions are likely to be the civil

defense formations and staffs which will be redeployed in the exurban

4 zone, the operational-management groups of essential enterprises, instal-

lations, services and institutions which will establish command posts in

the exurban areas, and the representatives of evacuation commissions,

enterprises and so on dispatched to the hosting areas to coordinate the
31/

arrival and resettlement of the relocated population.- These eleme'nts
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will be under the control of the chiefs of civil defense and their

staffs and will be dispatched by them to the exurban zone using specially

assigned motor or other transport.

Physical control over the population in the course of its depar-

ture from the city will be exercised by the Public Order and Safety

Service, i.e., the police, volunteer security teams and the security

guard personnel of enterprises, institutions, departments. etc. They

will establish traffic control points in the streets, at enterprises,

near SEPs and transportation boarding points and also will help maintain

order at the SEPs, boarding points and points of formation and departure

of foot columns. The civilian security forces may be supplemented by

32/
military police and other military personnel.--

6.3 INFORMATION ON EVACUATION ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURES GIVEN TO

THE POPULATION

In order to execute the relocation as rapidly as possible, the

population must act in an orderly manner and know what to do. The Soviet

authorities recognize that panic and confusion among the population could

seriously disrupt the crisis relocation plans and greatly slow down the

relocation process. 3 3 / Consequently, the population must know something

about the organization and procedures of crisis relocatioi: and, in par-

ticular, how it should act and what it should do.

Information about the organization and procedures of crisis relo-

cation is provided to the population in a number of ways. The basic

source of information is the hour devoted to crisis relocation in the

compulsory civil defense instruction program for the, populItion. This

may be supplemented by exercises. In addition, there are variou, iviI

• defense pamphlets and manuals, posters, slide -shows :ind filmrs, ,- I<H I

as discussions of this topic on radio and televiion.

As was noted, the current civil de fCnsi instru, tioi l r i, t or

the adult population devotes one hour to tht sub cert 01 ";i sIil Ohd

Evacuation." During that time, the, instructorsx I, Li tv ,n,;t s

I ()



evacuation, dispersal and exurban zone, the organization of relocation

on the "territorial-production" principle, the role of the Evacuation

Commissions and SEPs, how the population will be warned, the procedures

at the SEPs, the organization of the departure of th- evacuees bv various

transportation means and on foot, what the evacuees should take along,
34/

etc.- During the instruction-which : organized at places of work or

education or for non-working people, at places of residence-the listners

may be told what SEPs they are assigned to, the ir location, and when they

should report to the SEPs after the start of the relocation. 3 5- / They

also may be informed by what means of transportation they will travel or

whether they will leave the city on foot.- The instructions emphasize

what the individuals should cake along (warm clothing, food, water,

personal documents, gas masks, money, etc.), how to pack their possessions

(preferably in backpacks, hut they can also use suitcases), the weight

limit on baggage, what sort of identification tags to put on the baggage,

how to provide young children with identification tags, and what to do to~37/

secure their residences before leaving.-

One hour of instruction on dispersal and evacuation is also included

in the preliminary or pre-draft military training program for upper class

high school students and students of vocational and technical schools.38/

Information on dispersal and evacuation is also contained in the

basic civil defense pamphlet for mass distribution called, What Everyone

Must Know and Be Able to Do. To date, four editions of this pamphlet

have been published, each in millions of copies. The texts of the third

edition (1974) and the fourth edition (1981) dealing with crisis reloca-

tion state in general terms: how the population will be in formed about the

start of tie relocation, the role of the SEPs in the relocation system

and its procedures, the necessity for evacuces to report to the SEPs at

the specified time, what the evacuees should take with them, and what

they should do to secure their apartments. 3-- / The information is simple

and terse. In the 1974 edition, tie text dealing with relo 'ation is oil

one page long (out of a total of 47 pags), and in tile 1981 edition it is

L(1I
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about a page and a quarter long (out of a total of 54 pages). Signifi-

cantly, both pamphlets advise the population to put identification tags

on their baggage showing, in addition to the name and permanent address

of the individual, the hosting location to which he is being sent.

*Presumably the individuals will either know their assigned hosting loca-

tion in advance or will learn about them when registering at the SEPs.

Soviet civil defcnse manuals and journal articles intended for
the general population, however, provide far more details on what the

population should know about and its duties during relocation. 4-4/ They

sometimes also provide special information-for example, on how to

prepare for the evacuation of infants and young children, i.e., what
41/

special clothes, food, games and toys, gas masks, etc. to take along.-

Of course, evacuation exercises (which will be discussed in a

later section), especially when they include visits to SEPs and travel

to hosting areas, serve to reinforce the populations' knowledge of

relocation procedures. It is doubtful, however, that large numbers of

the urban population have actually participated in relocation exercises

involving travel to hosting areas.

Soviet publications sometimes claim extensive knowledge bv

specific groups of workers or employees of relocation organization,

procedures and plans. For example, in the case of the Moscow First

Ballbearing Plant, it is claimed that:

If one asks the workers and employees of our
enterprise about how they and members of their

* families will be evacuated or dispersed to the
exurban rayon, they will tell about from where
and how they will receive thte ()rdr to bejin

the evacuation, what persona] thinfs an o eed
should be taken along, what Porsonji doc um ,nts
it is essential to have; theyq wi.'; iijlj,jto bi;

* what means (hy transport or e)n ,4) th, ii w i
-<ve th,' city, the ij:,jation o; th(,ir vg tien

assembly point, of the, st<ition ( toek) for e ,,'
ing assiqned transport, tlh finil l: ilf 7i,

t h, ihliC.<1t dl host inl ,aiyjn, and(, In't ,,', , .

the inhibi ted [ lotn jil i' oi,im ; , .
* wI h, ho)uso<1. 0-2
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Whether in fact the majority of the urban population has such detailed

knowledge of relocation procedures and plans is uncertain.

1
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Section 7

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF CRISIS RELOCATION MOVEMENTS

The rapid and yet orderly relocation of many millions of urban

residents poses great difficulties and calls for complex planning,

organization and management. The implementation of the relocation

requires a system for warning the population of the start of the relo-

cation, the effective use of available means of transportation and

their precise allocation to the population, careful organization and

scheduling of the evacuation of urban residents on foot, control over

and logistic support of the relocation movements, and so on.

In the matter of the organization and management of crisis

relocation movements, the Soviet Union has a number of advantages as

well as specific problems. As was noted, the advantages include the

ability to control the departure of the urban population, the use of

transportation means and evacuation routes, the allocation of destina-

tions (i.e., hosting areas), and, presumably, the behavior of the

population and of personnel assigned to implement the relocation. The

most obvious problems result from shortages of transportation means

and of all-weather hard surface roads, as well as from possible adverse

weather conditions. Other potential problems arise from the necessity

to plan tight and largely rigid movement schedules which could easily be

disrupted and thereby have an adverse effect on the rate of relocation.

7.1 WARNING THE POPULATION

The urban population subject to dispersal and evacuation must
1/

be informed "in good time" about the start of the relocation.- Along

with this, as was noted, the heads of family must know to which SEIA

they are assigned and at what time after the start of thu reloc;1tiOn

they should report there.

The USSR Council of Miuisters has sole authority to order tii,
2/

initiation of crisis relocation.- At the national lever, it is trains-
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. mitted to other national level governmental-administrative agencies,

including the ministries, the chief of USSR Civil Defense, and, of

course, the General Staff of the Soviet Armed Forces. Below this

level, the order apparently is transmitted on the "territorial-admini-

* strative" principle to the heads of goverrment at republic, oblast,

city and rural rayon levels, who in turn transmit it to their civil

defense staffs.

In a city, responsibility for the dissemination of the order to

begin the relocation rests with the city's chief of civil defense and
3/

his staff, assisted by the city's Civil Defense Communications Service.-

* -. In accordance with previously prepared plans, the city's civil defense

staff will notify the urban rayon chiefs of civil defense and staffs,

and directly or through the latter, the chiefs of civil defense of large

industrial enterprises, installations, departments, educational institu-
4/

tions and so on.- At each level the staffs will notify the evacuation
.. I 5/

commissions and, where appropriate, the housing administrations.--

There appears to be three methods of notifying the population

which can be used selectively or simultaneously:

* Notification by the work place. For example, it is said that

"The population will be notified about the start of the evacuation by

the enterprises, departments, educational institutions..." and so on.-

First of all, notification will be given to people at work and students

in classrooms.- / The enterprises, installations, institutions, depart-

*,A ments, organizations and so on may also notify their off-duty emplo\,ees

by telephone and messengers or through the housing administration of the

housing belonging to the enterprises, institutions, 
etc.--

* Notification by place of residence. Non-working urban

*,Q residents and also off-duty workers and employees will be notified ,bout

the start of the relocation at their places of residence by the housoing
9/

administrat ions (ZhFK), housing managements and the police.

* Notification by mass media. Warning ;tbout the !Atart ofI the

* relocation can be disseminated by the mass medi a-in part icul.)r, raidio,

11



public address systems in the streets, television, and it may also be

I'announced in the pres. This can be supplemented by the use of loud-
11/

speakers mounted on vehicles.- This method would be used if the

objective is to simultaneously warn the largest possible number of

* urban inhabitants in the shortest possible time.

The choice of the method of notifying the population depends on

the selection of the order in which the relocation will be conducted.

According to Soviet civil defense manuals, the authorities can carry

out first the dispersal of essential workers and then the evacuation of

the rest of the urban residents, or first the evacuation to be followed
12/

-*by the dispersal, or simultaneously both the dispersal and evacuation.

According to one civil defense manual, the choice is said to "depend

entirely on the degree of international tension" at the time the decision

is made to initiate crisis relocation.-3 According to another manual,

the choice "will depend on existing circumstances, the peculiarities of

the city and exurban zone, and also on transportation capabilitie,"tl 4

which suggests that the choice may be made at the local level.

Furthermore, it is noted that the order to begin the relocation

need not necessarily coincide in time with the government's announcement

of the existance of a "threatening situation.' -1 It could precede such

an announcement or be initiated subsequently to it, presumably as a result

of a further aggravation of the international situation and the threat of

war.

The Soviet notification system makes it possible for the authori-

ties to inform the population about the start of the relocation selectively

and, to a certain extent, in a concealed manner. This is true both for

the case where dispersal precedes evacuation as well as where evacuation

precedes dispersal. In the first case, essential workers and personnel

of civil defense formations could be notified at their places of work as

well as by telephone and messengers without resort to any publ ic nnounce-

ment of the start of relocation. This would also be the case for the

notification of the leadership elements and other elite and special groups.



7

Similarly, if it is decided to evacuate the non-working residents first,

they could be notified by their housing administrations and e('ucational

institutions also without a general public announcement being made to

that effect. If the leadership were to try to conceal the rejocation,

the dispersal or the evacuation could precede the government's public

declaration of the existence of a "threatening situation."

In the case where the government decides that the existing threat

calls for an immediate general relocation of the urban population, the

order to do so is likely to be announced by the combined use of all

notification methods, including the use of national and local radio and

television broadcasts and all other means of mass communications. It is

recognized that the effectiveness of radio and television as means for

notifying the population will depend on the time of day. It will be most

effective during daytime and early evening when the population has its

sets turned on, which is also when it will be easiest to notifv the work-

ing population at its places of work. During the night, however, when

radios and television sets are shut off, this method will be less effec-

tive and may necessitate the use of loudspeakers on vehicles, messengers,

and telephones.16/ It is also said that "special attention" has to be

given to the problem of notification of the population on non-working~17/
days, i.e., weekends and holidays.- The population is also instructed

that when hearing the order to begin the relocation at home, it should

make sure to warn neighbors.

Selective notification, especially of essential workers, is

"O likely to be relatively slow, except when the enterprises, installations,

organizations and so on are on a one-workshift system and tht notification

is made during work time, or when most or all workers and employees live

in the enterprises', installations', etc. housing. Notification of non-

* working residents through Lhe housing administrations may be more rapid.

Ot course, the authorities have the opt ion of notifving the ontiru turban

population and then implementing the relocation in aiccordance With N pre-

planned order of priorities, i.e., first dispersal thn Lvaco tion or the

6I
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reverse. It is noteworthy, however, that in the civil defense instruction

on the question of dispersal and evacuation of the population, it is

K recoimiended to include a "detailed examination of the order of notification

of workers, employees and members of their families.

While the authorities have the option of selective notification

of the population about the start of the relocation and of carrying out

the relocation in stages, they have publicly shown increasing concern

that the time for conducting the relocation is likely to be short.

This appears to suggest that the Soviet civil defense leadership assigns

greater probability to the necessity of carrying out a general relocation

of the population than to a selective one carried out in stages.

The combined method of notification of the population offers a

number of advantages. It ensures the timely notification of people at

work and persons at home who may not have immediate access to radios and

television. Notification by places of employment, studies and housing

administrations also appears to be important as a method for informing

or reminding the inhabitants about the location of their assigned evacua-

tion assembly points (SEPs) and the time they should report to them.

Although, as was noted in Section 6, the population is said to be given

this information in the course of civil defense instruction and exercises,

not everyone will retain this information or has received it. For

example, Soviet civil defense manuals note that the places of work and

housing administrations will inform the "workers, employees and their

families, and the rest of the population about the time they must report
,,19/

to the evacuation assembly points for departure to the exurban zone. -

It is also noteworthy that the 1974 and 1981 editions of the most widely

disseminated civil defense pamphlet for use by the general population

specifically state that notification of the start of the relocation will

he carried out by the work places and housing administrations, but make

no mention of the use of radio and television for this purpose.
20 /

Earlier manuals suggested that the workers would be instructed in advance

to report, together with their families, to their places of work in the

13
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event thle\- are off-duty when the start of the relocation is announced.---

Presumablv, they have been told to proceed to the appropriate SEPs.

7.2 PRIORITIES

Soviet crisis relocation plans provide for an orderly and care-

fully scheduled departure of the urban population for exurban areas. As

was noted, the plans are said to establish the order in which the various

elements of the population will be notified and also the order in which

they must report to the SEPs for processing and departure to the exurban

areas. The times set for reporting to the SEPs after the start of the

relocation is announced are determined by schedules of the arrival of

various means of transportation or by the departure schedules of the foot

columns. Soviet crisis relocation plans, therefore, must establish in

advance an order of priority for the departure of thle urban residents.

Indeed, the plans have to establish not only an order of priority for

the scheduling of departures of urban residents from the cities, but

along with it a system of priorities for the use of available transporta-

tion by the evacuees. Specifically, concerning the latter, the plans

must establish who among the evacuees will leave the cities by transpor-

tation and who will have to do so on foot.

Soviet civil defense publications tend to be vague about the

priority system in crisis relocation. In part this is said to be due to

the considerable variations in the availability of means of transporta-

tion among the cities. Another reason is that in principle the authori-

ties have the option of initiating the dispersal ahead of the evacuation,

or doing the reverse, or carrying them out simultaneously. Even so, a

priority system is still required for scheduling the population' s

departures and for determining thle use of transportation.

* Understandably, Soviet publications have nothing to say about

the relocation of the leadership element, exept iis it relates to the

relocation of the management of essential enterprises,, installations,

and services. Similarly, nothing is said about thle re locat io oFOf
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various elite or special elements, such as important governmental or

party organizations, the KGB, and so on. Presumably, given the high

value placed on these elements and the requirement for their organiza-

tions to remain in continuous operation, they will have high priority

in relocation and will carry it out independently from the rest of the

urban population.

It appears that the priority system in scheduling the departure

of the urban population as well as for the use of transportation pri-

marilv reflects a classification of the population in terms of its

value to the system and the state, its contribution to the war effort,

and its civil defense role.

From this viewpoint, high on the list are the essential workers

and managerial personnel of enterprises, installations and services which

will remain in operation during wartime and personnel of civil defense

formations, along with civil defense staffs assigned to carry out post-

strike rescue, damage-limiting, emergency repair and restoration opera-

tions in areas of nuclear damage. There may be other elements of the

population also high on the list of priority for relocation-concerning

which little is known-such as families of professional military personnel.

There are two reasons why high priority is assigned to the

relocation of essential workers. One is the value placed on the preserva-

tion of this element of the work force. The other is the requirement to

maintain essentia unterprises, installations and services in continuous

operation. Ideally, therefore, the relocation should not result in a

temporary cessation of such operations. This can be accomplished by

relocating only one workshift at a time in such a manner that the

initially relocated workshift is ready to return to work from the hosting
22/

area within a number of hours after :ts relocation.-- Even when opera-

tions can be temporarily halted, the authorities will want them to he

resumed at the earliest possible moment by bringing back to the cities

one of the relocated workshifts as soon as possible. In both cases,

therefore, the earlier the departure of the essential workers from the
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cities, the sooner the relocated workshifts could b, hroi. ht back to

maintain the operations of essential enterprises, intalltios, and

services. For this reason, Soviet civil defenso nann[ c spcci fv that

the workshifts of enterprises which will remain in operation will be

transported whenever possible to their designated areas of dispersal~23/
in the exurban zone.-

As was indicated, priority in relocation is also assigned to

urban civil defense formations which must be deployed in readiness to

conduct rescue, damage-limiting, emergency repair and restoration

operations in the event of enemy nuclear strikes against targets in

the cities. In part, these formations will be made up of essential

workers, which constitutes a further reason for the early and rapid
24/

relocation of the latter.-4 However, other elements of the urban

population will also be included in these forces. Given that an enemy

strike is possible at any time, the relocation of civil defense forma-
25/

tions is clearly a matter of priority.- The civil defense formations
26/

will be transported to their deployment areas in the exurban zone.---

High on the priority list will also be management elements of

enterprises, utilities and services which will remain in operation.

These elements, usually including the directors or chief managers and

their staffs, will be required to establish command posts in the exurban

area from which they will manage their enterprises or installations s

well as lead their civil defense staffs and formations. Consequently,

the civil defense staffs, servicc chiefs and other key civil defense

personnel of essential enterprises and installations will be relocated

together with the management elements and civil defense formations.

According to one Soviet civil defense manual, the management and civil

defense staff elements of essential enterprises and installations may

leave for the exurban ar ' s in two to foul r hui rs aftcer the orde r to
"7 /

start the relocation is given.- Natural lv these ,lmcnits will also

have priority in the us of transportation.
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All the above elements of the urban population are subject to

what the Soviets define as "dispersal." It should also be noted that

in most cases the personnel in these priority categories will be accom-

panied by members of their families.

There is one category of the urban population which, while being

subject to "evacuation" rather than "dispersal," will have a special

claim on the use of transportation, but not necessarily priority in the

*order of leaving the cities. This category is composed of pregnant

women, young children (up to the age of 10)-either accompanied by their

mothers or in childrens' institutions, the elderly, the sick and handi-

capped, and any other persons physically unfit to evacuate the cities

on foot.-28 As to the rest of the p,-pulation which has no special claim

on the use of transportation, it is said to be "removed in an organized

manner on foot.
''29/

K. Soviet civil defense manuals do not specify what priority system

will be applied to the departure of the population on foot. It is very

likely, however, that the scheduling of departures of foot columns will

also reflect the Soviet value system. In other words, priority will be

giver to elements of the essencial work force; family members of essential

workers; workers and employees of enterprises, departments, institutions

and organizations which either cease operations for the duration of the

war or will be relocated to exurban areas; and students of technical or

vocational schools and institutes of higher learning. It is likely that

non-working persons who do not have working tamily members will be low

on the priority list for scheduled departures.

Some special service elements of the urban population ma also
be held back until the major part of the urban popul-aton has been r.,lo-

(<ted. This element may include workers of the urban transportation

s % sstems ( suhwa,'s , streetcars and trollev buses) who will be ,implood in

transporting the residents to their assigned SEPs and points o departure
30 /

of 'oot columns..- It will also include the SEP personnel, personnel

of evaciuation commissions and other personnel enaged in the man:Oerment
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and control of the relocation, of transportation, and of boarding points.

Whether the families of people in this category will also rema:n in the

cities until the latter's departure or will I,, re c- ittd ahead of thcm

is not knoin.

7.3 PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTURE OF EVACUEES

Soviet civil defense planners believe that speed is Of tk 'sst;c.

in organizing the departure of the population from cities whi 1 h aIre
31/potential targets for enemy nuclear strikes.--- This ap lies to ti

reporting of the urban residents to the SEPs for processing as well as

to their departure from the city to exurban hosting areas.

As was noted, the individual urban resident must be informed

about which SEP they are assigned to and the time he or she must report

to it after the start of the relocation is announced. Soviet publications

suggest that in order to expedite the movement of the residents to the

SEPs, especially to those located at the edge of the cities for the forma-

tion of foot columns, urban public transportation will remain in opera-

tion. 3/ This will also make it possible for the evacuees assigned to

use various means of transportation for travel to the hosting :r-eas Lo

bring to the SEPs the maximum authorized weight of baggage, i.e., 50 kg
33/

(1_0 lbs.) per person.3/

Urban public transportation includes subways, street cars, trollev

buses and buses. Presumably, during the relocation the subways-which at

present have been built in seven cities (Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, Kharkov,

' Tbilisi, Tashkent and Baku), will not be used as shelters, although in

the event of a sudden attack people present on the station platforms gand

in the trains would probably remain sheltered in the subwaL systms. InI

all in 1981, the Soviet subways had 4,834 passeneer cairs hich thransport ,d
* during that year 3,97L' miiiton passengers.- here were also 20,864

street cars and 24,593 trolley buses in use in 1981, which togethcr rans-
35/

ported during that year 17,192 million passne3rs. It is likel\, ho,-

ever, that city motor buses will be pre ssed into service to transport
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evacuees from the cities. Even with full use being made of public

transportation, it is evident that a large part of the urban population,

especially in the case of large cities, will have to walk to the SEPs.

Given the large number of SEPs and that essential workers will

be relocated by their places of employment-thus requiring them to

report there rather than to SEPs near their residences, there is the

danger that the population movement inside the cities will become

chaotic and dangerously disorganized. This is recognized by Soviet civil

defense planners who note that:

The implementation of evacuation measures according
to the production principle also poses certain

difficulties because during the period of assembly
of the population and dispatching it from the city,
in the course of movement to assembly and boarding

9points there may occur large flows of citizens
from one [urban] rayon to another. This will re-
quire especially careful organization of the
evacuation and the assignment of additional forces
to the organs of public order and safety, road

maintenance, and traffic control.36/

The planners also note that even limited relocation exercises have shown

K that there are likely to be considerable difficulties in getting the

K: urban residents to adhere to precise time schedules for reporting to thei 37/

SEPs .-

Account will also have to be taken of sick persons who are unable

to report to the SEPs. According to the manuals, relatives or neighbors

will report such persons to the chiefs of the enterprises or housing

administrations, or the sick persons will do so themselves by telephone.

The chiefs, administrations, or SEPs will then arrange to transport the

sick to the transportation boarding points. What transportation means

will be used for this purpose is not explained. Sick persons in hospitals,

clinics or other medical facilities will be evacuated ' the medical

institutions in ambulances and specially adapted vans and buses.-3
8 /

Since the early 1970s, it is planned to move the population from

the cities by the "combined method." This method calls Ior the simulta-

neous use of all available means of transportation, as wCel as the,
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removal of a significant portion of the population on foot. ThU

population will be moved from the cities in "all directions," apparently
39/

regardless of prevailing winds.- 9  Of course, the geographic locations

of the cities, the character of transportation routes and of the exurban

zone will dictate the actual directions of movement of the evacuees.

In planning relocation by the "combined method," account will be

taken of all means of transportation available to a given city, i.e.,

railroad, river or ocean-going shipping, and motor vehicles, regardless

of the peacetime ownership of these means. 4-4 This will also include

the use of privately owned vehicles and motor boats.
4 1 /

As was noted, the relocation transportation plans are drawn up

in peacetime and constitute a part of the general civil defense plans of

cities. The transportation plans are drawn up jointly bv the civil

defense staffs and the transportation organizations. The use of rail-

roads is planned by the Ministry of Railroads and the administrations of

the railroad sectors in which the particular cities are located. In the

case of motor vehicles, the planning will involve all of a city's motor

vehicle organizations, including municipal bus services and taxis, inter-

city bus qervices, and all truck parks, as well as ownerA of private

vehicles. Vehicle transportation is planned and coordinated by the

chief of the city's Civil Defense Transportation Service in conunction

with the city's civil defense staff. 4 2 /- On the basis of the citY's trans-
4"3/

portation plan, the transportation organizations will be informed about:--

e Which transportation organization will provide trans-
'0 portation for which SEP, in what amount, when, who

will control the means of transportation, the assigned
boarding point and the destination in the oxurban
area;

a The order and schedule for adapting and preparin,
means of transportation for moving evacuees,

a The assigned routes of travel and the scheduled
times of the transp rts' arrival at the ir destin a-
t 1on;
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* The organization of supplying motor vehicle trans-
port with fuel, lubricants and s!pare parts; and,

9 The schedule for use and location of repair and
service facilities for the means of transportation.

The transportation organizations are responsible for the readi-

ness of their transportation means to implement the transportation plan

and also for the readiness of designated passenger boarding and disem-

barkation points, as well as for implementing the transportation

schedules.-4 Appropriate excerpts from the city's transportation plan

are then transmitted to the rayon civil defense staffs and evacuation

commissions, and from there to the staffs and evacuation commissions of

large enterprises, installations and organizations.

The availability and scheduling of assigned means of transporta-

tion make it possible for the rayon and enterprise civil defense staffs

and evacuation commissions to plan how many persons and specifically

which ones will leave the city by transport or on foot. Soviet civil

defense manuals note that although essential workers and their families

have priority in the use of transportation, in the event of a shortage

of the latter, a portion of them may have to be evacuated on foot.-5

For example, a hypothetical plan and schedule of an enterprise for relo-

cation of its workers and employees and members of their families by the

"combined method", shown in Figure 7.1, is described in a Soviet civil

defense manual. A6/ It is noteworthy that in this hypothetical plan, all

workers and employees would be transported, while more than half of

their family members would be moved on foot. In accordance with the

method of movement, two SEt's are indicated-one for those who will use

transportation and one for those who will travel on foot. The identified

means of transport of the hosting rural rayon will be used to transport

the arriving evacuees from the disembarkation points in the case of

4 those using transport or intermediate evacuation points in the case of

those on foot, to their final hosting localities. One also notes that

in this plan only one and a half hours are allocated to the processing
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of 1,190 persons at the SEP and to their proceeding to the assigned

boarding point, and half an hour is allocated to boarding the train or

convoy. Whether such a tight schedule is realistic is open to doubts.

According to Soviet plans, railroads will be used when possible

for longer-distance haulage, while motor vehicles will be used to move
~47/
evacuees to hosting areas closer to the cities.- In effect, therefore,

motor vehicle transport will be used primarily to move essential workers

and employees, civil defense personnel and members of their families to

"dispersal" areas within commuting distances from the cities. If evacuees

have to be transported to morn distant host areas, this may be done in two

stages-by transporting them first to intermediate evacuation points, and
48/

later, as transport becomes available, to their final destinations.-

Large industrial enterprises may also plan the relocation of their work-

shifts on the basis of a staggered schedule which takes account of the

round trips of motor vehicle convoys assigned to 
them.- /

The availability of inland waterway and seagoing transport will

depend on the cities' geographic location. This will also dictate the

distances that such transport will travel to assigned disembarkation

points. Of course, the use of inland waterways and, in part, of seaways

will depend on the seasons of the year. O / It is noted, however, that

where and when such transport is available, it could significantly reduce

the need for overloading rail and vehicle transport as well as shorten

the time required for completing the relocation.51/

As was previously noted, railroad boarding points are established

6 at railroad stations and platforms and at sidings at enterprises, freight

yards and so on. Waterway and seagoing transport boarding points will be

at port , piers, docks, and boat landings. Wherever possible, motor

vehicle boarding points will be at or near SEPs. Responsibilit\ for

*preparation of boarding points and managing their operations rests with
52/

the transportation organizations.- /Control over the evacuees will be

extrcised first of all by chiefs of groups of evacuees ;and of foot

to Iumn and their assistants assigned by the evcicatioin commissions-

from among "responsible" persons drawn from the ente rprises
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install at ions, organizations, etc. whose work.rs, ,,mp l vo'r rc-id;,nts

are h ing evacuated. Control over the movcerint t, tan ;U rt is h%

their otn organizations or administrations. Vehicl , !rtr fic k,,,tr,1 on

thc routes will be by dispatcher points and road traf i, r int 4/

l)ispatchers will also regulate the scheduling of d, D.t t I,,l:~in .

To facilitate movement control, the transport or~atti:it Uq it, ra,,,n

and unterprise civil defense staffs; SEPs; and dispitc Vr md Lt I i C
55/

control points will be linked by radios.-

The evacuation from the cities of "materiail rt r . Fi' i,

carried simultaneously with the relocation ot tl..L popul at ion, using trans-

portation means not suitable for moving people, or following the completion

of the relocation of the urban residents.-5 / The category of "material

treasures" is a broad one, and includes all things which it is desirable

and practical to relocate from the cities. Included will be stocks of

food, medicine, clothing, spare parts for industrial equipment and trans-

port, instruments and production or engineering plans and drawings,

technical and communications equipment, machinery and supplies for setting
57/

up production lines in exurban areas, and so on.-

7.4 RAILROAD TRANSPORT

In the Soviet Union, the railroad is considered to be the main

method of transportation outside the cities. This is so because the

railroads constitute an all-weather transportatiOn system and, unlike

motor vehicle transport, are independent of road conditions. Consequently,

it is asserted that

Railway transportation is the main type of trans-

portation used for moving the popu ,tion to the
exurban zone. It is best suited to? mass trnis-
portation and its operations are independcnt of
the time of the year and weather. The evacuate(i
population can be brought direct]i! t,) the hos tin
Jocaliti(,s or to transfer points t,) othL.r types
of transportation. 58/
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The relocation plans, therefore, call for the maximum use of

I railroads compatible with the priority uses of the railroads by the

armed forces. The railroad administrations will be responsible for

the implementation of the relocation plans and schedules assigned to

them, as well as for the preparation of the rolling stock for use by

evacuees and of boarding and disembarkation points.-9

K In order to move the maximum number of persons at one time, the

length of the trains and the number of persons per car will be increased

in comparison to peacetime norms.-O Use will be made not only of

passenger but also of freight cars. The plans call for a maximum packing

of the passengers in the cars. For example, Table 7.1 shows the dif-

ferences between the peacetime and relocation norms of permissible number
61/of passengers for various types of railroad cars.-

Table 7.1 Comparison of Peacetime vs. Relocation Loading
Quotas for Various Types of Railroad Cars

Number of Passengers
TYPES OF RAILROAD CARS Nme fSas PsegrNr

Numbe of eats During Relocation

Open All-Metal Car 86 150
Metal Passenger Car with

Compartments 32 - 38 90

Commuter-Type Passenger Car 68 - 74 120

Electric Train Car Section 88 - 110 200 - 220

Large Freight Car 100

Semi-Freight Car 100

It is also said that large railroad passenger cars may% carry 11p to I 80

passengers, covered four-axle cars up to 130 passcnigers * pI atform tie igi

tars up to 70 passengers, and that a diesel train with1 four cars can

carry up to 600 passengers, etc.-2
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,,-4

In order to keep the rail lines open For the transportation of

evacuees, loaded freight trains enroute to the cities will either be
63/

parked on side tracks or rerouted to stations outside the cities.-

Subsequently, they may be unloaded so as to make them available for

transporting evacuees.

The evacuation trains will make as many round trips between the

cities and hosting areas as is practical. Turn-abouts may be slow, how-

ever, especially on single-track lines, and also because the trains may

travel to points at greater distances from the cities than in the case

of motor vehicle convoys.

7.5 MOTOR VEHICLE TRANSPORT

Motor vehicles are the second most important method for trans-

porting the urban population to exurban areas. They also appear to be

the primary method for moving the urban civil defense forces to the

exurban zone and for transporting them to the cities for post-strike

rescue and repair operations in the event of enemy strikes on the cities.

As was noted, motor vehicles will be used primarily to move evacuees to

the dispersal areas or to intermediate evacuation points, which will in-

crease the frequency of their round trips. Motor vehicles will also he

used to move evacuees who arrived on foot at the intermediate evacuation
64/

points to their final hosting localities.-

For the transportation of evacuees by motor vehicle, use will

be made not only of passenger vehicles such as buses, mini-buses, taxis

and private cars, but also of vans, trucks and dump-trucks. As in the

case of railroad cars, passenger loading norms during the relocation will

be ,reater than peacetime norms. For example, buses with 23 seats will

(:arry 30 passengers, those with 32 seats wll carry 40 to 45 passengers

4 and sometimes up to 60 passengers, while trucks and dump trucks-after
ht, in fitted with benches-will carry up to 50 passengers./ A I

v't[1ic , I'S including private cars will travel only in Convoy',s Of 1 to 30

vchiklc, Cs, lc'h lead by a convoy commander, and theY xiill h, a l!1ovcd to

1 26
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66/ / codn ooeSvetravel only on specifically assigned routes.- Acodn toneSvt

article, a convoy of 21-30 buses traveling to points 60 km (37 miles)

from the city could transport in 10 hours up to 3,000 persons, or 1,500

persons if the convoy is made up of trucks, 1,125 persons if dump trucks
67/are used, and 300 persons if using passenger cars.- These numbers

apparently assume two trips by each convoy to the hosting areas in one

10-hour period.

The motor vehicle transportation organizations will be responsible

for outfitting the trucks and dump trucks with benches (25-30 cm wide and

60 cm apart) and with steps or ladders to facilitate boarding. This

equipment must be prepared in peacetime and "stored in locations from

which it can be issued rapidly to vehicle drivers

It is recognized that because large numbers of convoys will be

on the move in all directions, it will be essential to precisely schedule

their movements as well as maintain effective control over them.-9 Each

route used by motor vehicle convoys will have dispatcher posts and traffic

control posts manned by personnel from the civil defense transportation

service, the public order and safety service, or the police.-0 Every

route will be in the charge of a route commander or chief who will be

responsible for organizing road maintenance and repair, the posting of

necessary traffic signs and markers, the work of traffic control posts
71/

and technical support facilities and organizations.- Ideally, the

route chiefs, dispatcher points and control posts, as well as convoy

commanders should be equipped with radios to facilitate traffic control. 72/

The convoy commanders will use flags in daytime and light signals at
73/

night for signaling to the vehicles in their convoyvs.- In order to

sustain a high rate of utilization of the motor vehicles, the transpor-

tation organizations and the civil defense transportation format ions iI

organize in advance relief drivers so as to operate the veh ices in

several shifts.- 4

The convoy commanders will he issued movement schedules; as w"e 1

as maps showing their main and alternate routes of travel,* the loeat ion
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of tlic pi-senger boarding and disembarkation points, the location of

fueling, vehicle service and repair points, and of traffic control

Posts. -5- The fueling, servicing and repair of the motor vehicles is

accomplished by fixed and mobile fueling and servicing stations organized

by thec civil defense Technical Service on the basis of existing fueling,

service and repair organizations.-6

Primary responsibility for the readiness of the evacuat ion

routes is placed on the civil defense chief on whose territory thec route

is located (i.e., the chairman of the executive committee of the rural

rynSoviet). 
77 /

Alternate routes for the movement of the convoys are planned in

advance in anticipation of the possibility that the main routes may not

be usable for various causes, including destruction, flooding or fallout.

In winter, the civil defense Detachment for Assuring Movement (ODD)) and

the rayon civil defense chiefs and road maintenance and construction

organizations will clear the evacuation routes of snow. if the routes

are blocked by damage to rail lines, roads or bridges, and no detours are

available, the convoy commanders will disembark the passengers and get

them under best available cover.-8 If possible, efforts will be made-

with the personnel and means at hand--to repair the track or road. If

portions of the routes are in a fallout zone, efforts will be made by the

convoy commanders to bypass the zones according to information provided

by the traffic control posts, dispatcher points and civil defense staffs.--/

If this is not possible, the convoys will attempt to cross the contaminated

portions of the routes at high speed while the passengers put on their gas

masks and protcative clothes.-0 Presumably this would be done only if

the radiation levels are relatively moderate. Even so, such actions would

entail considerable risks unless the convo' commanders are full Y informed

about the width of the contaminated areas, the radilat ion l eve]ls at vaniouls

points w ithiin them, and the di rec tion of movement of fall Iout clIouds i n t ho

area. Once the contaminated port ions of the routes are crossed, th

cn vov passengers and vehic('le s will un dergo de con tamni nat ion. 81
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7.6 WATER TRANSPORT

Soviet civil defense manuals point out that attention should be

given to the use of water transport for purposes of moving urban evacuees

as well as civil defense formations from the cities. Given the Soviet

Union's climate, however, water transport can be used the year around

only in the country's southern latitudes. Water transport (river and

seagoing) offers a number of advantages, such as the large passenger

and freight-carrying capacities of vessels, their relatively high speeds,

and the possibility of using them for temporary bridges or ferries on~82 /
rivers in addition to existing bridges.- To move evacuees, use will

be made of passenger as well as freight vessels, motor and towed barges,

pleasure boats, etc. It is noted that water transport will also be

widely used for the evacuation of "material treasures," and for carrying
83/

civil defense formations to urban areas subjected to nuclear strikes.-

The use of barges and boats as bridges or ferries would serve to

eliminate traffic bottlenecks at bridges or serve to substitute for

84/
damaged or destroyed bridges.- In the case of coastal port cities,

various types of seagoing ships would be used to move a portion of those

cities' population by sea to small coastal towns, where the evacuees

would either remain or be transported by motor vehicles to hosting areas

farther inland.

7.7 RELOCATION ON FOOT

It is evident that according to present Soviet crisis relocation

plans, a substantial part of the urban population would be required to

leave the cities on foot. The objective of moving evacuees on foot is

to accelerate the rate of the departure of the population from the cities

and to place the largest number of urban residents beyond the r;;nge of

possible prompt damage from nuclear strikes in the shortest time. Coil-

s,(eq (retl, relocation on foot does not necessari lv apply onl\ to persn1S

assigned to hosting areas nearest to the cities, and it does riot mean

that such evacuees will be expected to walk all the way to more distant
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hosting areas. Indeed, the foot movement is usually planned for only
85/

one day of actual marching by the evacuees.---

As in the case of the urban population element which will be

relocated by transport, that required to leave on foot will do so

* according to the "territorial-production principle" and in an organized

manner. Consequently, after being registered at their assigned SEPs,

persons who will leave on foot will be formed into marching columns of

up to 500 to 1,000 persons, grouped according to their work place or

the work place of the head of family, or, in the case of non-working

inhabitants, according to their place of residence.-86/ Each column

will be assigned a number, a leader, a schedule for departure, a specific

route, and a schedule for rest stops. The column will be subdivided into
87/

smaller groups, according to some Soviet manuals, of 50 to 100 persons87

88/
and according to others, of 20 to 30 persons.- Each of these groups

will have a leader either appointed in advance or appointed by the chiefs

of the column at the time of its formation. These chiefs and leaders

will make sure that only properly assigned persons are marching with their

column, they will maintain march discipline, prevent people from falling

behind, and will arrange for assistance for marchers who become exhausted

or ill.89/ At least in theory, persons assigned to be relocated on foot

will be drawn from the younger and more physically fit element of the

population. They will also carry less baggage than the evacuees who will

- "travel by transport.

Each march will be carried out according to preplanned schedules

along specific routes which, in principle, have been reconnoited in

advance and have been provided with the necessary support facilities. As

far as possible, foot routes will avoid roads which are, used for m il1it ar\-

traffic or the transportation of evacuees, i.e. , tihev wi 1l use fie Id
9(1 /

tracks, wood trails, dirt roads, or marked cross-countr trail s. - The

prsescribed average rate of march is 4-5 km per hiour (2. 3. 1 ri-s/br)

however, route conditions and the weather may slow tht e 1_ It' 01 , n reCl to
91/

km per hour or less.--

I 31)
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The distance between columns marchin,; along th, same route shouldi 92/

be not less than 500 meters.- The columns will halt for scheduled

short rests (10-15 minutes) every 1-1.5 hours, and for one [ong, rest

93/period (1-2 hours) at the approximate mid-point of the day's march. 9 3

The duration of a ont day's march may be on the order of up to 10 hours

(including rest stops), and its length some 20-35 km (12.5-21 miles).

It is expected that "as a rule" at the end of the first half of the day's

march, the columns will be beyond the range of the dangerous prompt

94/
effects of possible enemy nuclear strikes on targets in the cities.-

According to plans, at various points along the routes of march,

and especially at the planned long rest stops, there should be sources

95/of water, medical aid posts and, in winter, facilities for warming up.-

Hot food may be provided at the end of the day's march. 9- (See Fig. 5.4, p.8 2 )

Except for foot columns which can reach their assigned hosting

localities in one day's march, the others will proceed to Intermediate

Evacuation Points (Russian acronym: PPE). These points will usually

be in inhabited rural localities, near roads. The evacuees will either

wait there for motor vehicle transport which will subsequently be provided

by rural transportation organizations to take them to their final hosting
97/

locality,- or, after an overnight rest, they may march to their final

destination if it is nearby.- / The PPE performs two tasks: it receives,

temporarily houses, feeds and, if necessary, shelters the evacuees march-

ing on foot, and it arranges 'or the dispatching of the evacuees to their
99/

final destinations.- The PPEs, therefore, will have an organization to

perform their mission. Each will have a chief, a deputy chief, a party-

political group, a group for receiving and quartering the evacuees, a

transportation group, a food supply group, a medical post, a public order

and safety group, and facilities for caring for mothers with young children,
100/

giving infarmation and so on. The PPE should have sufficient fal lout

-heter spaces to protect the evacuees in the evenl of an enemy a t;ck.
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Control over each route of foot columns will be exercised by a

chief and a control group. The control group will be made up of repre-

sentatives of the enterprises, installations, organizations, institutions,

or residential areas whose members will use the route; representatives

of the rural rayon administration on whose territory the route is

located, and representatives of publi( order and safety and other civilp 101/
defense services.- The control group will be organized into a com-

munication team (3-4 persons), a traffic safety section (8-10 persons),

traffic control posts (5-8 persons), and a medical team (3 or more

persons). The communications team should have VHF radios and one
i103 /

or two motorcycles. The traffic safety section will deal with the

maintenance of the route; the traffic control posts will direct the foot

columns along the appropriate routes, maintain order, conduct radiologi-

cal surveillance, and report on the movement of the foot columns to the
104/

route chief.- The chiefs of the routes will be linked by radio to the

urban civil defense staffs and evacuation commissions of enterprises,

organizations or rayons which use their routes, to the rural ravon civil
105/I

defense staffs and to the chiefs of the PPEs on their routes.- The

medical team should be mobile in order to assist sick or hurt marchers

along the route. During the march, the column chiefs and group leaders

must be ready to direct the walking evacuees to the best available nearby

cover in the event of an enemy attack or the occurrence of radioactive

fallout.

The Soviet concept and organization of the relocation of the

urban population on foot indicates a need for great many routes of march

and probably an even greater number of intermediate evacuation points

(PPEs). Unless the inhabited localities designated to serve as PPEs are

relatively large, they may be able to house and support only one or two
106/

foot columns at a time.10 Of course, in the warm season the evacuees

may be able to camp in the open, but this may not be practical at other

times of the year. Cities with poorly-developed nearby rural areas may

face serious problems in this respect.
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The concept of removing a portion of the urban population on

foot and of allowing it to wait at intermediate evacuation points for

transportation to final hosting localities has advantages as well as

disadvantages. The main advantage, as Soviet publications point out,

is that it accelerates the rate of removal of urban residents from the

cities which are possible targets of an enemy strike and that these

evacuees will be moved to points outside the cities where the wil.i be

safe from all nuclear weapon effects except radioactive fallout. The

main disadvantage is that by not proceeding directly to the hosting

localities, the completion of the relocation of persons who left the

cities on foot will be delayed-possibly by several days, and this in

turn may delay the construction of fallout shelters for those persons

in the hosting localities by a similar length of time. Thus, in assess-

ing the time Soviet civil defense may require to carry out crisis relo-

cation of the urban population, account must be taken not only of the

time needed to move this population out of the cities, but also the

time needed for it to arrive at the hosting localities and to build the

necessary means of fallout protection there. Of course, the requirement

for relocating a portion of the urban population on foot is dictated by

the relative shortage in the Soviet Union of means of transportation,

rail lines and hard-surface roads. Soviet civil defense planners,

therefore, quite properly believe that the population will face greater

risks if iL remains in the cities to await transportation than if it is

moved on foot at least one day's march from the cities.

7.8 THE SCOPE OF SOVIET RELOCATION OF THE URBAN POPULATION

Soviet publications do not indicate how many cities or urban

residents it is planned to disperse and evacuate in the event of a threat

of war. They do mention, however, that major cities and significant

administrative, industrial, transportation and communications centers

may be subjected to nuclear strikes. While no specific mention is made

of militarv targets near or in cities, Soviet spokesmen commenting on

:.S. strategic targeting doctrine have at various times argueLd that the
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co-location of military targets and centers of population makes it

impossible to clearly distinguish between a counter-military and counter-

population attack.

Over the years, the population of t he Soviet Un ion ha. become

increasingly urbanized. At present, 64 percent of the total Soviet

population of some 272 million-or 174 million persons-are classified
107 /

as urban.10 The urbanization has resulted in a rapid growth of the

cities as well as in a steady increase in their number, especially as

Ka result of the development of new economic regions. For example, in

'January 1981, the Soviet Union officially had 2,089 cities,-- 8 / as
109/

compared with 1,943 cities in January 1971.- Given that in the Soviet

view the larger cities are likely to be targeted by the enemv, Table 7.2

provides information on the number and population sizes of cities of

100,000 and larger and their share of the total urban and national

population in January 1982.-
1 10 /

Table 7.2 Population of Soviet cities of 100,000 or larger and their

Percentage of the Total Urban and National Population

Total % of Total % of TotalCities No. of
Population Urban USSR

(No. of Residents) Cities (millions) Population Population

1 million and over 22 38.121 22.1 14.2

500,000 - 1 million 26 16.950 9.8 6.3

250,000 - 500,000 69 24.060 13.9 8.9

100,000 - 250,000 159 24.497 14.2 9.1

TOTAL 276 103.628 60.0 38.5

Undoubtedly an undetermined number of cities with populations oi

less than 100,000 would also be considered potential targets of enemy

strikes, and their residents, therefore, would also be subject to crisis

relocation. Consequently, the total urban population which the Soviets

may plan to relocate mav be in the range of 100 to 12(0 million.
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According to Soviet relocation plans, families would be kept

together as much as possible. Generally, the size of Soviet urban

families is smaller than the families of the rural population. The

average size of families residing together in such large cities as

Moscow, Leningrad, Gorki, Kuybyshev, Novosibirsk, Sverdlovsk, and

Chelyabinsk, all with populations in excess of one million, is 3.1-3.2

111/
persons.-

There is no indication in Soviet publications what portion of

the urban population would be subject to "dispersal," i.e., which would

be in the essential workers and employees category. It is known that

in time of a threat of war the number of "essential" enterprises and

installations would be considerably expanded as a result of the mobili-

zation of the economy for defense-related activities. If, on the average,

as the former Chief of USSR Civil Defense, Marshal of the Soviet Union

V.I. Chuykov, has suggested, one workshift present in the cities follow-

ing the relocation of their residents may constitute on the order of
112/

10 percent of the cities' total population,- the total number of

essential workers and employees in cities which may be subject to evacua-

tion could be on the order of 20 to 24 million (assuming a total number

of evacuees of 100-120 million). The addition of the families which

would be relocated with them may double this number to some 40-48 million.

In addition to essential workers, various other elements of the

urban population would be subject to "dispersal"-in particular, the civil

defense forces. While many members of these forces would he essential

workers and employees of enterprises and installations which would remain

in operation, there would be others belonging to various civil defense

ervices, such as transportation, medical, engineering, firefighting,

communications, food and trade, anti-radiation and anti-chemical, and

so on drawn from municipal, construction and other crganizat ions. For

example, in 1980, 11.2 million persons were employed in constructii,

some 9 million in trade and public feeding, nearly 12 million in trans-

portation and communications, 4.5 million in municipal services, ;and
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there were 995,000 medical doctors and 2.8 million middle-level medical

personnel. 1 1-- / A majoritv of these people would be residing in urban

areas, and a significant percentage of them would be members of civil

defense formations which would be relocated to the exurban zone. While

Soviet civil defense manuals are not explicit on this point, it seems

likely that the families of members of civil defense formations and

services will be relocated with them.

In theory, therefore, counting essential workers and civil

defense personnel as well as their families, it is possible that some

50 to 70 million urban residents may be subject to "dispersal," that

is subjec. to be moved to dispersal areas in the exurban zone. Pre-

sumably the rest would be subject to "evacuation."

It is equally difficult, however, to estimate the probable size

of the urban population which would be subject to "evacuation." Of

course, by Soviet definition family members of essential workers are

also "evacuated," but in terms of their destination in the exurban zone

they would join, as far as is practical, the essential workers in dis-

persal areas. In principle, the element of the urban population which

would be subject to "evacuation" would include persons not employed in

the national economy, pensioners and invalids, students of various types

of higher educ-tional, professional, technical and vocational boarding

schools and employees (and their families) of enterprises, institutions,

departments and organizations which will (:ease operations or relocate

their activities to exurban areas. In 1980, out of a total population

of 265 million, some 130 million were said not to be working in the~114 /
national economy. This number included some 47.6 million pensioners,

13.8 million students in institutions of higher learning, middle level

technical, professional and vocational schools, and approximately 80.5

million were dependent children, the elderly and other non-employed1151
persons.-- - Of the latter number, however, the dependent children in

urban areas not in boarding schools would be evacuated with their parents.

It is not clear to what extent pensioners and the elderly in general
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living with their children will be considered as members of the latter's

families for purposes of relocation. According to one Soviet civil

defense manual, however, only a "small portion" of the total urban popu-

lation would be neither employed nor belong to families of workers and
116/

employees.- Of course the above figures apply to the USSR as a whole,

* and only a portion of persons in these categories would be residents of

cities whose population would be subject to evacuation. The number of

workers and employees (and their family members) employed in enterprises,

* -* organizations etc. which will cease operations or will relocate their

operations to the exurban zone is not known, but it may constitute a

significant percentage of the urban population. Hypothetically, if the

above ballpark estimate of the possible number of urban residents who

may be "dispersed" is anywhere correct, then a similar number-i.e.,

50 to 70 million persons-would be subject to "evacuation." Of this

number, the students and the physically fit workers and employees (and

their family members) whose places of employment will cease operations

are especially likely to be required to leave the cities on foot.

It should be noted, however, that the "dispersal" of some 50 to

70 million urban residents may pose major problems and may not be prac-

tical in the case of m~any cities. The main difficulty would be to find

sufficient hosting areas for such a large number of persons which would

also satisfy the criteria of "dispersal." Although Soviet manuals men-

tion that the radius of the dispersal zone may extend up to 120 km

(74.5 miles) from the cities, only a portion of the potential hosting

localities in that zone will meet the requirements of proximity to main

routes of transportation. Of course, conditions in the exurban zones

and in potential "dispersal" hosting art as will vary from city to city.

In many instances, however, the latter areas may not be sufficiently

developed or have a population density which could accommodate what May

possibly amount to at least half of the cities' populations. Where

this is the case, Soviet plans call for the separation of essential

workers from their families and the relocation of the latter to more

distant or less accessible hosting localities. It is not unlikely,
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therefore, Ihat a portion-and possibly a significant one-of the family

members of essential workers and members of civil defense formations

would be "evacuated," i.e., relocated to evacuation rather than dispersal

hosting areas. Presumably this would also mean in many instances that
these family members would be moved to the exurban areas separately from

their heads of family. If this is the case then the number of urban

residents subject to "dispersal" may be significantly smaller than was

estimated above.

q 7.9 TRANSPORTATION CAPACITIES AND RATES OF RELOCATION

It is not possible to determine with any degree of precision the

capabilities of Soviet transportation to relocate the urban population

in a crisis situation. As was noted, the use of some form of transpor-

tation, such as waterways, depends largely on the season of the year.

A portion of the transportation, notably the railroads, will be mobilized

for military use. Some portion-and probably a significant one-of the

available motor vehicle pool will be undergoing repairs. Furthermore,

transportation capacities, as well as transportation routes, will vary

from city to city. Nevertheless, it is possible to make some rough

estimates.

As was noted, Soviet cities have considerable inter-city trans-

portation capabilities which could be used to move the population to

SEPs or to starting points of foot columns at the edges of the cities.

For example, in 1979 Moscow's total city transport carried some 15

million passengers per day, while its total population stood at a little
117/

over 8 million.- Since then, Moscow has increased the number of

streetcars, trolley buses, and subway cars. The electrified municipal

transport of Kiev (total 1981 population of Kiev-2.2 million) c rried

in excess of 3 million passengers per day; while in Leningrad, with a

population of 4.1 million, the city's electrified trans port carried in

excess of 5.7 million passengers per day. 1 1 8/ Generallv it appears that

while the capacities of the municipal electrified transportation vary

1
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from city to city, it will suffice in the case of most large cities to

meet transportation requirements during the relocation.

As to Soviet transportation capacities for carrying the popula-

tion outside the cities, Table 7.3 shows the number of passengers carried

in 1980.

I 119/Table 7.3 Volume of Passenger Transportation-1980I 19 /

TYETOTAL AVERAGE PER DAY
TP (millions) (millions)

Railroad 3,559 9.750

Suburban Railroad 3,201

Waterways 138 378*

City Motor Buses 28,600 78.356

Taxis 1,379 3.778

Inter-City Buses 2,021 5.536

*Figure represents thousands

Of course, the distribution of the transportation capacities

shown in the table is not even; furthermore, it includes capacities in

cities and towns and even rural areas which would not be subject to

relocation. Nevertheless, the larger cities will have the higher con-

centration of public and private transportation means. Concerning the

latter, according to one Soviet source, the Soviet Union had in 1978

some 20 million registered private owners of cars and motorcycles. 12-/

This number, however, allowed for multiple owners, and in any case, the

number of privately owned passenger cars is not large in comparison to

the U.S. In 1971 it was anticipated that by 1975, with the sale of

some 800,000 cars, the number of cars in private use would reach approxi-

matetv some 4 million.-1 2 11 It was forecast that by 1980 Moscow would h.tve-
122/

500,000 private cars.- In addition, Moscow had some 17.000 taxic'ad,
123/

in 1979.---- It is noteworthy that already, in 1974, it was estimated
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that in one urban rayon of Tallin, 25 percnt of the workers and employees
124/

of one enterprise could be evacuated by private cars.---- In addition to

private cars, many enterprises, installations, organizations and institu-

tions will have their own buses, vans and trucks.

In l,81, the Soviet Union had 142,800 km (88,700 miles) of rail

lines and 977,000 km (607,000 miles) of hard surface roads, of which

some 373,000 km (231,800 miles) were all-weather roads. 1 2 5 / It should

be noted also that many Soviet cities have highway hvpasses around them,

which may facilitate the flow of motor vehicle transport during relocation

and reduce interference of tht. military traffic with relocation traffic.
12 6 /

The Soviet Union continues to expand its transportation capacities,

including the double tracking of rail lines. In 1981-1985, the Soviet
127/

Union plans to double-track some 5,000 km (3,100 miles) of rail lines.1

The power of Soviet locomotives and the size of railroad cars is also

increasing. At present, the Soviet Union produces approximately 1.3
128/million passenger cars, 786,600 trucks, and 87,000 buses per year.-

During the 10th Five Year Plan (1976-1980), the Soviet Union produced
129 /

nearly 11 million cars, trucks and buses.-- Of course, a portion of

the produced vehicles are exported, assigned to military use, and

allocated to rural areas.

It is evident that, in principle, the Soviet Union has the

transportation capacity to move a major part of its urban population

in a relatively short time, especially if use is made of railway freight
130/

cars and trucks.- As was noted, however, transportation capacities

will vary from city to city, and in addition, will be limited by the

number and weather conditions, the possible retention of vehicles by

the relocated civil defense forces, and so on. It is, therefore, not

possible to estimate how many urban residents will have to leave the

. cities on foot if the authorities decide to carry out tile relocation in

an "extremely compressed time period."

The rates of relocation will depend on many factors. Among: them

will be the speed with which the population will report to the SEPs and
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how quickly transportation means will become available, the distances to

hosting areas, and so on. According to some Soviet civil defense manuals,

the first group of evacuees should be ready to report to the SEPs in one

to three hours; however, it may require three to four hours to set up the

SEPs, and the first motor vehicle convoys should be ready to leave in

131/
three to six hours after the start of the relocation is announced. 1

Presumably, the railroads will operate on a similar schedule. Whether

" such schedules are realistic-especially if the relocation order comes

"out of the blue" with no prior warning and preparations-is open to

question. In particular, it seems doubtful that the families of the

first group of evacuees could be assembled, packed, report to their

assigned SEPs, processed there and embarked on trains or vehicles in

three hours. As was noted earlier, the time apparently allocated to the

processing of the evacuation groups at the SEPs appears to be unrealis-

tically short.

It is also not clear how much time will be required for the

first foot columns to assemble and depart, although in the case of

students residing in educational institutions, the assembly process may

require relatively little time. A hypothetical diagram of a planned

march by a foot column in Soviet manuals (see Figure 5.4) shows the

departure of the columns for the exurban area to begin four to six hours

after the announced start of the relocation. 1 32 / In an article on

relocation on foot, a chart shows the first column departing five hours

after the order for relocation is given, with other foot columns using

133/the same route following at intervals of one hour.- A recent manual

shows the first column leaving four hours after the start of the relo-
134/

cation with other columns following at 20-minute intervals.-

The distances from the cities to hosting areas .will determine

not only travel time but also the rate of turn-about of trains ;ind motor

vehicle convoys. In addition, turn-abouts may be slow on singlc-tr itk

rail lines. In principle, travel times to dispersal areas should onl!"

be some two hours from the cities because Soviet plans 1l1loatc four to

141
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five hours to daily round-trips by shifts of essential workers to and

from the cities. Even so, the initial travel time by vehicle convoys to

135/
. hosting areas may require from two to four hours or more.- Altogether,

C- therefore-as one manual suggests-from the start of the relocation to the

arrival of the first group of evacuees in the dispersal areas may requireki" -. 136 /

eight to ten hours and possibly more. If this is sc, then at best a

convoy traveling to a nearby hosting area could make three trips carrying

evacuees in the first 24 hours, assuming two trips in the second 12-hour

period.1 37/ According to an article reporting on a rural rayon staff

exercise, it was assumed that evacuation trains would arrive in intervals

of three to four hours.--38/ Of course, trains and vehicle convoys travel-

ing to distant hosting areas may not be able to accomplish more than one

round trip per day.

The rate of relocation is predicated on efficient planning and

organization and on a disciplined behavior by the population. Inefficient

allocation of transportation may cause delays in the rate of relocation.

For example, a Soviet article published in 1969 complained that,

Unfortunately, there are often serious defects and
omissions in the work of the staffs in planning

civil defense measures. First of all, this is

apparent in the planning of the utilization of
various types of transportation. In particular,
the desire to provide simultaneously all instal-
lations and [civil defense] formations with vehicles
results in their scattering and complicates control
over them. As a result, the implementation of the
main task-the evacuation of the population-becomes

* protracted. 139/

To what extent this problem has been remedied is not known.

Soviet authorities are concerned about the possibi'itv of panic

and confusion among the urban residents in the event of crisis relocation

... and hope to prevent this by means of com)ulsorv civil defense instruction
140/and training programs for the population. Soviet accounts of reloca-

tion exercises, however, provide a mixed picture of disciplined aind uindis-

ciplined behavior on the part of the participants-c speciaillv i the case

142
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141 /
of exercises of evacuation on foot.- Breakdowns of discipline during

the march of one foot column slows down its rate of march and causes

unscheduled halts, which in turn could delay the march of the foot columns

following behind. Furthermore, even though the relocation on foot will

expedite the population's departure from the cities, additional time will

N be required to move these evaucees from the intermediate evacuation points
to their final destinations in the hosting areas.

Although Soviet publications persistently mention the need to

accelerate the rate of relocation and to accomplish it in a very short

time, they do not indicate the time allocated to the completion of the

relocation in present civil defense plans. The only manual which refers

to this question was published in 1970. It contains a hypothetical civil

*defense plan and schedules of an industrial enterprise. This plan allows

two hours for the departure of the enterprise's "operational group" to

the hosting area, and 72 hours for carrying out the "dispersal of workers,

employees and their famil1ies. J42 This hypothetical schedule applied to

essential workers, who presumably have priority in relocation and would

travel by transport. It suggested that the relocation of other elements

* of the population may have been expected to take longer than 72 hours.

At the present time, the combination of improved transportation capacities

and the "combined method" of relocation may possibly increase the rate of

relocation and shorten the time for its completion, although there has

* been a considerable increase since 1970 in the size of the population of

major cities. According to the relocation plans of a large Moscow enter-

prise, efforts are being made to increase the rate of evacuation on the

first day of the relocation.-3 Aside from the desire to move the

largest possible number of urban residents as quickly as possibly beyond

the effects of nuclear strikes on the cities, the push to maximize the

rate of relocation on the first day may also be due to the slow turn-about

of transportation, the retention by relocated civil defense formations of

a portion of the available motor vehicles, and the need to transport work-

shifts of essential enterprises to and from the cities even while the

relocation is still in progress. In effect, therefore, there may, he a
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significant reduction in the availability of transportation after the

first or second day of the relocation.

According to an estimate published by the Director of Central

intelligence in 1978, "on an average, two or three days would probably he

required to evacuate the major portion of the Soviet urban population"
144/

using the combined method.-- The complete relocation of the population

of the largest cities may require somewhat longer times, as will also the

relocation of the inhabitants of cities with limited transportation routes

or no nearby rural areas such as are found in the northern and far-eastern

regions of the USSR. Even so, given the Soviet priority system, it appears

possible that in most cases the more valuable element of the urban popula-

tion, according to Soviet views, including the essential workers and civil

defense formations, could be relocated in one to two days. Unusually

severe weather conditions could slow down the rate of relocation. Such

weather, however, would be relatively localized and would not affect

simultaneously the country as a whole.

It is important to keep in mind, however, that the rate of the

urban population's departure from the cities will not coincide with the

rate of its arrival in the hosting areas, because a significant portion

will be at intermediate evacuation points where it may have to wait

several days for transportation to final destinations. Furthermore, as

was noted, unless the hosting areas have been prepared in advance to

receive the evacuees and shelter them from radioactive fallout, additional

time would be required to build sufficient fallout shelters for their

protection. It also seems likely that the requirement for workshifts of

essential workers to commute to and from the cities every 12 hours will

complicate the scheduling and flow of transportation. Finally, it

appears that the effectiveness of control over the flow of the population

from the city will depend on a large-scale use of radio communications,

which-in practice-maiy result in mutual interference and a rapid satura-

tion of available channels of communicat ions.
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Section 8

THE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF HOSTING
THE RELOCATED URBAN POPULATION

Crisis relocation includes not only the organization of the

removal of the urban population from cities which are believed to be

likely targets of enemy strikes, but also the resettlement of the

relocated population in hosting areas for an indefinite period of time.

Consequently, in the Soviet view it is essential to correctly select

the hosting areas and allocate the evacuees among them; organize their

reception, housing, feeding, medical care and essential support; and

provide for their protection against radioactive fallout. It will also

be important to maintain control over the evacuees in the hosting areas

and, as far as possible, utilize them in the national economy and in

support of the Soviet Union's war effort. Crisis relocation, therefore,

requires that careful planning of the hosting of urban evacuees and

preparation of the hosting areas to receive them be carried out in

peacetime, along with the coordination of plans between urban and rural

relocation organizations.

8.1 THE SELECTION OF HOSTING AREAS

Hosting areas are defined as the territory between the outer

limits of the zones of possible damaging effects from nuclear strikes

on urban target5 and the administrative boundaries of the oblasts, krays,

autonomous republics or republics (in the case of small ones which are

not subdivided into oblasts) in which the cities are located.-_! This

approach simplifies the planning of the relocation from the administra-

tive and coordination point of view. However, Soviet oblasts and

republics vary greatly in size and in the ratio of their urban-to-rural

populations. For example, the Irkutskaya Oblast in Siberia has a terrn-

tory of 767,900 km 2with 78 percent of its population considered to be

urban vs. 22 percent rural; the Moscow Oblast (exclusive of Moscow City)

has a territory of 47,000 km2 with a population which is 75 percent
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urban and 25 percent rural; the Armenian Republic has a territory of

29,800 km 2 and a population which is 66 percent urban and 34 percent

rural; the Ferganskaya Oblast (Uzbek Republic) has a territory of

7,100 km2 and a population whicti is 33 percent urban and h7 percent

rural, and so on. Consequently, in various in-stances, because of in-

sufficient hosting areas to meet the needs of a particular city or

because of the geographic location of a city within an oblast or

republic, hosting areas for them may be partiallv loca td in neighbor-

ing 2/ing oblasts or republics.-

The lines nearest to the cities beyond which the exurban zones

are considered safe from the blast and thermal radiation effects of

nuclear strikes on urban targets are determined by the cities' civil

defense staffs on the basis of "the significance of the city, its size,

the number of inhabitants, and the probable yields of nuclear warheads

which may be employed by the enemy. j- Whether these lines change in

* accordance with changes in yields of U.S. strategic weapons is not

indicated. To be excluded from hosting are areas in the exurban zone

which may be threatened by flooding, either seasonally or as a conse-

quence of the destruction of dams by the enemy.

In selecting exurban areas for hosting the relocated urban

population, a basic Soviet consideration is the need to meet the require-

ments of the dispersed essential workers and civil defense formations

for relatively rapid access to the cities. Specifically, "the areas of

resettlement of workers and employees of enterprises which will continue

their production activities in the city must be at such a distance from

the city that not more than four to five hours is spent on travel to the

city to work and back to the exurban zone for rest."-4 / The civil defense

formations which are intended to conduct post-strike rescue, damage-

dlimiting, repair and restoration operations in the cities in the event

they are attacked must also be located within tw or three hours' travel

time from them. - / To ensure the movements of essential workers and

civil defense formations within the desired time span, the hosting
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localities assigned to them should be no further than 5 km (3 miles)

from highways or rail lines leading to the cities.-

According to some Soviet sources, therefore, the essential

workers and civil defense formations should be dispersed in the exurban

*zone not closer than 45 km (28 miles) and not further than 80 km (50n 7/
miles) according to one source,- and 120 km (74.5 miles) according to

another,- / from the cities. Another Soviet source, however, states

that the hosting sites should be not less than 60 km (35 miles) from

9/
the cities.- Furthermore, care has to be taken that the selected sites

be a safe distance from two or more potential targets of nuclear strikes

which are less than 60 km from each other.- Given that there are

likely to be potential targets in the suburbs and satellite towns near

large cities, this will complicate the selection of hosting sites.

Another requirement for selecting hosting sites for essential

workers is that they should be resettled according to the "production

principle."-- The idea is to keep the workers and employees of essen-

tial enterprises, installations and services together in their assigned

hosting localities. Consequently, each enterprise, etc., is assigned

one or several hosting sites located near each other.-L / At the sites,

the workers and employees (and their families) will be settled com-

pactly-that is, grouped together-according to the enterprises' shops,
S 13/

departments, divisions or services.- This approach offers a number

of advantages. First it will reflect the groupings of the workers and

employees and their families as they arrive from the cities, because

they will be relocated according to the "production principle" and by

the shops, departments and services of the enterprises. Second, keeping

them together in the hosting localities will facilitate the assembly

" - and dispatching of the workshifts to the cities. Finally, it will

facilitate control over the workers and emplovees, simplify the organi-

zation of the distribution of food, essential supplies and medical

services, and allow the conduc, of political-propaganda work among
• m 14/• ' them.-
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The selection of hosting areas for other elements of the popula-

tion will follow some of the same principles. Workers and employees of

enterprises, departments, organizations and agencies which will cease

operations, as well as students of relocated educational institutions,

w ill also be kept together in the hosting areas. Similarly, the non-

working urban residents will be relocated by their places of residence,

each urban rayon being assigned hosting areas in one or two rural

ra 5/. Th ifeence between the hosting areas for these categories

of evacuees and those for essential workers and employees is that the

former will be hosted either in localities further away from rail lines

and highways or at greater distances from cities than the hosting sites
16 /

of the essential workers.-

In selecting hosting sites, account will be taken of their

capacities to house evacuaes and their ability to provide essential

facilities, stores, medical facilities, etc. to make it possible for the

evacuees to remain there for an indefinite period of time. Soviet pre-

ference appears to be to resettle urban evacuees in smaller towns,

"lurban-type" settlements, and villages rather than disperse them among

scattered individual farms. Of course, given the collectivization of

agricultural land, individual farms are not the most common form of

rural habitation in the Soviet Union. In 1970, only 20 percent of the

so-called "inhabited rural points" (i.e., distinct inhabited places)

had up to five residents and 8 percent had six to ten residents.l 7/

However, at that time 74 percent of the "inhabited rural points" had
18/

100 or less residents.- Since then a program has been underway to

reduce the total 469,253 points identified in the 1970 census by some

2100,000, with particular attention being given to the elimination of

the smaller and economically inefficient ones and the consolidation

Kof their inhabitants in larger settlements.-9 A stated objective of

this program is also to provide the rural population with more amenities

and facilities and, in a sense, to urhanize their living conditions.
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Of course, given that the choices of hosting localities for

essential workers and civil defense formations are limited by the require-

*ments to be within some two to three hours' travel time from the cities

and near highways and rail lines, they may not be able to accommodate in

* each instance all the essential personnel as well as thteir families. In

such cases, family members may be sent to other, possibly more distant,
localities which, however, must be in the same "evacuation direction"~

from the cities as that taken by the dispersed heads of families.-0

As was noted (see Section 5), hosting areas will be assigned to

cities by higher civil defense staffs and soviets, i.e., by oblast or

republic staffs and the executive committees of the oblast soviets or

republic councils of ministers. Once the general hosting areas or

localities are identified, the city civil defense staffs and evacuation

commission ascertain the character and infrastructure of the potential

hosting localities assigned to each city and allocate them to the rayons
21/

and large enterprises, installations and institutions.- Information

on housing, facilitiL-s, food stocks, etc. in the hosting localities is

provided by the executive committees of the rural rayon soviets and their

evacuation reception commissions and also by the rural rayon civil defense

staffs. The rural rayons and localities and the small towns have no say

in their selection as hosting areas, and cannot refuse to take in the

urban evacuees assigned to them. The most significant limiting factor

on the number of evacuees assigned to each rural rayon and "inhabited

point" will be the amount of avail-able potential housing space in accor-

dance with the planned hosting ratios. In the event that hosting areas

cross oblast or repuhli.c boundaries, their location is negotiated

between the executive committees of the oblasts or the councils of

ministers of the republics.

According to the Soviet concept of crisis relocation planning,

the civil defense staffs and evacuation commissions of every urban rayon,

enterprise, installation, organization, institution, department, service,

etc. will know in peacetime which hosting localities or exurban facilities
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are dedicated to them. In thcir turn, the authorities in the hosting

areas will know which urban organizations or rayons will use their areas,

*: approximately how many urban evacuees are assigned to each hosting

locality, and the planned schedules of arrival of the evacuees.

8.2 THE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OF HOSTING EVACUEES

The organization of the planning and management of hosting urban

evacuees and their reception in the hosting areas is similar to the

organization of the relocation of the urban population. The primary

responsibility for organizing and planning the hosting of the evacuees

rests with the civil defense chiefs and staffs of the rural rayons,

22/
settlements, and collective and state farms.- At the rayon and settle-

ment levels, the civil defense chiefs will be the chairmen of the execu-

tive committees of the rayon or settlement soviets (i.e., the county

executives or mayors of settlements and villages); at the farm level,

they will be the directors of the collective or state farms. The chiefs

or the chiefs of the staffs will have deputies for evacuation measures

who will be directly concerned with organizing the reception, resettlement,

23/
supplying and employment of the evacuees.- Participating in planning

and its implementation will be chiefs of various civil defense services.

They will be responsible for various measures such as the transportation

of the arriving evacuees from the disembarkation points to the hosting

localities, the construction of anti-radiation shelters, the provision of

food and the organization of Tublic feeding, laundry and bathing facili-
24/

ties, stores, medical services, etc.- Figure 8.1 shows, in schematic

form, the organization of rural civil defense for hosting evacuees.

In order to assist the civil defense chiefs and staffs in pianning

and organizing the reception and resettlement of the (vacuated urban popu-

lation, Evacuation Reception Commissions are set up. These commissions

are established by order of the executive committos of the ravon gand

settlement soviets and by tie decision of the civil do fense chiefs of
2V/

collective and state farms and significant agro-industrial instaltations.--
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They are organized not only in the areas of resettlement of evacuees,

but also at the intermediate evacuation points on the routes of the
26 /

foot columns.-

The chairmen of the reception commissions are deputies of the

chairmen of executive committees of rayon and village soviets (i.e.,

deputies for evacuation of the rayon and village civil defense chiefs)

or deputies of chiefs of civil defense of collective and state farms.

The commissions are made up of representatives of the party, various

civil defense services (public feeding, trade, medical, communications,

public order and safety), and of housing agencies, transportation and

road construction organizations, etc.,-7 i.e., all organizations,

agencies and services involved in the reception, transportation and

resettlement of urban evacuees.

The responsibilities of the evacuation reception commissions

include: the development and timely updating of plans for the recep-

tion, housing and supplying of the evacuated population; the organiza-

tion of meeting the arriving evacuees, processing and distributing them

among the hosting localities; the organization of supplying evacuees

with food and basic necessities; the construction of fallout shelters;

communications with urban evacuation organizations and higher level

rural evacuation reception commissions, and so on.-8 The evacuation

reception commissions of intermediate evacuation points are also respon-

sible for organizing the transportation of evacuees to their final

resettlement localities.-9

The rural civil defense staffs and evacuation reception com-

missions develop plans for the reception, resettlement, and protection

of the evacuees. The plans are based, first of all, on information

4 provided by the urban civil defense staffs and evacuation commissions

which control the evacuees assigned to a given hosting area or locality.

This information will include: the number of evacuees it is planned to

relocate to a given hosting area; the types of organizations, depart-

ments or institutes which will continue operations in the hiosting area
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and the number of their members (employees and family members); the mode

of movement of the evacuees to the hosting areas (i.e., by train, which

convoys, boats, or on foot); the approximate schedules of arrival of

trains, convoys and boats and the points of disembarkation of the passen-

gers; the number of evacuees who will await transportation at the inter-

mediate evacuation points; the names of responsible officials in the
* 30/urban organization, their telephone numbers or radio call channels.-

With this information, evacuation reception plans are prepared
31/

which deal with:-

1 * the order of reception of evacuees at the disembarka-
tion points and the deployment of evacuation reception
points;

*the organization of transportation or march of arriving
evacuees from the disembarkation or reception points
to the places of their resettlement;

*determination of available housing, the distribution
of the evacuees among the local population and other
available housing;

* the provision of the evacuees with individual means
of protection and anti-radiation shelters;

* the provision of the evacuees with food and basic
necessities, determination of available stocks, and
the identification of shortfalls in the stocks as
well as measures to obtain additional supplies;

e organization of medical services for evacuees and of
necessary stocks of medical supplies;

*organization of potential employment of evacuees in
the local econom_,;

*organization of communications with urban civil defense
staffs and evacuation commissions and higher rural
civil defense staffs and evacuation reception commis-

4 sions, as well as evacuation reception commissions of
intermediate evacuation points, and so on.

According to a 1973 Soviet civil defense manual, the plan is

largely in the form of tables and schedules, accompanied by notes, maps
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or schematic drawings.-~ For example, the plan for the reception of

evacuees at a collective farm is shown in Figure .. _

The plans may include charts detailing the allocation of the

evacuees to the homes of rural residents and other available housing

space. For example, Figure 8.3, published in a Soviet manual, shows

the available space in private residences, the number of evacuees

assigned to them, the available floorspace, as well as some of the
34 /

amenities in each home.-

The plans may also include tables showing the existing anti-

radiation shelter capacities, the requirements for the construction of

additional shelters, and the materials and man-hours of work needed for

their construction. For example, Table 8.1 is a hypothetical table

published in a Soviet manual showing these requirements in the case of
35 /

t a collective farm.-

The various civil defense services, organizations, administra-

tions, agencies and services involved in the reception, transportation,

supplying and support of the evacuees develop their own detailed plans

of operation.

8.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE RECEPTION OF EVACUEES

According to Soviet concepts, the organization of the reception

of urban evacuees includes: meeting them on arrival and assisting them

during disembarkation from transports, registering them, allocating

them to hosting localities, bringing them to these localities and

directing them to assigned housing. To fulfill these functions, the

evacuation reception commissions establish Evacuation Reception Points

(several acronyms are used in Soviet literature: PEP, EPP, and some-

times PPN). 36

Specifically, the Evacuation Reception Points (hereafter identi-

fied by the acronym "PEP") are responsible for organizing the meeting

and registration of the arriving evacuees at the disembarkation points,
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-

assigning them to hosting localities and housing, providing the arriving

evacuees with medical assistance (and, if necessary, with a place to

warm up and hot food), and dispatching them to their hosting loca-

tions.7/ The organization and number of persons assigned to man the

PEPs will depend in part on the number of evacuees each is expected to

process, but generally each will be expected to process up to 2,000 to
38/

3,000 evacuees.- Basically, a PEP will include a chief, a deputy
• 39/
chief, and a supply officer. In addition, it will have:-

* a group for meeting the arriving evacuees-16 to 21

persons;

e a registration group-6 to 12 persons;

* a public order and safety group-2 to 6 persons;

9 a dispatching and escort group to transport (walk)
the evacuees to their hosting locations-6 to 10
persons;

* a medical post-2 to 3 persons;

* a mother-child room with two attendants;

e possibly a kitchen and food serving team of up to

12 persons;

0 the PEP may also have a communicatiJ ns-messenger
team.

The PEPs will be set up in public juildings (schools, club

houses, etc.) near the points of disembarkation of the evacuees arriving

by transport. Most often these will be near railroad stations and plat-

forms or at convenient points of arrival of mtor vehicle convoys.

To function effectively, the PEPs prepare and acquire in peace-

time various documents and lists. These will include lists of evacuees

who are expected to arrive and be processed by a given PEP; such) lists

will be supplied by the urban evacuation commissions. There will also

be lists of personnel assigned to the PEPs, plans on how to warn and

assemble the personnel; lists of telephone numbers of various civil
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defense, transportation, and urban evacuation commission officials;

lists of hosting localities, their housing capacities and housing

allocations for evacuees; documents on the hosting localities' trans-

portation capacities and schedules for the transportation of arriving

evacuees to hosting localities; etc.-4, The PEPs will also be informed

by the evacuation reception commissions about the arrival schedules of

the evacuees.

The reception group will meet the evacuation trains and convoys;

help organize the disembarkation; assist the invalids, elderly, pregnant

women and women with small children; and direct and guide the evacuees
41/

to the PEPs.-

At the PEPs, tho arriving evacuees will undergo a new registra-

tion. In principle, the urban evacuation commissions of enterprises,

installations, departments, organizations, institutions and rayons will

have supplied the PEPs in advance with lists of evacuees assigned to the

hosting area served by each PEP. In effect, these lists should be the

same as those used by the urban SEPs to register the evacuees. In order

to assist the registration and reception, the urban enterprises, instal-

lations, institutions and rayons or their evacuation commissions send

out representatives to the rural evacuation reception commissions and

PEPs. These representatives are supposed to depart for the exurban

areas ahead of the main flow 3f evacuees. Presumably, these representa-

tives will bring along up-to-date lists of evacuees from their respective

organization. In any event, the registration serves as a method of

control and accountability and as a basis for the allocation of housing,

food and other supplies. Prior to 1974, the registration was based on

the presentation by the evacuees of evacuation passes. At present, the

evacuees identify themselves b~y presenting their personal internal

4 passports, workbooks and other identification which the registrars will

check against their lists of authorized evacuees. 4 The registration

books used by the PEPs may have the format shown in Figure 8.4 on the

following page.-3 The registration books may also be used to note other
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information on the evacuees such as their party membership, levels of

education, professions and specialties, military service status, etc.4/

Year Place Date

No. Name of R amln Former Address of of CommentsNorNm Relationship Settlement Arrival

1 Sukharev, 1910 [lead of Family Moscow, Pyatnitsa 5-5

Ivan Sergeyevich Sovetskaya St. Village
No. 5-18

2 Sukhareva, 1913 Wi fe Same Same 5-5
Elena Ivanovna

Figure 8.4 Registration Form of an Evacuation Reception Point

At the PEPs, the registered evacuees will be assigned their places

of settlement and will be told in which private houses or public buildings
45/

" they will live.- If the latter information is not provided at the PEPs,

the housing assignments will be made at the hosting localities themselves

by the local deputies for reception of evacuees and the evacuation recep-

tion commissions. On arrival at the hosting localities, the evacuees will

. be met by specially-designated local people who will guide them to their
46/

JI assigned housing.- If urban enterprises, organizations and institutions

have developed close ties in peacetime with their assigned hosting locali-

*e ties and their evacuation reception commissions, the arriving workers,

employees and t, ir families may have already been instructed as to which

specific homes or buildings they will be housed.- /

Hospitalized urban residents will be relocated together with the

hospitals in which they are patients to medical facilities in the exurban

areas. Sick persons who are not hospitalized and who arrive together with

other evacuees will be treated at the PEP's medical posts and, if necessary,
48/

td to nearby rural medical facilities.170
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Following registration at the PEPs, the arriving evacuees will

proceed to their assigned hosting localities. This move is organized

by the dispatching and escort group of the PEPs and the civil defense

transportation services. These groups are led by the deputy chief.s of
"'" 49/

the PEPs.- If the hosting locations are nearby, the able-bodied

evacuees assigned to them will be marched there in organized groups led

by members of the escort group. If they are at greater distances from

the disembarkaition points and PEPs, the evacuees may be transported there.

Use will be made of all transportation means available in the hosting

rayons, i.e., buses, trucks, tractors with trailers, etc. The elderly,

invalids, mothers with young children, and pregnant women will have

*priority in the use of transportation to their assigned hosting locali-
.: 50/

ties.- Given the poor state of Soviet rural roads-especially in

spring and fall, and during heavy snowfall in some regions-heavy reliance

may be placed on tractor-trailers for local transportation of the

evacuees.

In addition to providing local transportation, the rural and

small town transportation organizations will transport evacuees from the
51/

intermediate evacuation points (PPEs) to the hosting localities.- This

will be done to reduce demar on urban transportation organizations while

the relocation is still in progress. As the urban motor vehicle trans-

portation organizations complete their primary mission of transporting

essential personnel and their families to dispersal areas, they may also

he used to transport evacuees waiting at the intermediate evacuation points
52/

to their final destinations.-

In principle, the rural areas have significant transportation

capacities, although these are more widely dispersed than those of the

urban areas. For example, in 1980 the rural areas received some 347,600

tractors of all types and 214,700 trucks. - -" That \ear, Soviet agriculture

had some 2,562,000 tractors of all types an. 1,596,000 trucks.- In
55/

addition, in 1980 the Soviet Union produced 312,000 trailers for tractors.---

According to the I1th (current) Five Year Plan (1981-1985), Soviet
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agriculture will receive, over the five years, over 3 million trucks

and 3.2 to 3.4 million trailers for tractors, as well as large amounts

of mechanized construction machinery, i.e., bulldozers, excavators,

56 /
scrapers, etc.- Furthermore, during the present decade, it is planned

to build some 130,000 km (81,000 miles) of automobile roads connecting

the collective and state farms with rayon centers, and some 150,000 km

(93,000 miles) of hard surface roads on the territory of the farms and

57/
settlements.- All this will help improve the transportation capa-

bilities in the rural areas. It should be kept in mind, however, that

some of the rural transportation means may be requisitioned by the

-. military and that another portion will be used for various civil defense

and economic purposes such as providing transportation for rural civil

defense forces, transporting materials and supplies for the construction

of shelters, the building up of food and materiel stockpiles. etc.

Furthermore, only a portion of the tractors will be adapted for pulling

trailers.

Whether the rural transportation organizations could effectively

fulfill all the tasks assigned to them is open to some doubts. Congestion

of evacuees at disembarkation points and PEPs is likely to occur because

available transport may not be able to accomplish round trips to hosting

localities in the time between the arrival of evacuation trains and
58/

convoys.- It is likely that, in practice, a majority of the arriving

'. * evacuees will be marched in org-i.zed groups to their final destinations

. with transportation being used to carry their baggage. As was noted,

K shortages in transportation means will also delay the movement of evacuees

from the intermediate evacuation points (PPEs) to the hosting localities

and could result in temporary congestion of evacuees at those points.

Once assigned a hosting locality and housing, the evacuees -re

*obligated to remain there. Unauthorized departure from the assigned

hosting localities is strictly prohibited. 5-9/ Without the approval of

the local evacuation reception authorities and coordination with the

authorities at another location, evacuees who attempt to leave wiLhout
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permission would be denied housing, food and any other assistance by

other hosting localities. The evacuees would also be prohibited from

changing housing in the hosting localities without the permission of

the local authorities.

8.4 HOSTING RATIOS AND HOUSING

Hosting ratios depend on the character of the exurban areas

which will be used for hosting urban evacuees, specifically on the

numbers and density of the population residing in those areas. Of

course, hosting localities will also include various facilities such

as childrens' summer camps, tourist facilities, resorts, etc. whose

hosting capacities will be independent of the local population. Hosting

ratios will also be influenced by the use made of non-residential build-

ings in the hosting localities for housing evacuees.

Insofar as the evacuees are quartered with the local population,60/

the preferred ratio is one or two evacuees for every local resident.--

Actually, Soviet publications prefer to discuss the hosting ratio in

terms of norms of floorspace in private homes for residents and evacuees.

According to these publications, the floorspace for local residents and

evacuees living with them should be not less than 2 m2 (21.5 ft2 ) per
61/ 62/

person,- and may range up to 4 m 2 (43 ft2 ) per person.- The hypo-

thetical housing allocation chart (Figure 8.3) indicates allocations of

floorspace ranging from 3 m 2 (32 ft 2 ) to over 5 m2 (54 ft 2 ), with most

2being on the order of 3 to 4 m . The hosting ratios shown in that chart

were 1.5 to 3.3 iacuees per local resident in private homes. In 1981,

the total floorspace in private rural housing amounted to 1,07] million m
2

with an additional 333 million m2 in public housing. 3 / Of course, only

a portion of this housing would be available for hosting purposes.

Although Soviet preference is for a hosting ratio of one or two

evacuees per rural resident, this may not be practical in all cases. As

was noted, the ratios of urban-to-rural population in the oblasts and

republics vary greatly. Some heavilv industrialized oblasts with large
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cities have a ratio of 90 percent urban to 10 percent rural population.

For example, this is the case for the Donetskaya Oblast in the Ukrainian

Republic, the Moscow Oblast including the city of Moscow, the Leningrad
64/Oblast including the city of Leningrad, and so on.- In other oblasts

the ratios are more favorable. For example, in the case of the Kiev

Oblast, including the city of Kiev, the urban population accounts for

some 75.6 percent of the total population; in the case of the Minskaya

Oblast, including the city of Minsk (capital of the Belorussian Republic),

the urban population amounts to 67 percent; in the case of the Alma-

Atinskaya Oblast, including the city of Alma-Ata (capital of the Kazakh

Republic), the urban population amounts to about 63 percent, and so on.

Of course, the figures for the urban population include the residents of

urban localities in these oblasts who may not be subject to relocation.

Some of these localities may possibly even serve to host evacuees for

the larger cities. As was noted, there will be particularly difficult

hosting problems in the case of cities with little rural development

around them. This will be especially the case in parts of Siberia and

the northern regions of the USSR. For example, in the Murmarskaya Oblast,

90 percent of the population is classified as urban; in the Khabarovskiy

Kray, 80 percent of the population is urban; in the Chelyabinskaya Oblast,

82 percent is urban; in the Mangyshlakskaya Oblast, 89 percent is urban,

and so on. In some cases, in the absence of nearby rural settlements,

a majority of the residents of relatively isolated cities will probably

have to camp out and live in dugouts. It is also likely that because of

the requirement to locate essential workers within commuting distance

from the cities, the hosting ratio in the dispersal zones, in some cases,

may exceed the preferred norm of not more than two evacuees for every

local resident.

All available housing may be used in the hosting areas to house

evacuees, including private homes as well as public buildings, storage

facilities, summer camps, tourist facilities, rest homes, summer cottages

of urban residenLs, etc. Owners of private homes will be required to
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accept the number of evacuees assigned to them. Generally, preference

is given to housing individual evacuees and especially families in the

homes of local residents.-5 Evacuated organizations which will continue

to function in the hosting areas, such as educational institutions,

public health, scientific, administrative and production organizations

will be housed by preference in public buildings, summer camps, tourist

facilities, rest homes, etc.-6 It is noted, however, that some of the

public buildings may he requisitioned for the use of military commis-

sariats or for the deployment of medical facilities.-7

in principle, because the rural civil defense staffs and evacua-

tion reception commissions know in advance which urban organizations and

how many evacuees they will be required to host, the rural residents

will be told in peacetime how many evacuees will be quartered in each

of their homes.-8 In some cases, the house owners have met the evacuees

they are expected to house. This is so because they may have been

visited by the prospective evacuees during evacuation exercises or because

the authorities encourage urban residents to visit their prospective hosts

an bcoefamiliar with their assigned hosting 6oaite.9~/

8.5 SUPPLYING EVACUEES WI1TH FOOD, BASIC NECESSITIES AND SERVICES

Planning for supplying food, basic necessities and services to

the evacuees is the responsibility of the rural civil defense staffs and

evacuation reception commissions with the support of the local soviets

and the urban deputy chiefs of civil defense for material and technical

supplies, as well as all relevant local economic, municipal, trade,

service and supply organizations. The implementation of the plans rests,

with the civil defense staffs, and specifically, with the appropriate

service organization, such as the rayon Food and Clothing Supply Service

and the local Municipal Personal Services (i.e., repair shops, barber

shops;, laundries, public baths,et.70

The organization of the food supply is a critical factor. Soviet

plans assume that crisis relocation wil11 coincide or may be precedted b\
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- the institution of a food rationing system and a rapid buildup of food

stocks in the exurban areas. It is also assumed thatl, according to

instructions, the evacuees will take with them a three-day supply of

food which they will use to feed themselves during the first two to

three days of the relocation,i- thereby allowing time for the organi-

zation of the feeding of the evacuees.

There will be several sources of food which would be used to

feed the evacuees. One source will be the normal stocks of food present

in the rural areas at the time the relocation is initiated. In the

Soviet Union, a major part of agricultural produce, including grain, is

stored and processed in the rural areas and small towns.-L2 Another

source will be special food reserves maintained in the hosting areas

for the specific purpose of feeding evacuees from large cities.-3 Some

* of these reserves appear to be stored in protected underground facilities.

The creation of such food reserves for use in crisis is said to be one

* 1of the responsibilities of civil defense.-4 In addition, the USSR

maintains large, special war reserves of food and other supplies to be

released only in time of war. Finally, another source will consist of

the stocks of food evacuated from the cities' stores and warehouses,

either simultaneously with the relocation of the population or immediately
75 /

following its completion.- The allocation and authorization of release

of various stocks may be one of the responsibilities of the sectorial

* oblast staffs.

The size of the various food stocks is not known. Normal stocks

in the cities and rural areas will tend to change seasonally. Special

stocks held for use during crisis relocation may be expanded in time of

crisis. The war reserves are probably maintained on a permanent basis.

The total stocks could be substantial and may be sufficient for sustaining

the population for a protracted period of time. Problems may arise, how-

ever, with the ability of the authorities to distribute them following an

attack as a result of the disruption of the transportation system. In

this connection it should be noted that Soviet wartime economic and civil
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defense plans call for the earliest possible post-strike resumption of

agricultural production.

As was noted, the question of availability of food stocks, their

size and possible shortfalls, as well as their location, is studied in

the course of the planning of crisis relocation by both the urban and

rural evacuation organizations, which also take account of the capa-

bilities of hosting areas for food processing and preparation./-7 In

principle, the evacuees should be fed as much as possible from current

agricultural stocks and production. This, however, will not be possible

during parts of the year and some hosting areas are likely to have

difficulties in this respect. It is also not explained what specific

measures would be taken in hosting areas where agriculture is largely

engaged in growing industrial crops, i.e., cotton, hemp, sugar beets,

etc. Presumably, such areas will require larger special reserves of

food in place for use in the event of crisis relocation.

The evacuees will be issued food by the rural food stores and
77/

public food catering establishments.- In 1981 there were 96,400 such

establishments in the rural areas (vs. 212,100 in the cities)./-1 How-

ever, the rural establishments may be augmented by relocated urban stores

and catering organizations. It is also possible that in the case of

essential workers and employees, they will be issued food directly by tile

organizations employing them. It is not unlikely that essential enter-

prises, installations and organizations will have priority in drawing on

food stocks and reserves.

The evacuees will either receive food rations for preparation in

the homes where they are staying or they will be given hot meals at the

public catering establishments, to be consumed at home or at the establish-

ments. If the distribution and capacities of the food catering establish-

ments are insufficient to meet the needs of the evacuees, mobile cooking-

feeding units-using field kitchens, tents, etc. -may be organized,

either by the food supply service in the rural areas or by the relocated

urban food stores and food catering establ ishments, factory food catering
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organizations, etc.-9 It should be noted that the urban civil defense

forces will include Mobile Feeding Stations (PPP) and Mobile Food

Supply Stations (PPPS) organized on the basis of public food catering

establishments and food stores.-0 Although their primary mission will

be to feed the personnel of civil defense units, especially while they

are engaged in post-,,trike rescue, damage-limiting, repair and restora-

tion operations, in the absence of an enemy attack they would be used

to provide hot wueals or dry food rations to the evacuees, especially

the essential workers and their families. Similarly, mobile bakeries

may be deployed to supplement the bakeries in the hosting areas. If

the capacities of the bakeries in the hosting areas are insufficient

to meet daily requirements, the evacuees will be issued flour to do

Lber on bkig a thirresidences.-/ Meanwhile, the working shifts

at essential enterprises in the cities will be fed by the enterprises'

food catering organizations. According to one manual, these organiza-

tions may maintain a one-month stock of food at the enterprieses.-2

The availability and capacities of food processing facilities,

especially flour mills, undoubtedly vary from place to place. Many

large flour mills appear to be located in or near cities. It is not

clear, therefore, what Soviet plans are to ensure sufficient flour

milling in the hosting areas. There are indications, however, that

urban flour mills and other food processing facilities will be considered

as essential enterprises and consequently they will remain in operation

during crisis relocation and, as far as possible, in war time.

Basic necessities will be made available to the evacuees through

the retail stores in the rural areas. At the end of 1981 there were

some 330,700 such stores in the rural areas, including some 50,000

temporary stores housed in tents.-3 The primary function of the civil

defense Clothing Supply Service is to provide clothing to civil defense

personnel operating in the zones of destruction. This clothing will be

taken from stocks stored in the i-ural areas and relocated urban stocks.

Even so, in an emergency this service could be used also to provide
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clothing to evacuees who have been exposed to CBR contamination.

Basically, however, the relocated population will have to depend primarily

on what it has brought along to the hosting areas. As was noted, the

people evacuated by transport will be allowed up to 50 kg of baggage per

person, while those evacuated on foot will be restricted to whatever

baggage the individual is able to carry during the march.

It is recognized that the evacuees will tend to lack a number of

basic necessities such as bedding, dishes and plates. Consequently, it

is said that it will be the local population's "patriotic duty" to help

the evacuees by lending then bedding, cooking utensils, plates, etc.-4

The extent of such assistance by the local population cannot be predicted.

Presumably, most rural households will have extra bedding, but possibly

not enough in situations of high hosting ratios. It is unlikely, however,

that the rural stores-even when supplemented by the stocks of relocated

urban stores-would have sufficient bedding to supply a majority of the

evacuees.

The evacuees will also make use of all personal service facilities

available in the rural areas, i.e., laundries, baths, barber shops, shoe

repair shops, etc. These services may be expanded with the help of

85/
evacuees fromn similar urban services.- The capacities of these service

facilities nay be increased in peacetime with the assistance of the urban

organizations which are assigned to the hosting locality. In principle,

the urban organizations should assist the hosting areas in advance to

prepare for the hosting of the evacuees, and this includes, where necessary,

expanding their service and support capacities by the construction of

additional sources of water supply, laundries, baths, eating facilities,
86 /

Medical services for the evacuees will be provided first of all.1 by the rural rayon public health departments and the network of rayon
medical facilities, i.e., hospitals, clinics, out-patient services, and

so on.-7 This network will be supplemented by evacuated urban public

health organizations and personnel.-8 However, a large portion of the
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46 evacuated urban medical organizations which will constitute the main

element of the civil defense Medical Service and probably also some of

the rural medical facilities will be dedicated to the treatment of

casualties from enemy strikes and military casualties. It is noted,

therefore, that "the role of home care of the sick will greatly in-

crease. - Great attention will be paid also to the prevention and

control of communicable diseases and epidemics, and along with this,

to rodent and insect control.2-

One interesting feature of Soviet views on requirements for

service to evacuees is that they should have access to their bank savings
91/

accounts. This should be arranged by the rural banks.- Eligible

persons will also continue to receive their pension and retirement pay-

ments. Such arrangements will be facilitated by the fact that the Soviet

Union has a single state banking system, and that the authorities will

know everyones' relocation areas. What is not clear is whether Soviet

planners expect the evacuees to pay for their basic food rations,

essential goods and services (they will not pay rent), or whether these

supplies and services will be provided free of charge. it would appear

that at least prior to an actual enemy attack the former will be the

case, except for civil defense personnel. The underlying assumption is

that all able-bodied persons will continue to be employed either in

essential enterprises or in the local economies. Of course, the govern-

ment will continue to set prices. This system may break down, however,

in the event of a large-scale enemy attack. In such a situation, if

World War 11 experience can serve as an example, the working people nay

be paid in food rations, while the non-working people may be issued

basic rations free.

In this connection, it is important to note that great importance

is attributed in Soviet relocation plans to arrangements for the employ-

ment of the evacuees. The rural authorities will be responsible for

making such arrangements for non-essential evacuees. These evacuees will

be employed in agriculture, local enterprises and services or in enter-

prises and organizations which have been relocated from the cte.92/
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The authorities expect the evacuees to replace rural workers called up

for military service or engaged full time in civil defense activities,

and to provide the necessary manpower for labor-intensive agricultural

operations (for example, harvests). Undoubtedly, under war conditions

agricultural activities will become more labor-intensive.

8.6 PROTECTION OF THE RELOCATED POPULATION

An important element of planning for the reception of the

relocated urban population consists of measures for its protection against

radioactive fallout and toxic chemicals. Such planning involves the local

soviets, the civil defense staffs and evacuation reception commissions.

Measures for the protection of the evacuees, as well as of the local

residents, include providing them with individual means of protection,

i.e., gas masks and protective clothing, the construction of anti-radiation

shelters, and the organization of radiation monitoring, warning and decon-

tamination systems.

Soviet plans call for providing thL entire population with indivi-

dual means of protection. These may consist of manufactured gas masks and

special protective coveralls, hoods, gloves, boots and individual decon-

tamination kits; or, if thesL are unavailable, of gauze dust masks and

ordinary clothes adapted to prevent skin contact with radioactive dust or

toxic chemicals (i.e., raincoats, plastic capes, boots, gloves, etc.).

Normallv, employed persons will be issued special protective equipment,

if it is available, by their places of emplovnent, or they may have the

simplified equipment at home. As was noted, the relocated population is

instructed to take along such equipment when leaving the cities. Urban

organizations may also store such equipment in the exurban areas to he

issued to their employees in time of crisis or following their relocation.

It is likely, however, that a portion of the evacuees will not have

individual means of protection. Consequently, the authorities of the

hosting areas are expected to prepare and stock at least gauze masks and

other simple protective devices, if not gas masks and protective clothes.-
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If such protective devices are not stocked in advance, the authorities

must organize their production with the help of the local population

and the evacuees themselves.

More important for the protection of the relocated and local

population are anti-radiation shelters. Surveys of existing facilities

a which can be adapted for this purpose are conducted in peacetime and

serve to determine requirements for the construction of additional

shelters and for resources and investments needed for this purpose.

First preference is given to sheltering people in existing basements

and detached cellars, and where they exist, in nearby caves, mines and

other underground spaces. If there is insufficient space in the

existing facilities to shelter the local residents and evacuees,

additional anti-radiation shelters will be built, i.e., dugouts,

bunkers, covered trenches, etc.-4 Planning and implementation of

shelter construction will be the responsibility of the deputy chiefs

of civil defense for engineering and technical matters and/or the

chiefs of the civil defense Engineering Services of the rayons, settle-

meits and collective and state farms.-L In principle, the hosting

rayons and localities should stock the necessary construction materials

in advance.-6 As much as possible, the construction of detached

shelters will be carried out with the help of mechanized equipment

(bulldozers, excavators, cranes, etc.) already present in the rural

areas, as well as those evacuated there by the urban construction

organizations for use by the civil defense engineering formations.

As far as possible, the adaptation of existing basements and

detached callars for use as anti-radiation shelters in the hosting

area should be implemented already in peacetime.-/ In doing so, the

local residents are told to take into account the requirement to provide

shelter spaces for the urban evacuees who will be housed with them. -/

However, even if basement shelters have been adapted in advance-and

this does not appear to be a uniform practice by any means-they still

will have to be brought to a state of readiness, i.e., cleared of things
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stored in them, checked, possibly improved, equipped with sitting and

sleeping accommodations, stocked with food and water, etc. If there

is insufficient space in existing basement shelters, cellars, etc., and

additional rapidly-erectable anti-radiation shelters will have to be

built for the urban evacuees, it may not be practical to do so in advance

because such shelters tend to deteriorate with time. According to

Soviet plans, therefore, such shelters will be built in time of a threat

of an attack, either by the local residents before the start of crisis

relocation or by the evacuees themselves following their arrival in the

hosting areas. This will be done under the direction of the local civil

defense staffs and engineering services.-
9 /

The time required for the construction of anti-radiation Iters

will depend on the number of shelters to be built in each hosting "cality,

the availability of mechanized equipment, power tools and constri

materials, the character of the soil and weather conditions. Eva _s

housed in childrens' summer camps, tourist facilities, or in poorly

developed rural areas may be especially in need of hastily-erected

detached shelters. In the absence of hosting settlements, dugouts can

also serve as housing for the evacuees.

According to a hypothetical schedule published in a 1970 Soviet

civil defense manual, 72 hours would be allocated to the construction and
1oo/

preparation of anti-radiation shelters for the relocated population.0

The same schedule also allowed 72 hours for the implementation of the

relocation. Whether these two periods were expected to coincide was

not made clear. It is apparent, however, that unless the shelters have

been built in advance, the evacuees who will arrive in the hosting areas

on the first day of the relocation may not have sufficient ready shelter

spaces to accommodate all of them for the first 24 to 72 hours. It is

possible that this lag in shelter availability will be reduced for

evacuees arriving on the second or third day of the relocation if the

shelter construction initiated with the start of the relocation is on a

scale designed to accommodaLe all evacuees assigned to a given hosting
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area. However, if each arriving group of evacuees builds only suffi-

cient shelter spaces for its own use, then shelter construction to

accommodate all evacuees could become more protracted. In particular,

this may be the case of evacuees who have left the cities on foot and

are waiting for transportation at the intermediate evacuation points.

It is possible, therefore, that the provision of all evacuees with

spaces in anti-radiation shelters may extend three or more days beyond

the completion of the departure of the urban population from the cities.

According to plans, all anti-radiation shelters should be

equipped and stocked to make possible several days of continuous

occupancy by the shelterees. It is uncertain, however, how well the

shelters built by and for the evacuees will be stocked with food,

water and other necessities. In the case of basement shelters in

private homes or privately-owned cellars, the burden of such stocking

apparently will fall on their owners. In the case of other shelters,

their stocking and equipping will be the responsibility of the local

civil defense staffs and retail trade organizations. It is uncertain

whether, in all cases, there would be in the hosting localities

sufficient containers for storing drinking water in the shelters,

bucket toilets, stoves, flashlights and candle . and other essential

supplies. l0

Another element of the protection of the relocated population

will be a svstem of monitoring the movement of radioactive clouds,

timely warning of the danger of radioactive fallout, and the monitor-

ing of radiation levels and chemical contamination. This is carried

out by the Anti-Radiation and Anti-Chemical Service of the republic,

oblast, urban and rural civil defense forces in conjunction with

military civil defense units. The monitoring is done on the ground

by observation posts established in the 'rban and rural areas and

by aircraft and helicopters for tracking the movement of the clouds
102/

and measuring radiation levels. On the basis of this information,

the oblast and urban civil defense staffs warn the rural rayon civil

defense staffs of the threat of radioactive or chemical contamination,
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and the latter alerts the local staffs, and through them, the population.

Local monitoring of radiation levels will be carried out by posts of the

Anti-Radiation and Anti-Chemical Service and civil defense reconnaissance

teams equipped with dosemeters, radiation meters, etc. Tha Anti-

Radiation and Anti-Chemical Service and its formations will also direct

and carry out the decontamination of equipment, vehicles and, if necessary,
103/

personnel.- For the latter, use will be made of available public and

private shower-bath facilities and, if necessary, of mobile shower units.

8.7 CONTROL IN THE HOSTING AREAS

As was noted, evacuees will be prohibited from leaving their

assigned hosting areas without permission or changing residences within

the hosting localities without the approval of the local authorities.

No doubt a primary form of control over the population will be the threat

of denial of housing, food and other supplies to persons acting in an

unauthorized manner. In addition, there is the threat that persons

violating orders and discipline may be charged with various crimes,

including violation of the statutes on the citizens' duties and obliga-

tions in the USSR Constitution, sabotage of the war effort, and treason.

The latter two may apply in particular to essential workers and employees

who may refuse to go to work at the essential enterprises and installations

in the cities or other potential targets for enemy strikes. These essen-

tial workers would also be strictly prohibited from attempting to leave

the essential organization in which they aro employed. For all practical

purposes, essential workers and employees would be frozen in their jobs

for the duration of the crisis or war. The same will be true for

evacuees employed in agriculture, unless they are released from such work

in order to be employed by more essential enterprises or services which

are in need of their special qualifications or of additional manpower.

Implementat ion of control over the evacuees will be carried out

by several agencies. First, it will he the responsibilitv of the rural

soviets, civil defense chiefs and staffs and public order and safety

service, ;ilong with the local communist party organizations. Second,
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especially in the case of essential workers and employees, direct

control will be exercised by the essential enterprises', installations',

organizations', and services' 'ianagements, civil defense staffs, party

organizations and public order and safety service formations present in

the dispersal area. In the event of a serious breakdown of discipline,

the local authorities could call on military police, KGB security troops,

and so on.

Soviet manuals do not make entirely clear what the order of

4 authority will be once crisis relocation is carried out. It is evident

that the urban civil defense staffs, services and formations will. not

become subordinated to or controlled by the rural civil defense chiefs

and staffs. Similarly, from the viewpoint of their activities, the

essential workers and employees will remain under the control of the

managements of the urban enterprises, installations, organizations, and

services which employ them. Presumably, therefore, the rural authorities

will have control over evacuees only in those spheres of activity for

which they are specifically responsible, and most fully over the non-

working elements of the evacuated urban population. Even so, those

elements may be under partial control of the relocated urban soviets and

their executive committees and party organizations. In the Soviet

system, the urban administrative and party organizations tend to carry

more weight than rural ones, and even in a crisis relocation posture,

it is unlikely that the former would be subordinated to the latter.

Consequently, control over the evacuees apparently will tend to be

divided among rural and relocated urban authorities. Coordination andI resolution of conflicts will be exercised by higher authorities, probably
by the oblast (republic) and sectorial civil defense chiefs and staffs,

and the oblast executive committees and republic councils of ministers..1 Finally, in wartime, especially under post-strike conditions, the military

authorities are likely to have considerable say in setting repair,

restoration and production priorities and generating demands for the

* allocation of evacuees to work on urgent projects. Furthermore, if con-

ditions permit, thie relocated urban military commissariat,, Will Continue
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the activities in implementing the call-up of evacuees for military

service.

Conceptually and organizationally, Soviet plans appear to

provide for the efficient and well-organized reception, housing, pro-

tection and support of urban evacuees in the hosting areas. This is

facilitated by compulsory and active participation in the plans and

their implementation by all appropriate administrative, economic,

public and personal service organizations and agencies, as well as the

residents of the hosting areas. In theory, once tile relocation and

resettlement are completed, the crisis relocation posture could be

maintained for a protracted and, if food is available, for an indefinite

period of time, while the evacuees either work in essential enterprises

or in the local economy.

In practice, living conditions in the hosting areas will

probably be austere. They will depend on the rural areas' infrastructure

and, in particular, on the availability of food, water, medical supplies,

food processing and preparation capacities, and construction materials.

The availabilitv of food will depend on the size of local stocks and

reserves, the efficient functioning of the country's or regional redis-

tribution system of food supplies, and ultimately on the uncertain

ability of agriculture to maintain sufficient food production following

an enemy attack. in the matter of water supplv and food processing and

preparation facilities (for example, bakries), the development of capa-

cities to meet the needs of urban evacuees is time-consuming and would

have to be carried out already in peacetime. The extent to which rural

localities are willing to invest resources in such additional capacities

is uncertain. in principle, they should receive financial and technical

assistance from the urban organizations assigned to he relocated to
104/

given localities. The extent to which this is practiced is unknown.

Finally, although the medical facilities and services in the

rural areas will be markedly expanded bY the relocation of urban medical

organizations to the exurban areas, the extent to which these facilities
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and available medical supplies and stocks (including those relocated

from the cities) will. be able to meet the needs of the evacuees, in

addition to the treatment of casualties, is also uncertain. The best

one can say in this regard is that the compulsory integration of all

medical facilities and personnel into the civil defense system and the

deployment of urban medical organizations in the rural areas create

favorable conditions for the best possible medical service to the

population under war conditions.
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Section 9

THE ROLE OF THE MIL-TARY IN CRISIS RELOCATION

According to Soviet concepts, civil defense is an integral part

of the Soviet Union's defense posture and an important element of its

warfighting capability and strategy, The objectives of USSR Civil

Defense are not only humanitarian-that is, mitigation of human losses,

or the survival of the nation and the state, but also the preservation

of a functioning logistic base for sustaining the operations of the

armed forces and the attainment of military superiority over immediate and

potential enemies in the course of the war and following its termination.-

Indeed, Soviet military spokesmen have repeatedly pointed out the direct

connection between civil defense, the maintenance of an effective war
2/

effort and a favorable war outcome.--

It is logical, therefore, for USSR Civil Defense to be under

military control. Furthermore, as the present chief of USSR Civil Defense,

Army General A. T. Altunin, has pointed out,

While solving a wide range of tasks for strengthening
the defense capability of the Soviet state, civil
defense has numerous points of contact with the armed
forces. Moreover, in the post-war years, experience
with the solution of these tasks jeads to the conclu-
sion that in modern corditions, successful actions
of civil defense are impossible without the active
participation in its affairs, without the leader-
ship and assistance of organs of military command.

Daily attention is paid to civil defense by the
leadership of the Ministry of Defense, the General
Staff of the Armed Forces, the military councils of
military districts, and fleets, commanders, political
organs and staffs3/

Altunin went on to note that "close cooperation between the Armed Forces

and civil defense of the country...has become a firmly established tradi-

t ion.

!t cannot be otherwise. In the event of war, the
armed forces, while rebuffing the enemy's attack,
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will provide civil defense with comprehensive
assistance in the implementation of its measures,
especially in the liquidation of the consequences
of the enemy's attack. In their turn, civil defense
units and formations will solve a number of respon-
sible tasks in the interest of the armed forces.4

One area of cooperation and joint action by military forces,

especially the civil defense troops and civil defense, is in post-strike

rescue, damage-limiting, repair and restoration operations in zones of

nuclear damage. "Liquidation" of the consequences of an enemy strike is

the primary mission of the civil defense troops and of the majority of

civilian civil defense formations. Soviet publications also note that

civilian civil defense formations will work on repair and restoration of

damaged rail lines, bridges and highways in order to assist the movement

of troops and supplies.-5 The military may dedicate aircraft and heli-

copters for tracking and monitoring the movement of radioactive clouds

and may assist civil defense in maintaining communications. 
6 /

The role of the military in crisis relocation is usually not

specifically discussed in Soviet civil defense pulblications. In one

sense, it can be said that the military will interfere with or hinder

crisis relocation. This will be so because troop movements and military

logistic operations will make use of rail lines and roads also needed for

the relocation of the urban population. Such interference will probably

be less severe if the redeployment of the armed forces takes place prior

to the start of crisis relocation, but it may become a significant

factor if the redeployment takes place simultaneously with crisis reloca-

tion. Similarly, the movement of reservists called up for military

service, if it coincides with the relocation, will also interfere With)

the transportation of urban evacuees. Thus, careful planning and coordi-

nation of military and relocation movement schedules will be necessary toj avoid serious disruptions in the flow of transportation and the rate of

departure of urban evacuees.-2 Furthermore, as was noted, it is possible

that some mechanized equipment and vehicles belonging to civilian crgani-

zations in the cities and rural areas may be requisitioned by, the military
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in the course of the mobilization of the armed forces. In addition, a

high percentage of vehicle drivers and operators of mechanized equipment

are likely to be called up for military service.

Even so, the civil defense troops and other types of military

units ma' also assist in the implementation of crisis relocation.

According to some Soviet sources, this assistance may take various forms.

One of these would be the establishment of a joint military-civil defense

system of traffic control and of military assistance in the deployment of

an effective communications net during the relocation, as well as military

aid in road maintenance, improvement and construction to facilitate the

flow of traffic to the hosting areas. / The military may assist the

civil defense public order and safety service and formations in the main-
9/

tenance of order during the relocation and in the hosting areas.- Mili-

tary engineers may assist civil defense in the construction of shelters,

water sources and reservoirs, as well as protected storage facilities for

stocks of food, medical supplies, fuel and other basic necessities in the
10/

host areas.-/ In an emergency, military units and equipment may be

used to supply power to hospitals, bakeries and communication centers in

the hosting areas, and the armed forces may provide medical assistance to

the civilian population and allow it to use some of the military hospitals
11/

for the treatment of civilian casualties.-- It is also suggested that

military transport aircraft may be used to deliver supplies of food,

medicine and so on to the population in areas which have been isolated or
12/

damaged by enemy nuclear strikes.- In an emergency, military units mav

provide field kitchens and bakeries, assist in water purification and dis-

tribution, and the construction of sanitation facilities in the hosting

areas, as well as help in decontamination operations.
4

jIt is pointed out that the assistance of the armed forces will

be especially desirable during the preparation of the hosting areas for

receiving urban evacuees because "in rural areas, considerable effort is

required for implementing a number of the preparatory measures. -3
/  It

is also suggested thalt the miIi torv coul d assist in implementing such
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measures (road construction, construction of shelters, water reservoirs,

storage facilities, etc.) during peacetime troop combat training and

exercises. 14/

Soviet publications do not indicate how extensive military

assistance is likely to be during crisis relocation. There is no indi-

cation of how much of this assistance is planned in advance in peacetime

or how much reliance is placed on it by the urban and rural rayon civil

defense chiefs and staffs. It is also not known to what extent the

military actually assists in peacetime in improving the capabilities of

hosting areas.

In all probability, however, the extent of assistance by the

armed forces to civil defense during crisis relocation will depend on

circumstances. The armed forces will be in a better position to render

such assistance in a protracted pre-attack crisis during which the

mobilization and deployment of the armed forces has been largely com-

pleted than in the case when military mobilization and deployment coin-

cides with the initiation of crisis relocation. This will be so because,

in addition to the civil defense troops, the military units which will

be used to assist civil defense will be made up primarily of reserve and

rear echelon units "which are not actively engaged in combat missions." 15/

16/
Also involved would be the personnel of military academies and schools.-

Thus, in the event of a sudden threat of attack and simultaneous mobiliza-

tion and crisis relocation, the reserve and rear echelon units will be

engaged in dispersing, absorbing reservists, acquiring equipment and so

on, while the civil defense troops, in addition to expanding their size,

will be moving into position to carry out their primary mission. Conse-

4 quently, it is doubtful that in such a situation the armed forces will

be able to render significant assistance to the implementation of t he

relocation of the urban population. Furthermore, the disposition of

militarv units would probably make across-the-board assistance to thc

hosting localities impractical except under conditions of a protracted

crisis. Finally, it is likely that in any event, sich assistance will

tend to be rendered on a priority basis which will favor the "essential"

or "valuable" elcments of the relocated population.
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Section 10

CRISIS RELOCATION TRAINING EXERCISES

Soviet civil defense leaders recognize that civil defense

organizations and plans-including crisis relocation-must be tested in

exercises in order to ensure their effectiveness. Crisis relocation

exercises not only serve to train the civil defense organizations and

population, but also test the realism of relocation plans, novement

schedules, the readiness of hiosting areas to receive evacuees, and so

on. There are, however, inherent limitations on the scale of peacetime

relocation exercises. These limitations arise as a result of financial

and economic cost considerations, the potential adverse effects of such

exercises on public morale and attitudes, and the possibility that they

may cause dangerous misunderstandings and alarm abroad. Consequently,

the Soviet civil defense leadership finds it more practical to conduct

crisis relocation exercises on a scale which minimizes their cost and

potential adverse effects and yet, it is hoped, serve to accomplish

useful test and training objectives.

As was noted (see Section 6), the time devoted in the compulsory

civil defense course for the general population to instruction in crisis

relocation procedures is one hour. This is also the case in the new

instruction course initiated in 1983. The new course recommends, however,

that the instruction should be given at the SEPs in order to familiarize

the trainees with their locations, organization, and procedures.-1 TheI main focus of instruction is on warning procedures, how people should
prepare for their departure, and how they should behave at the SEPs and
during their move to the hosting areas.

Given the total dependence of the urban population on thle civil

defense organizations and services for executing crisis relocation, the'

main purpose of crisis relocation exercises is less intended to i:istrtlct
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the general population than to provide practical training for civil defense

leaders, staffs, organizations, and services responsible for crisis reloca-

tion and to test their plans, schedules, and capabilities. Of course, in

the course of the exercises, the elements of the population participating

in them also gain experience and learn how to behave and what to expect.

Indeed, the introduction of the combined method of relocation has increased

the importance of testing relocation on foot and training those elements of

the population which will depart in this manner.

The following text provides an examination of the types and content

of various exercises prescribed in the Soviet civil defense program and how

they are conducted in practice. In addition, the extent of preparations of

hosting areas will be discussed.

10.1 TYPES OF EXERCISES

Although formal instruction of the general population in crisis

relocation is limited in terms of time devoted to it, this does not mean

that the Soviet authorities do not believe it to be important. It is part

of a general message to the population to the effect that there exists

effective protection against nuclear weapons and that the authorities will

provide such protection and take care of people. It is believed that this

sort of message, along with instructions on what to do and how to behave

will serve to prevent panic in the event of an announcement of a "threaten-

ing situation" and the initiation of crisis relocation. For example, Soviet

civil lefense spokesmen assert that,

It is obvious that panic could be avoided if people
are acquainted beforehand in the evacuation pro-
cedures and the living conditions in the hostinq
areas, and if they are taught to observe specific
rules of behavior and are convinced that fallout

covers and shelters are provided in the exurban
locations.?!

As has been noted, in practice the amount of specific information

on crisis relocation given to the population varies. In some cases,
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elements of the urban population are only told in general terms about

the organization and procedures of crisis relocation. In other instances,

especially in the case of "essential workers," they may be informed about

the location of their hosting areas, what means of transportation they may

use and even in which homes in the rural areas the individual worker or

employee and members of his family will be housed.- This instruction,

however, is distinct from practical training in crisis relocation. Such

training is additional to the standard annual 20-hour civil defense

instruction course. In practice, crisis relocation exercises involving

elements of the population may differ in scope and may be held either

specifically for this purpose or as a part of a more comprehensive civil

defense exercise.

In the Soviet civil defense program there are a number of types

of prescribed exercises which differ in their scope, degrees of compre-

hensiveness and serve a number of purposes. Essentially, they can be

reduced to three basic types:

sSPECIAL-TACTICAL EXERCISES-4

Special-tactical exercises are primarily carried out to train

the leaders and personnel of civil defense formations to perform their

specific missions. They may involve only one type of formation or com-

bine several types which are required to deal with a given technical-

tactical problem. They may also include demonstration exercises for

representatives of various staffs and service chiefs or serve to test

ti'., use of new equipment. The special-tactical exercises apply to crisis

relo(ittion only insofar as they exercise those types of civil defense

organ izat ions and formations which perform various tasks in support of

crisis relocation. In particular, this applies to the transportation

services and formations whicl, may practice the adaptation of vehicles,I rail road cars or ships for the transportation of evacuees; traveling in
convoys; actions in zones of radioactive contamination; etc. The foodI and clothing supply formations, may practice deployment in thie exurban

areas and operations under field conditions; medical formation-, may, set
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up medical aid points; and the public order and safety formations may

practice security measures and traffic control.

e COMAND-STAFF EXERCISES5

Command-Staff exercises serve to train civil defense chiefs

and staffs as well as leaders of services and formations, evacuation

commissions and evacuation reception commissions. These exercises may

be conducted in various ways, some of them including the participation

of small civil defense units. These exercises also serve to test the

coherence of the plans, the realism of schedules, and the state of readi-

ness of civil defense staffs and services, as well as to solve planning,

organizational and operational problems. Exercises of this type are

held at all levels. They may be ordered by higher staffs or by the

chiefs of civil defense at a given level. The format of such exercises

varies. They may be held in the form of seminars, sand-table exercises,

command post exercises, or they may involve some elements of civil

defense formations. The exercises may deal with a single problem or

examine actions in a complex tactical situation. If they deal with

problems of crisis relocation, the urban or enterprise staffs, evacuation

commissions and relevant service chiefs will examine their plans, measures,

schecules and capabilities for relocating the population, and while in the

rural areas, they will examine the reception, transportation, housing,
6/

sheltering and supplying of evacuees.--

Command-staff exercises may be of one or more days' duration.

They may be held in various facilities. Sometimes, in order to lend them

greater realism and to test communications, they are held by oblast, city,

urban rayon or installation staffs in their urban or exurban command post

shelters.

9 INTEGRATED (or COMPREHENSIVE) EXERCISES!'

Integrated exercises usually consist of a sequence of tactical

situations and problems and may involve all types of civil defense forma-

tions at a given level as well as elements of the population. Such

exercises are usually of two or three days' duration. They may' he held
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at city, urban rayon and rural rayon levels, and they are required to

be held on a regular basis by industrial enterprises, economic installa-

tions, educational institutions, rural settlements and collective and

state farms. According to civil defense regulations, such exercises

should be held every three years.

An integrated exercise usually is divided into three phases

which represent a sequence of tac'ical situations. Figure 10.1 shows a

diagram of a suggested plan of an integrated exercise. The first phase

assumes the receipt of warning of the existence of a "threatening

situation;' or "threat of attack" condition (i.e., pre-attack strategic

warning). During this phase, the exercise consists of the implementation

of a variety of civil defense preparatory measures such as the construc-

tion of additional rapidly-erectable shelters, fire prevention, distri-

bution of gas masks, hasty hardening of industrial equipment and machinery,

preparation of hosting areas, some relocation of civil defense formations
8/

to exurban areas and so on.

The second phase of the exercise, usually held on the second

day, "begins with issuing to the trainees an order to implement the dis-

persal of workers and employees and the evacuation of members of their

9/families."- At an enterprise, the order may be given by its civil

defense chief in the focm shown in Figure 10.2.

The second phase, therefore, includes exercising the warning

of the population, the deployment of evacuation assembly and evacuation

reception points (SEPs and PEPs) and intermediate evacuation points

(PPEs) on the foot march routes, tests of communcations, the schedules
and uses of transportation, reconnaissance of foot march routes, deploy-

ment of medical aid and supply points, and so on. It is suggested that

the exercise also be used to seek ways of shortening the time required

for the implementation of crisis relocation. This phase of tl excrcisve

may include the actual relocation of elements of the population to

exurhan areas. Usually these elements consist of the off-duty workshift

of enterprises and non-working members of their families, students of
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In accordance with the decision of higher organs, at 12:00 hour, (date),
begin to implement all evacuation measures without exception as provided

in the plant's civil defense plan.

In accordance with the above, I order:

1. The deputy chief of civil defense of the plant for dispersal and

evacuation, together with the civil defense staff:

- to organize the warning of the workers, employees

and members of their families about the start of
the dispersal and evacuation in accordance with
cuzrrent instructions.

- to organize the departure on foot and by vehicle
convoy in the time prescribed in the plant's civil
defense plan and in the attached schedule, and to
arrange for the foot columns' short and long rest

stops, medical aid points and warming points.

- The chief of the plant's SEP to deploy the SEP beginning at 12:00,

(date), and organize its operations.

3. The chief of the Transportation Service to ensure the arrival of

transport according to the time stated in the plan, to ascertain from

the railroad agencies the numbers of the [assigned] trains and their

time of arrival at the boarding points.

4. The chief of the Medical service to assign medical personnel for
servicing the foot columns and to organize medical support at the

SEP and at transport boarding points.

5. The chief of the Public Order and Safety Service to assign details to

the SEP and to boarding points, and also to take measures to ensure

safety on all routes of movement of foot columns and vehicle convous
in accordance with previous instructions.L

19
]

Figure 10.2 Model Exercise Order Issued
By a Plant's CD Chief
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vocational schools and institutes, and other persons not engaged in

production activities.

The third phase begins with the sounding of an air-raid alert,

and after people have taken shelter, then assumes that a strike has taken

place. This phase of the exercise focuses on the rapid filling of shelters

and the conduct of post-strike rescue, damage-limiting, repair and restora-

tion operations by civil defense formations and sometimes by units of

military civil defense troops.

In practice, there appears to be considerable leeway in the

conduct of intergrated exercises. Their precise objectives, tactical

assumptions and durations may vary for various reasons, among them the

installation's capabilities and size, the production schedules, degrees

of cooperation between different staffs and localities (for example,

between urban installations and rural hosting areas), cost considerations,

and so on. Consequently, sometimes the exercises omit the second phase,

i.e., crisis relocation, or substitute for it a command-staff seminar.

On other occasions, the crisis relocation exercise may be held separately

from the integrated exercise.

10.2 THE CONDUCT OF CRISIS RELOCATION EXERCISES

There is strong evidence that special-tactical, command-staff

,rnd integrated civil defense exercises are widely held in the Soviet

Union. Soviet publications and radio broadcasts contain numerous reports

of such exercises and usually identify the organizations participating in

them, as well as their locations. Some of the reports are accompanied by

photographs. Because of the routine character of these exercises, it

is very likely that the great majority of them go unreported in Soviet

publications. There are, however, mentions in the press that given

cities, oblasts, or even republics, have completed a cvcle of required

integrated exercises. Even so, Soviet publications rarelv-if ever-

mention command-staff or integrated exercises being held at republic,

oblast, joint oblast, or large city levels, although there is evidence
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that they actually do take place. Mention of city-wide integrated

exercises are also rare and, to the extent that they have been reported,

appear to be limited to small and medium size cities, i.e., to cities

with populations of up to 50,000. There are some reports, however, of

urban rayon exercises held in large cities. The most numerou.s reports

deal with command-staff and integrated extrcises held at urban enter-

prises, schools and institutes, and other urban or un i zat i tl, and at

rural rayon, settlements and collectiv. ,nd st.itl tirn-,.

In general, it appears that th,, rt,,iir, ! .. *.. ' rnsi 1ons

and evacuation reteption coamission iv, h., ir : vth

evacuation assembly points (SEPs) and I t. (PEPs)

are planned and their personnel is id t. ,. : .,

the role played by the SEPs and PE'Ps in t,,, ,,.r i.

a need to exercise them. Consequent tl, r i .. : .

urban and rural areas may he limited t, tih. - d 'Lf's

and sometimes also of intermediate evacuat , i I .'' I. hev

may or may not include the actual precsi '1 c.cW.t- ,c' tn.. popu 1a-

tion. In addition, the exercises serve to ri in, and updtt tiet I ists of

evacuees assigned to given SEPs. Such exercises need not intludt, the

actual moving of urban residents to exurban areas. They may', however,

include limited tests of transportation plans and schedules, such as

the dispatching of motor vehicle convoys to the SEPs, or the scheduling

of evacuation trains at nearby railroad stations, or ships in ports.

According to Soviet publications, exercises involving the setting

up of ev- iatlon assembly points (SEPs) are widely practiced by urban

industrili enterprises, schools and other educational institutions,

other urban organizations, and at times also by housing administration,.

Among the cities where such exercises have been reported in Soviet pub-

lications are: Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, Minsk, Riga, Vilnus, Tallin,

Tbilisi, Alma-Ata, Novosibirsk, Omsk, Leninabad, Khar'kov, Krasnodar,

Magnitogorsk, Rostov, Sevast-.vpol, Samarkand, Voronezh, Voroshilovgrad,

Ordzhonikidze, Archangel, Murmansk, Magadan, Zaporozhe, Ufa, Nil'chik,

Tl' vanov, Balkhash, Chekhov, Cheboksarv, Kolomna -,nd Zhitomir.--
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The setting up of evacuation reception points (PEPs) during

integrated exercises held in rural areas also appears to be a common

practice. In the absence of actual urban evacuees, outside observers

or incidental local residents may be used to allow the PEPs to practice

the processing of arriving "evacuees."

Exercises involving the preparation of vehicles and ships for

the transportation of evacuees, convoy movements, and uses of public

transportation for transporting urban evacuees appear to be widely

practiced. Among localities where such exercises have been reported

to have been held are Moscow, Leningrad, Zaporozhe, Magnitogorsk,
~13/

Tallin, Sevastopol, Samarkand, Chekhov, Murmansk, Omsk, and so on.13

A major difficulty in organizing relocation exercises which

involve moving urban residents to exurban areas is the necessity to

coordinate the timing of the exercise between the urban installations,

organizations or rayon s and the appropriate organizations in the hosting
14/

areas.- The timing of the holding of exercises is often dictated by

economic considerations-that is, a desire to minimize disruption of

production activities, and in this respect, the preferences of urban

installations and organizations and of the rural authorities often do

not coincide. Even when they do and the arrangements have been agreed

upon, the joint exercise may consist of nothing more than a visit by a

"small group of enterprise officials" to the hosting locality for the

purpose of coordinating aspects of the relocation plan and various
15/

problems associated with it.- 1"he leadership, however, has been

urging a wider practice of holding joint urban-rural exerci. ;. Fc:

example, tie chief of USSR Civil Defense, Army (;eneral A.T. Altunin,

wrote in 1978:

rt is necessary to practice nxYor widoly joint
exercises of rural and industrial insta!iations.
The first are requi red to prepare appropr iato-
conditions for resettlinq dispfxrsed or evacuated
urban inhabitants; solve problems of joint actions

and communications; and test their readiness to
come in good time to the assistance of the city in
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order to conduct rescue work there. The second
should test the realism of their evacuation plans,
assist the village to prepare all the necessary
conditions for [the resettlement] the urban inhabi-
tants, build anti-radiation shelters, and so on.16/

Despite such exhortations, however, Soviet publications-while

mentioning instances of joint urban-rural relocation exercises-provide

no clear picture of their extent or frequency.

As was noted, exercises -including actual relocation of urban

residents--mav be either a part of an integrated exercise or they may

be held separately for only that purpose. According to published Soviet

reports, such exercises varv in size. They may range from the relocation

of a small number of residents to several thousands. Most often they

involve off-duty wor-ers, employees and non-working members of their

families or students of vocati-ial-technical schools and other educational

inst itut ions.

Unfortunately, descriptions of relocation exercises in Soviet

publi,-ations or broadcasts are often vague. For example, Radio Alma-Ata

(Kazakh SSR) reported that "during civil defense exercises in a number of
,17/

cities in our republic , people were evacuated to rural area. 17/ There

are references to joint urban installation-rural exercises being held
18/

regularly in the Tula Ob last (RSFSR) .- Reports on the exercises some-

times provide some indications of the number of persons involved in them,

but often do not. For example, it is mentioned that during an exercise

held at the Kharkov (Ukrainian SSR) Tractor Plant, 800 persons, made up

of plant workers and members of their families, were actually transported

to hosting areas,19/ or that some 3,000 persons were involved in a

relocation exercise held by Mos'cow University. 2 01 Again, 300 persons

were transported to hosting areas from the Ukrainian State Inst i tiit lor
21/

)esign of Metallurgical Plants in Dnepropetrovsk (Ukraiian SSR).-

In tile case of exercises field at the Moscow First Stite Bll Bearing

SPlant, however, it is only mentioned that "aportion of the workcrs aind

~~employees," apparently several hundred of them, were rc~loc;jted nd]

remained overnight in the hosting areas.21 In the majorit\' ol C'L qL,

2 1 3
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there is no indication of the number of persons who participated in the

exercises and few details are given about how the exercises were con-

ducted.

In addition to the above-mentioned relocation exercises, Soviet

publications report exercises including relocation of workers and other

urban residents to have been held at the Minsk (Belorussian SSR) "Luch"

Shoe Factory, where an unspecified number of workers and members of
Ii 2 3/
their families traveled in a motor vehicle convoy to the hosting area;-

an Electric Equipment Plant in Cheboksary (RSFSR), which allocated fif-

teen hours to the exercise which included the participation of the off-

duty workshift, two civil defense rescue detachments and 200 residents

in the hosting area;- / and the Leningrad Optical-Mechanical Combine

(LOMO).-5/ Other relocation exercises are reported to have been held at:

a repair plant in Moscow; the Refrigeration Plant No. 1 in Tallin

(Estonian SSR); the Maymakan Shipyards in Archangel (RSFSR); the Olene-

gorskiy Mining Enrichment Combine and two state polytechnical institutes

in Monchegorsk (RSFSR); the Kiev (Ukrainian SSR) "Tocheloktro Pribor"

and "Arsenal" plants; the Novocherkassk (RSFSR) State Ravonal Electric

Power Station; the Ufa (RSFSR) Motor Construction Plant; the Voronezh

(RSFSR) "Elektrosignal" Plant; the Voroshilovgrad (Ukrainian SSR)

"October Revolution" Diesel Motor Plant; the Rostov (RSFSR) "Krasnyy

Aksay" Agricultural Machine Plant; the Tbilisi (Georgian 'SR) "Isani"

Shoe Factory No. 1; the Chimkent (Kazakh SSR) Cement Plant; the Sverdlovsk

(RSFSR) S.M. Kirov Polytechnical Institute; the Kishinev (Moldavian SSR)

Collective Farm Academy; and the Dushanbe (Tadzhik SSR) Construction

Materials Combine.-2- Sometimes the reports fail to identify the urban
enterprise or organization which participated in the exercises as, for

example, in the case of exercises held in Kimovsk (RSFSR), Kaluga (RSFSR),I 27/Balkhash (Kazakh SSR), and Poltava (Ukrainian SSR).--7  In other instances

it is not made clear whether integrated exercises at industrial enter-

prises did or failed to include relocation exercises as, for example, in

the case of "Svetote :hnika" Lighting Equipment Plant in Likhoslavl' (RSFSR),

the Port of Murmansk (RSFSR), the "Volna" Plant in Novgorod (RSFSR),
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T
thc V.I. Lenin Metallurgical Combine in Magnitogosk (RSFSR), tile "Gelian"

Plant in Samarkand (Uzbek SSR), a Furniture Plant in Chekhov (RSFSR), and
so on28/

It also appears that urban rayonal integrated exercises may

include practices in the relocation of urban residents. For example,

such exercises have been reported in the Siberian city of Khabarovsk
(RSFSR) and the Crimean city of Sevastopol (Ukrainian SSR).9/ In the

latter case, the exercise included industrial workers, students and non-

working residents and the use of various means of transportation, including

the railroad, motor vehicles and ships.

Of particular interest and value, in terms of the
complexity and volume of work performed, was the
exercise conducted by a combined evacuation assembly
point assigned to a refrigeration plant administra-
tion. This exercise involved the participation of
enterprises, organizations and institutions associated
with the fleet and also the population of a fishing

village-housewives and retired persons.3-/

Since the institution of the combined method of moving the urban
31 /

population, attention has been given to foot relocation exercises.-

Such exercises have been held at both industrial enterprises and educa-

tional institutions. For example, they are reported to have been held

at a Furniture Combine in Kremenchug (Ukrainian SSR) which included a

march of 38 km (23 miles), the Moscow Aircraft Maintenance Plant of the

Ministry of Civil Aviation, the Riga (Latvian SSR) Electric Lamp Plant,

an unnamed plant in Poltava (Ukrainian SSR), the Moscow Vocational-

Technical School No. 55 and Mechnical-Technical School of the USSR
Ministrv of Light Industry, the Vladimir (RSFSR) Polytechnical Institute,
the Kolomna (RSFSR) Pedagogical Institute, the Kishinev (Moldavian SSR)

Suvkhoz Academy, the Moscow First State Ball Bearing Plant-where the1Zevces marched 25 km (15.5 miles), and so on. -

In addition to evacuation reception exercises organized jointly

with urban enterprises and institutions, the rural civil defen.se organiza-

tions mi.v hold their own evacuation exercises. ,'1toe of these exercises
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are held for localities believed to be in areas of potential flooding

and involve the relocation of the residents, livestock and farm equip-

ment. Others are used to practice the relocation of some elements of the

the local population and the evacuation of livestock from the path of

radioactive fallout.

It should be noted that discussions and descriptions of exercises

in Soviet publications tend to serve several purposes. Some exercises

are offered as models of how to organize and conduct them. Indeed, they

may have been demonstration exercises attended not only by representatives

of higher staffs, but also by chiefs or chiefs of staff of other enter-

prises, services, collective and state farms, and so on. In other

instances, they provide examples of shortcomings and errors which should

be corrected or avoided. They may also serve to show what steps organiza-

tions took to improve their performance in the exercises after first doing

a poor -job of them.

10.3 PREPARATION OF HOSTING AREAS

For effective crisis relocation of the urban population, the

hosting areas nust have the necessary infrastructure to receive. house,

shelter and supply the evacuees. In many instances, this requires

improvements in the infrastructure of the hosting areas, some of which

pr-ferably should be carried out in peacetime. Such improvements nay be

undertaken by administrations of the hosting areas on their own, often

in the course of rural integrated exercises. They may also he carried

out with the technical and possibly financial assistance of the urban

enterprises, institutions and organizations.

4 As was noted, the chiefs of urban enterprises, installations, and

organizations, the chiefs of the civil defense staffs and heads of evacua-

tion commissions are urged to develop and maintain planning and working

ties with corresponding rural organizations in their assigned host ing areas

and to assist the latter in preparing and improving condi tions and capa-

hi lit h's for receiving and resettl ing urban evacuees. 3/Such assistance
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may include: improving the condition and traffic capacity of rural

roads, construction of additional sources of water and anti-radiation

shelters, expanding local food preparation and public feeding capa-

cities, stockpiling gas masks, improving communications, installation

of standby power generating equipment, and so on. While the extent of

such cooperation is not known, Soviet publications do cite instances

of them. Thus, among others, the publications mention such assistance

having been provided by the School and Children Furniture Factory in

Riga (Latvian SSR), the Audeias Combine in Vilnus (Lithuanian SSR), the

Motor Construction Plant in Ufa (RSFSR), the V.I. Lenin Metallurgical

Plant in Magnitogorsk (RSFSR), the Aksay Agricultural Machine Plant in

Rostov (RSFSR), the Motor Vehicle Plant No. 13 in Leningrad (RSFSR),

the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences in Kiev (Ukrainian SSR), various

localities in the Kazakh SSR, and the Moscow First State Ball Bearing
34/

Plant .
-

Exercises held in rural rayons, at village and rural soviets,

settlements and collective and state farms usually include the prepara-

tion of basements for use as anti-radiation shelters and the construc-

tion of additional ones. They may also include the stockpiling of food

and medical supplies. Exercises of this type are reported to have taken

place in most or all parts of the USSR.-3 / The reports, however, mention

only infrequently that the local residents built sufficient shelters not
36/

only for themselves but also for evacuees.- Of course, a portion-

and in many instances, the majority-of the evacuees will be sheltered

in the basement shelters and cellars of the rural residents where they

are quartered.

In the case of cities with insufficiently developed nearby rural

facilities, the exercises may include the construction of huts and

dugouts in the countryside to house, as well as provide anti-radintion

protection for the evacuees. For example, in the case of a joint exercise

held by the Olenegorskiy Mining Enrichment Combine and two state pol'-

technical institutes in the city of Monchegorsk (Murmansk Ohlast, RSFSR),

the combine's civil defense formations and the students "set tp a
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temporary area to accommodate evacuated personnel in the tundra."1-

They built dugouts and huts equipped with heating which provided protec-

tioii against radioactive fallout. Presumably such exercises are held in

other cities in the arctic and far eastern regions. It must be assumed,

however, that such hastily erected dugouts and huts are not permanent

structures but will deteriorate fairly rapidly. Consequently, the pre-

paration of such hosting areas is likely to take place either shortly

before the relocation of the urban inhabitants of such regions or

simultaneously with their relocation.

Another form of preparation of potential support for evacuees

is the organization and exercising of mobile food catering and food

and clothing distribution units. As was noted, these units are organized

primarily on the basis of urban public food catering establishments,

factory canteens, as well as food and clothing stores. The exercises

consist in the deployment of such units in tht hosting areas, either

independently or in conjunction with a relocation exercise, and appear

to be fairly widely held.-8 For example, during a relocation exercise

of several hundred workers held by the Moscow First State Ball Bearing

Plant, the plant's canteens and food store deployed a mobile food

catering point including a field kitchen in the hosting area which was

used to feed the personnel participating in the exercise.-9

10.4 PROBLEMS AND SHORTCOMINGS

Although according to Soviet publications relocation exercises,

at least on a small scale, have and continue to be held throughout the

USSR, the same publications also indicate that peacetime crisis reloca-

tion training has and continues to be plagued hy difficulties and short-

comings. In a large part, this appears to be due to the reluctance of

some officials and managers to devote in full mea'itre the time and

resources required for conducting full-scale, effective exercises. As

a result, it is not possible to assess the degree of readiness of Soviet

civil defense to execute a rapid and effective relocation of the urban

popul at ion in an ac tualI crisis sit uat ion.
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One difficulty appears to be that urban enterprises, organizations,

and institutions, as well as rural rayons and collective and state farms,

sometimes either fail to hold relocation exercises or do so in an over-

simplified manner which, as one official noted in 1976, are of "little

value."--/  For example, a relocation exercise held at a vocational-tech-

nical school consisted of merely assembling the students at the school's
41/

gate.-

Another shortcoming is that despite official exhortations calling

for the development of contacts between urban enterprises, organizations

and institutions and the rural soviets, evacuation reception commissions

and civil defense staffs in their assigned hosting areas, and the holding

of joint urban installation-rural exercises, this is not practiced as

widely as the authorities wish. Comments to this effect have appeared

repeatedly in Soviet publications during the 1970s and most recently in
42 /

1982.-

Still another problem is the exercizing of foot relocations as a

part of relocation exercizes by the combined method. In 1979, the Deputy

Chief of USSR Civil Defense, Lieutenant General S. Kremenskiy, noted that

"more attention" was being given to the combined method of evacuation.

At the same time, however, he complained that "only in a few educational

institutions is the combined method of evacuation exercised."4-3/ Although

foot evacuation exercises appear to have been held more widely in sub-

sequent years, they have not been without problems. In some cases, the

route had not been reconnoitered in advance, in others the participants

maintained poor discipline resulting in delays, unplanned stops and a

great deal of straggling.- Of course, in an actual crisis, there are

likely to be fewer discipline problems. However, these exercises usually

do not require the participants to carry personal baggage as would he

L'2 case in a crisis. Along with this, it should be noted that no large-

scale tests of transportation movements appear to have been held.

Another problem area is the readiness and capabi li ties of the

hosting areas to rapidly receive, house, shelter and supply urban
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evacuees. Especially uncertain appears to be the readiness of the hosting

localities to provide evacuees with sufficient spaces in anti-radiation

shelters. Although some officials claim that "successes have been scored

in organizing the protection of the rural population," 45/ in practice the

availability of anti-radiation shelters in rural areas appears to be

uneven. In many instances the exercises held in rural localities con-

;istted, in addition to clearing some basements and cellars, in the con-

struct ion of only one or two dugout shelters or covered trenches as a

demonstration of knowledge and skill in this type of construction. More

recently, however, it is claimed that in the course of integrated exercises

ii th rural areas it is becoming the practice to build "numerous anti-
,,46/

radiation shelters. -- Even iio, as was noted, Soviet publications make

onl, infrequent mention of the construction of sufficient shelters in rural

localities to accomnmodate all the urban evacuees assigned to them. Further-

more, given the temporary character of some of these shelters, it appears

that they are often dismantled after the exercise, while the population

('ont inues to use available basements and cellars for storage purposes.

It appears, therefore, that while capabilities to shelter the rural popu-

lation are- being progressively improved, there is no requirement at present

for the hosting areas to build and maintain sufficient shelters to accommo-

date the urban evacuees assigned to them. Apparently this will be done

in an actual crisis, either in advance of the arrival of the evacuees or

simultaneouslv with their arrival. This is one reason why the civil

defense instruction program for the population includes training in the

methods of construction of simple anti-radiation shelters. According to

present plans, however, the hosting areas are required to stock in peace-

time the necessary building materials and tools for the construction of

such shelters. As was noted, in a crisis situation, extensive use would

be made also of mechanized equipment available in the rural areas provided

by relocated urban construction organizations and military units for the

purpose of expediting the construction of such shelters.

While, as Soviet publications indicate, shortcomings in Soviet

relocation exercises and preparations undoubtedly do occur, their
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significance should not be exaggerated. One purpose of their being

mentioned in Soviet publications is to bring pressure on the responsible

leaders and organizations in order to make them rectify these short-

comings. Furthermore, organizations which conducted unsatisfactory

exercises may be required to repeat them. Another purpose of public

criticisms is to alert higher staffs, civil defense inspectors, and

communist party organizations to pay more attention to problem areas and

to ensure appropriate levels of performance by their subordinate organi-

zations.

Undoubtedly Soviet readiness for crisis relocation benefits from

the numerous small-scale tests of plans and capabilities which are carried

out through the country. Even so, in the absence of large-scale, city-wide

relocation exercises, it is uncertain how well Soviet plans will work in an

actual crisis relocation. It is not so much a question of the inability of

the authorities to carry out the relocation than of its rate. In other

words, the implementation of an actual crisis relocation may take somewhat

longer and may be less well organized than planned. Even so, it seems

likely that the relocation of those elements of the population which the

authorities view as being the more valuable ones-i.e., leadership and

elite elements, key organizations, essential workers, civil defense forma-

tions, etc. -would be accomplished in a relatively short time and that the

hosting areas to which these elements are assigned will probably be best

prepared to receive them. Still, in the case of the initiation of the

relocation with no or short prior warning, it is likely that sme additional

time, a matter of a few days, may be needed to complete the construction of

the necessary number of anti-radiation shelters and other improvements in

the hosting areas' infrastructure.
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Section 11

CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS
FOR U.S. CIVIL DEFENSE

Crisis relocation is an important and long-standing element of

post-World War II Soviet civil defense plans and programs. Soviet civil

defense leaders and planners believe that under appropriate conditions

and with adequate organization and preparation crisis relocation can be

a very effective method of protecting the mass of the urban residents

and industrial workers in high-risk areas front enemy nuclear strikes.

They also have been well aware that a capability to implement crisis relo-

cation can be attained much sooner and relatively more cheaply than the

construction of sufficient blast shelters to protect the urban population

in place. Given the attention it has received over many years in the

Soviet Union, it can be said that Soviet crisis relocation concepts are

well developed, comprehensive, and appear to be devoid of significant gaps.

While admitting the undisputed utility of crisis relocation,

Soviet civil defense leaders have developed some misgivings about sole or

primary reliance on this method for protection of the population. In all

but one respect, however, these misgivings have not paralleled public and

media criticisms of crisis relocation in the U.S. Arguments heard in the

U.S. about the alleged destabilizing and provocative character of crisis

relocation, its lack of realism, practicality and impossibility of rapid

implementation, the unacceptable vulnerability of the population while

the relocation is in progress, the dangers of enemy strikes on the evacu-

ated population in hosting areas, and so on have not been publicly raisedI
4and appear to be discounted in the Soviet Union. In their public state-

ments, Soviet leaders and spokesmen insist that all civil defense measuLres,

including crisis relocation, are merely humanitarian in purpose and, con-

svquently are neither destabilizing nor provocat ive. Furthermore, they

appear to believe that neither side would target the population per se,

I TId thL'V insist that strikes against a dispersed population art tinlike lv

because tlhev would he ineffective and wasteful of Vai i0I)C' n ttc lear asset s.
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Since the late 1960's, however, Soviet leaders have been concerned

over war initiation scenarios which would give the Soviets little prior

warning of an enemy attack and thereby preclude the implementation or com-

pletion of crisis relocation. Consequently, from the early 1970's Soviet

civil defense publications ceased to identify crisis relocation as the

"main" method of protecting the urban population and increased emphasis

was placed on developing capabilities to shelter the population in place

as an insurance against worst-case war initiation scenarios. Even so,

the Soviets did not discount the possibility of other scenarios which

allow for sufficient strategic warning to implement crisis relocation.

The current Soviet emphasis on shelter construction does not mean

that the Soviets have changed their views on the utility of crisis reloca-

tion as an effective measure to protect the population. There are several

reasons for this. One is not only the high cost but also the long lead-

time required to provide the entire population in high-risk areas with

effective shelters. At the present tine, the Soviets appear to still be

far from having such a shelter capability. Another reason is the recog-

nition that losses among a sheltered population from enemy strikes in

likely target areas will probably be significantly greater than among a

relocated and dispersed population. More important is the Soviet belief

that relocation of leadership elements and other valuable personnel, as

well as of essential industrial workers, is necessary in order to ensure

their ability to perform their critical duties under war conditions. In

particular, it is considered impractical to keep essential workers in theI cities in order to maintain key industrial enterprises, utilities, and
services in continuous operation. Finally, given that Soviet civil defense

intends to conduct large-scale rescue, damage-limiting, repair and restora-

tion operations in areas damaged by nuclear strikes, there is a requirement

for relocating the major part of the urban civil defense forces to exturhan

areas in order to ensure their ability to carry out this mission. Essen-

Li ally, the re fore, there is-and will continue to be-not only a Soviet
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preference for executing crisis relocation in circumstances that permit

doing so, but also a requirement for relocating select but significant

numbers of urban residents regardless of existing shelter capacities in

the cities and at industrial enterprises. There is every reason to

expect that this requirement will remain in force even if the U.S.

announces its commitment to a city-avoidance targeting strategy.

Crisis relocation concepts and plans inevitably reflect a given

country's political, governmental, economic, social and value systems.

In addition, they reflect a country's views on the likely character of

the initiation and conduct of a possible nuclear war and on the wartime

requirements for logistic and economic support of the armed forces, as

well as the probable duration of the evacuees' stay in the hosting areas

and the available resources for implementing the relocation.

In the case of the Soviet Union, its crisis relocation concepts,

plans and methods of implementation undoubtedly benefit from, and are

facilitated by, the Soviet system of centralized political and state

authority, the state ownership of the economy and its degree of control

over the population, as well as by the existence of a centrally-directed,

hierarchically structured, country-wide civil defense organization. This

means that the participation of government and economic organizations,

public services, as well as civil defense staffs and forces at all levels

in crisis relocation planning and implementation is compulsory. It also

means that the authorities can designate which cities and installations

will be subject to crisis relocation, the order of priority of relocation

of various elements of the population, which hosting areas will be used

and how transportation will be allocated. Furthermore, the authorities

have the ability to prohibit and prevent all independent and uncontrolled

relocation by the population, establish schedules for departure of all

elements of the Population subject to relocation, and assign to each

urban resident (i.e., individual or family) his destination in the hosting

areas. Finally, it makes possible not only effective planning of the use

of all means of transportation but the identification of those urban
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* residents who will be required to leave the cities on foot in organized

groups and the designation of their travel routes and destinations.

There is no doubt that Soviet insistence on the need to keep

essential urban industrial enterprises, installations and services in

operation during wartime has a significant effect on Soviet crisis relo-

cation concepts and plans. First, this means that in the Soviet view

certain elements of the population are more valuable than others for pur-

poses of maintaining coimmand and control, sustaining the war effort and

civil defense operations, as well as preserving capabilities for post-

strike reconstitution and postwar recovery. Consequently, just as in the

matter of shelter availabilitv, so in the matter of crisis relocation such

elements will have proiyover less valuable elements of the population.

In the Soviet Union such differential treatment of the population is not

seen as raising political or morale problems. Second, this gives rise

to the concept of "dispersal" of essential personnel and of "evacuation"

of non-essential urban residents, which in turn affects the selection of

hosting areas appropriated to each of these categories and, to a consider-

able extent, the allocation of transportation. In particular, it means

that essential personnel (and their family members) must be relocated by

and through their places of employment, that each essential enterprise

and installation must keep its employees together in the assigned hosting

areas-which requires the assignment in advance of dedicated hosting

localities, and that the selection of the latter must facilitate the con-

muting of workshifts to the cities. It should be noted that the concept

of maintaining (cssential production and other economic and service

activities in crisis situations and in wartime tends to mitigate the

economic costs and disruption caused by crisis relocation and, conse-

quently, makes a protracted relocated posture more tolerable to the state

and society.

Soviet insistence on crisis relocation being highly organized,

managed and controlled, thus making its implementation predictable,

greatly facilitates planning and preparations at all levels. In the
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urban areas the civil defense staffs and evacuation commissions can

develop detailed plans which determine precisely which persons will be

"dispersed" or "evacuated," how they will be assembled and processed,

when they will depart, by what means they will leave the cities and what

routes they will use, and to which hosting localities they will proceed.

In their turn, the hosting areas and localities-knowing in advance which

urban organization is assigned to them, how many evacuees will arrive,

approximately when they will arrive and by what means-can prepare their

plans for the reception, housing, anti-radiation protection, supply

and essential service support of the evacuees. Furthermore, given that

hosting localities are allocated to urban industrial enterprises, instal-

latins, departments, institutions, as well as rayons already in peace-

time, riey can ascertain the capabilities of the infrastructures of their

assigned hosting localities and, where necessary, make plans to help

upgrade them. The problem of housing evac.ees is eased by the system of

compulsory quartering of evacuees in the homes of local residents.

In order to manage and control crisis relocation, the Soviets

require a system of evacuation assembly points (SEPs) in the urban areas

for the purposes of assembling and processing the various groups of

evacuees, organizing their departure and boarding of transport according

to planned schedules and ensuring that the appropriate groups are sent

to designated destinations. This in turn necessitates a staggered

scheduling of the populations' arrival at the SEPs and therefore requires

that the various elements of the population be informed of the times they

must report to their assigned SEPs. The svstem of relocating the urban

population through SEPs is somewhat cumbersome and not without problems.

The requirement for processing the population through the SEPs not onl

introduces some delays in the initiation of its departure from the city,

but the very large numbers of SEPs in simultaneous use in each citV is

likelv to cause a great deal of confused movement by tile residents.

Prior to 1975, there appeared to be an effective system of control

ove r the population during crisis r, location based on issuing to urban
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residents special evacuation passes (or coupons). These passes provided

instructions on the arrival time of the bearers at the SEPs and their

location, the evacuees' destinations, as well as information on personal

baggage to bring along. They also were intended to identify the evacuees

during processing at the SEPs, in the course of the relocation and in the

hosting areas, and were used by the authorities to keep an accurate count

of the departing evacuees and a record of their whereabouts. Precisely

why this system was abandoned, especially in view of the fact that Soviet

citizens are normally required to have various personal identification

documents, military service and work books and so on, is not clear.

Possibly it may have been a question of maintaining secrecy about the

hosting locations of essential workers and other valuable personnel or

a desire to avoid alarming the public. It is also possible that as a

general rule it was decided to fill in the passes and issue them only

in the event of an actual crisis relocation, which would have delayed

its implementation.

The present system is based on lists of workers, employees and

members of their families prepared by the places of employment and of

non-working persons prepared by the housing administrations where they

reside, or in the case of students, prepared by the administrations of

educational institutions. These lists will be used by the SEPs to

register the evacuees and to check their right to be relocated by a

particular enterprise, installation, institution or residential area.

Unlike the earlier evacuation passes which indicated the evacuee's

destination, the present system does not appear to provide him with Stich

documentation. This may increase the possibility that people will get

lost or proceed to wrong destinations. Consequently, this places greater

responsibility on the evacuation reception points (PEPs) in the hosting

areas to ascertain, presumably on the basis of personnel lists provided

by appropriate urban evacuation commissions, whether the arriving evacuees

are authorized to stay in a given hosting locality. Fundamental to

control is the policy of denying housing and food to persons not authorized

to be in a given locality.
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The peculiarities of Soviet transportation have both favorable

j and unfavorable implications for crisis relocation. On the favorable

side, the absence of large numbers of privately owned motor vehicles

and therefore the dependence of the urban population on transportation

provided by the authorities, facilitates control over the movement of

the population and the optimization of the use of all available trans-

portation means and routes. The Soviet authorities have the advantage

of being able to mobilize and requisition all available means of trans-

portation regardless of their ownership for use during the relocation.

The organization of motor vehicles into convoys facilitates movement

scheduling and traffic control and ensures that the vehicles will proceed

only to designated destinations. The system of fixed and mobile feeding

and repair points along the roads will contribute to a smooth flow of

traffic, a more rapid turnabout of vehicles, as well as better planning

for the allocation of appropriate resources.

On the unfavorable side, the USSR suffers from a relative shortage

of transportation and all-weather roads. This fact along with Soviet

climatic conditions tends to make the railroads the primary year-around

carrier for transporting evacuees. A further difficulty is that military

traffic on railroads and roads will be given priority and may result in

tho closing of some highways to the transportation of urban evacuees.

Furthermore, a portion of available motor vehicles will be retained by

the relocated civil defense forces. Undoubtedly this will interfere with

the relocation process and makes it necessary for urban civil defense

staffs to carefully coordinate their transportation plans in advance with

the military authorities. The shortage of transportation, especially of

motor vehicles, has the effect of generating a requirement for multiple

round trips by vehicle convoys in the course of the relocation. This

results in limiting the distances that the motor vehicle convoys will

travel from the cities during the initial phase of the relocation.

AnIother consequence of the shortage of transportation is the nucessityv of

having to move a portion of the urban population from the cit Scs on foot.
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As in the case of use of transportation, so in the case of

evacuation on foot-Soviet plans envisage the movement to be well

organized and controlled. The objective of relocating a portion of the

population on foot is to accelerate the rate of the population's depar-

ture from the cities and especially to maximize the number of urban

residents who can be moved in the shortest time beyond the range of the

prompt effects of possible nuclear strikes on urban targets. In prin-

ciple and probably largely in practice, such relocation will primarily

be confined to the younger and more physically fit elements of the popu-

lation and, according to plans, in most instances it will be limited to

a one-day march from the cities. The organized groups will depart

according to established times and follow mapped routes which will be

provided at various points with water supply, warming facilities (in

winter), fixed and mobile medical aid posts, and intermediate evacuation

points (PPEs) in rural localities where the marching groups will wait

for transportation to their final destinations.

The actual rate of relocation of the Soviet urban population is

difficuit to predict. It is very unlikely that in the course of a crisis

any significant portion of this population would leave the cities volun-

tarilv and without official orders prior to the government's announcement

of crisis relocation. Of course., the Soviet authorities may institute a

covert selective relocation of various elements of the population prior

to ordering general crisis relocation. In general, it appears that with

the steady improvements in Soviet transportation capabilities and the

expansion of the road net, it may be possible, in the case of most Soviet

cities, to organize the departure of a majority of their residents in some

48 to 72 hours.

Soviet planners recognize that crisis relocation requires not only

the organization of rapid departure of the population from high risk cities,

but also advanced planning and preparation of the reception, housing,

supplying, and anti-radiation protection oif the evacuees by the hosting

areas. Given that in a large measure each city's hosting area will bef unique, there will he considerable variations in the infrastructure
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of the hosting areas and different needs for additional preparatory

measures to give them the capabilities to host the evacuees assigned to

them. Therefore, in crisis relocation planning attention is paid to the

availability in the hosting areas of housing, food stocks, food process-

ing, preparation and catering capacities, medical facilities and stocks

of medical supplies, water supply, sanitation, transportation capabili-

ties, and anti-radiation shelters or of stocks of building materials

necessary for their construction. In principle, the authorities in the

hosting areas will take steps in peacetime to remedy deficiencies in

their areas' infrastructure either by their own efforts or with the

assistance of the urban organizations they are expected to host. In

the case of cities with no significantly developed and inhabited sur-

rounding areas (especially in northern USSR and Siberia), the urban civil

defense forces and residents will build temporary housing and shelters

and other support facilities in designated locations in the wilderness.

Although there is a requirement for the hosting areas to maintain

in peacetime, or develop in time of crisis, food stocks to feed urban

evacuees, their planned size is not known. Probably the sizes of the

stocks will vary depending on a number of factors, such as a given area's

food production, storage capacities and normal amounts of stored food

supplies, the planned hosting ratios, and the expected amounts of

supplies which will be relocated from the cities to the hosting areas.

There appear to be indications that special protected stocks of food

specifically for use in the event of crisis relocation may be maintained

in hosting areas near large cities. Even so, it is likely that the food

stocks in the hosting areas for feeding the evacuees will suffice for a

limited period of time, i.e., weeks or a few months. They appear to he

intended primarily for use during the initial period of the relocation

and in the event of a temporary cessation of agricultural production or

the disruption of transportation by enemy strikes. Soviet planners

assume that following such a period it will be possible to move and

redistribute other state reserves of food from other areas and also

resume agricultural activities. Of course, there will be stringent food

rationing in the hosting areas as well as throughout the country.
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A major difficulty in crisis relocation is the preparation of

sufficient anti-radiation shelters to protect the evacuees as well as

local residents in the hosting areas. While it is possible to adapt in

peacetime existing basements, cellars and other structures in the host-

ing areas for use as anti-radiation shelters, they may not suffice to

accommodate all the evacuees. Simple anti-radiation shelters (i.e.,

dugouts, covered trenches, etc.), however, tend to deteriorate fairly

rapidly which discourages their construction in advance of crisis

relocation. Consequently, although published Soviet reports do mention

instances of rural localities where, during civil defense exercises,

sufficient shelters were built to accommodate evacuees, it appears that

in general the present practice is for hosting areas to stock building

materials in readiness for the construction of such shelters in an

actual crisis. Although these shelters can he rapidly erected, especially

with the use of mechanized earth digging and moving equipment, the time

required for their construction must be added to the relocation time

before the evacuees can be said to be effectively protected.

The extent of the role played by the military-civil defense

troops in particular-in the implementation of crisis relocation is not

known. To a certain extent it will depend on such factors as whether

the armed forces are in the midst of mobilization and deployment or have

completed these activities. There are indications that if circumstances

permit, military units will assist crisis relocation, at least selectively,

in various ways such as: road improvement, maintenance of order and

traffic control, communications, construction of shelters, water reser-

voirs and other essential facilities, supplementing civilian medical

services, providing mobile power units, and so on.

Information on crisis relocation exercises in the USSR is frag-

mentary. There are indications that crisis relocation is included in

civil defense command-staff exercises at all levels and also in integrated

civil defense exercises held regularly at industrial enterprises, instal-

lations, educational institutions and also in rural rayons, settlements
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- and collective and state farms. For a variety of reasons, however, the

scale of these exercises usually appears to be small. Most often they

involve either elements of off-duty workers and members of their

families or students of vocational or technical schools. The exercises

may include both relocation by transport and on foot. While instances

of moving several hundred or thousand persons to hosting areas are

reported in Soviet publications, the latter also indicate that in many

cases the exercises are limited to the deployment of SEPs and PEPs.

Although the small-scale crisis relocation exercises being held

throughout the USSR undoubtedly serve to train the organizations and

personnel charged with implementing the relocation and to test their

plans and state of readiness, it is uncertain whether they can provide

reliable indications of how well Soviet plans, schedules, etc. will

actually work in the event of a massive relocation of the urban popula-

tion. Of course, for economic and political reasons and because of

* fear of possible misinterpretations abroad, it i'q considered impractical

in peacetime to hold exercises involving the relocation of the entire

population of large cities.-,Consequently, a certain degree of uncer-

tainty about the execution of crisis relocation is likely to persist.

In particular, there may be more confusion and delays in the reporting

of the population to the SEPs and in the arrival and departure of trans-

port than Soviet plans allow for, and it may he impossible to adhere to

the tight schedules for the assembly of evacuees and the boarding of

transportation. Exercise results also cast some doubts on the ability

of marching columns to adhere to movement schedules. Furthermore, one

must anticipate that the civil defense chiefs, staffs, services, forma-

tions and the evacuation commissions will not all be equally well

trained and efficient. Even so, there is no basis for believing that

the relocation plans will be badly disrupted and that there will be long

delays in the movement of the population from the cities.

Concerning the question of possible implications of Soviet

crisis relocation organization, plans and management for U.S. civil
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defense, it is important to keep in mind the many areas of fundamental

differences between Soviet and U.S. governmental, societal, economic,

population control and civil defense systems. There are also important

asymmetries in the two countries' capabilities to implement crisis

relocation. Even so, certain aspects of Soviet crisis relocation could

be of interest for and may possibly haave some application in U.S. crisis

relocation planning (CRP).

1. The persistence of Soviet interest in crisis relocation of

potentially threatened cities and the Soviet requirement to relocate

essential workers and urban civil defense formations regardless of the

availability of blast shelters in the urban areas are important arguments

in support of U.S. CRP. The relevant question for U.S. planners appears

to be not whether the Soviet Union will practice some sort of crisis

relocation, but how rapidly it can carry it out. In principle, large

differences between the Soviet Union and the U.S. in the time required

for implementing and completing crisis relocation may leave the U.S.

vulnerable to Soviet coercion or, in the event of a Soviet attack, may

result in significantly larger U.S. population losses.

2. Soviet crisis relocation provides a good example of all the

factors and elements which need to be taken into account for a compre-

hensive approach to and planning of crisis relocation. The Soviet

example strongly suggjests that the orderliness and speed of crisis

relocation depends, in addition to good organization and careful planningI and efficient use of availahle resources, on the exercise of effective

control over the actions of the population in the course of the reloca-

tion and in Lhe hosting areas. Rates of relocation will be affected not

only by the organization of the departure of the population from the

cities, but also by what is done to facilitate a smooth flow of movement

(transportation) to the hosting areas. Also important is the development

of methods for achieving a desirable distribution of evacuees among*1 hosting areas and attention to the improvement of the latters' infra-

structure to meet the mattrial and other requirements for a protracted

stay by urban evacuees.
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3. Tile Soviet concept of "dispersal" of essential workers

appears to be worthy of consideration if the U.S. also decides to

maintain some essential services and production activities in the

cities following crisis relocation. It would not be practical to

keep all essential workers continuously in the cities for a protracted

time even if they are provided with blast shelters. Aside from morale,

control and supply problems, this approach wouid keep the entire force

of essential workers at risk and, in the event of an enemy attack,

could result in greater losses among them than if only one shift at a

time is present in high risk areas. It is also likely that prolonged

separation of the workers from their families would be unacceptable to

both. The "dispersal" concept, however, requires that essential workers

and members of their families be relocated together according to their

places of employment, service or missions in the cities; that they be

provided with dedicated hosting areas selected with the view of

facilitating the commuting of workshifts to and from the cities; that

the necessary means are maintained to transport these workers to and

from work; and that all necessary conditions are created in the hosting

localities to minimize demands on the workers' time and labor to sus-

tain and protect them. There is also a requirement to give such essen-

tial workers training in civil defense.

4. One consequence of plans to keep significant numbers of

essential workers in high risk areas is the necessity to organize civil

defense forces and capabilities to come to their assistance in the

event of enemy strikes on the cities where they are working. The conduct

of rescue operations will require forces which are significantly larger

than the number of essential workers in the target areas. In order for

such forces not to be pinned down by enemy strikes in the urban areas,

they must be either relocated from the cities prior to enemy strikes or

they must be organized on the basis of human and material resources

normally present in exurban areas. Although, from a practical viewpoint

the ability of such forces to conduct post-strike rescue operations will

largely depend on the radiological environment and therefore is fraught
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with uncertainties, the existence of such a force nevertheless is essen-

tial if elements of the essential work force are to be continuously kept

in high risk areas.

5. The earlier Soviet system of issuing thle urban population

evacuation passes in advance of any crisis relocation may be worthy of

some form of application in the U.S. It is important for CRP to

encourage the urban population to proceed to pre-designated hosting areas

along designated routes and in such a manner that it is distributed in

the hosting areas in accordance with plans and the hosting localities'

capabilities. In principle, the issuing of evacuation passes may serve

a number of useful purposes: It would assign hosting areas or localities

and inform the recipients of their location; it may ensure a better use of

routes; it could help identify essential workers and direct them to dedi-

cated hosting localities; it could contain instructions about how the

population should act, what it should take along, where it should look

for assistance, and so on. It appears likely that in thle U.S., with the

possible exception of essential workers, thle assignment or allocation of

hosting areas will be best made in accordance with the individuals' (and

families') places of residence. Of course, it will be important to per-

suade the population that Lt Should proceed to designated hosting areas

because they are prepared to receive and care for the evacuees assigned

to them. As in the Soviet Union, the passes could serve to identify the

evacuees, possibly facilitate their redistribution among hosting loca.li-

ties following their arrival, provide the local authorities with some

means of keeping Count of and control over them (if a segment of the

evacuation pass is used for registering the evacuees in the hosting

areas), and permit a more effective use of available resources.

6. The Soviet concept of assigning as far as possible host ing

j areas to cities within the boundaries of states where the latter are

located is sensible. Thle same canl also be said about the basic principle

of moving thle urban population thle shortest possible distance conmensurate

with its safety and thle character of the exurhan area from the cities.
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Obviously, the greater the distances the evacuees are required to

travel, the more the relocation will be protracted and the greater the

likelihood of difficulties and delays in their movement and of their

maldistribution in the exurban areas.

7. Soviet strategic targeting doctrine appears to have relevance

for the selection of hosting areas in the U.S. According to this doctrine,

the population would not be targeted per se and, in addition to military

targets, Soviet strikes would be aimed primarily at key economic targets

whose distribution could directly influence U.S. warfighting and control

capabilities. This suggests that it may not be necessary for the U.S. to

seek maximum dispersal of the relocated population in hosting areas, which

may create major control and support problems. For example, use could be

made, for hosting purposes, of all towns with populations of up to 50,000

or more if they do not contain significant strategic targets. In such

cases, hosting ratios of two or three evacuees to one local inhabitant

may be practical and safe.

8. Even though in the U.S. the major portion of the urban popula-

tion will be expected to leave the cities using privately owned vehicles,

there will be a requirement to organize the transportation of those ele-

ments of the urban population which will be unable to do so. Indeed, it

may be desirable to encourage, either in general or selectively, the urban

population to use non-private means of transportation. This should include

the use of railroads, river boats and coastal vessels, as well as publicly

owned buses and trucks. The well-organized use of railroads and ships is

likely to result in a more rapid arrival by evacuees using them in hostingI areas than by those traveling by motor vehicles. In the case of elements

of the population not using private vehicles, passenger pick-up stations

for public buses and trucks ideally should be located at terminal stops

of subways, streetcars and trolley buses furthest from the city centers.

This presumnes, however, that these latter systems will remain in operation

at least during the initial stage of the relocation. In any event, trans-

portation pick-tip points for persons not traveling by private vehicles
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should be known to the urban population in advance and also publicized

in the course of the relocation process. The Soviet concept of organi-

zing public motor vehicles into convoys, each with an assigned leader,

appears to have some merit because it may help maintain discipline

among the drivers, facilitate the organization of round trips, and

increase the likelihood that the passengers will be delivered to desig-

nated hosting localities.

9. The maintenance of a reasonably smooth flow of motor vehicles

on the roads will depend in part on minimizing disruptions resulting from

vehicle breakdowns, collisions and running out of gas. Reliance only on

fixed fueling and repair facilities which normally exist along relocation

routes is unlikely to meet the needs and, in fact, may contribute to

traffic jams and delays. For these reasons, the Soviet system of organi-

zing mobile fueling, repair and towing units along relocation routes

appears to be a sensible approach to the problem.

10. It is obvious that the careful, indeed comprehensive, prepara-

tion of hosting areas to receive, house, feed and supply, medicate, service

and shelter urban evacuees is essential for an effective crisis relocation

and the credibility in public eyes of the crisis relocation concept. This

requires, in addition to appropriate planning, the implementation in

peacetime of various measures to ensure that the hosting areas' infra-

structure is adequate to meet the expected requirements. The Soviet

) approach to this problem suggests the need for particular attention in

hosting areas to suci, issues as the adequacy of water supply, food stocks

and food processing and catering capabilities with fuel for this purpose,

medical facilities and stocks of medical supplies, stocks of building

materials for the construction of rapidly erectable anti-radiation shelters,

etc. There is also great merit to Soviet concepts of careful preplanned

relocation and assignment to hosting areas of urban medical facilities and

personnel to augment existing medical facilities there or to set up new

ones on the basis of stocked medical supplies and equipment. As far as

possible, physicians in private practice should be instructed in advance
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to either join urban medical organizations in the course of the relocation

or report to designated medical facilities and health services in the

hosting areas. Finally, the Soviet concept of organizing mobile field

kitchens for feeding evacuees, especially in hosting areas with insuffi-

cient public feeding facilities is sensible and worth noting.

11. The Soviet system of population control is alien to the

American system of government and values. Nevertheless, some degree of

control during crisis relocation and in hosting areas will be essential

to prevent behavior which may jeopardize the safety and survivability of

the population. It would appear that serious attention will have to be

given to problems of traffic control and management. In the hosting areas,

experience with past disaster situations suggests that the distribution of

food and basic necessities provides the authorities with a potent instru-

ment of control. Other instruments of control may include: the organiza-

tion of evacuees into relatively small groups, each with an appointed or

elected leader (possibly these leaders could also serve as shelter managers);

the establishment of a public order and safety service utilizing, among

others, relocated urban police and security personnel; the setting up of

various administrative and service organizations largely manned by evacuees

for dealing with evacuees' problems. Finally, from the viewpoint of

control as well as economics and morale it will be desirable to find useful

work or occupations for as many evacuees as possible in the event of their

protracted stay in the hosting areas.

12. There is no parallel in the U.S. to the Soviet compulsory' civil

defense instruction program for the general population. It should be noted,

however, that the Soviet instruction of the population in crisis relocation

is relatively simple and brief. Of course, in the Soviet I'1,ni, thle popu-

lation does not question the utility or practicality oif crisis rt-10cation,

and it is required to show little initiative in implementing it. Basicall\v,

all it is asked to do is to report to designated evacuation assembly points*1 at specified times. In the case of the U.S., however, a major part of tile

urban population will have to exercise far greater initiative because its

possession of private means of transportation will give it the capability to
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take independent actions. Nevertheless, it is probably true that

relatively simple and brief instructions will suffice also in the U.S.-

that is, instructions which tell the public when to leave, where to go

and what routes to use, or alternatively when and where to find public

transportation. In the case of the U.S., however, the question of the

credibility of CRP and of the willingness of the public to implement it

is far more serious than in the Soviet Union. There is, therefore, a

* requirement to educate the public in this matter which goes well beyond

the specific instructions on actions to be taken in the event of crisis

relocation. The population must be convinced that crisis relocation is

a credible and realistic survival concept. It must be given an incentive

to proceed to designated hosting areas and have confidence in the capa-

bilities of these areas to receive, sustain and protect the evacuees for

an indefinite period of time. The public must also be persuaded that a

reasonable span of time will probably be available for implementing the

* $ relocation. Another subject of instruction of the population concerns

the construction of rapidly erectable anti-radiation shelters in the

hosting areas. In the Soviet Union, instruction in the construction of

such shelters is given to the general public in the course of the com-

pulsory civil defense training program and in greater detail to the multi-

million members of thle civil defense forces. Presumably, crisis reloca-

tion in the U.S. as well as in tile Soviet Union will coincide with a

large volume of construction of such shelters or the adapting of existing

3 facilities for use as shelters, in which the evacuees will be required to

actively participate. While the Soviet system of public instruction is

not applicable in the U.S., there will be a need, nevertheless, to train

a significant number of persons in how to build such shelters using

various building materials, as well as prepare detailed instructions on

shelter construction for distribution to the evacuees. Whether instruction

in anti-radiation shelter construction should be given primarily to per-

sonnel recruited from various public services, civil defense organizationsI and construction workers in the hosting areas or should include similar

personnel in urban areas will need to be determined.
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There is no doubt that rapid crisis relocation of tens of millions

of urban residents is a formidable and complex undertaking. Indeed, it is

one of the most difficult in any civil defense program. Its implementation

requires comprehensive planning, effective organization and extensive pre-

parations, as well as some form of instruction of the population. There

are no illusions on this score among responsible civil defense officials,

either in the Soviet Union or in the U.S. Despite the inherent difficulties

of crisis relocation, however, analysis of Soviet concepts, organization,

plans and preparations indicate that the Soviet Union has developed it into

a practical and effective method for protecting its urban population against

enemy nuclear strikes and, indeed, recognizes that it is a better method of

protection than sheltering the population in-place. The existence of this

Soviet capability and its implications for Soviet crisis management and war

survival should not be ignored by the United States.
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